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Preface

Geophysical methods are used as a powerful tool for investigating the geological structures of

the Earth’s crust, which often control the locations and geometries of natural resources such as oil,

gas, and minerals. A variety of geophysical methods have been introduced using different physical

characteristics of the Earth materials. The scientific exploration and understanding of the geophysical

methods and their applications have become imperative for industrialists and academics.

This reprint, Application of Geophysical Data Interpretation in Geological and Mineral Potential

Mapping, published by MDPI, is a compilation of scientific papers on new interpretation results

in geological and mineral potential mapping using geophysical methods such as seismic, electrical

resistivity, gravity and magnetic methods. This reprint also provides some new methodologies for a

variety of geophysical methods to aid geological methods with an emphasis on mineral exploration.

In conclusion, Application of Geophysical Data Interpretation in Geological and Mineral Potential

Mapping is the result of a cooperative effort to compile and disseminate knowledge in the geophysical

field. All of the scientific papers in this book are original contributions that together provide a

thorough resource on applications of geophysical methods. The guest editors extend their sincere

gratitude to the contributing authors who believed in this reprint project from the beginning.

Luan Thanh Pham, Saulo Pomponet Oliveira, and Le Van Anh Cuong

Editors
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Editorial

Editorial for the Special Issue “Application of Geophysical Data
Interpretation in Geological and Mineral Potential Mapping”
Luan Thanh Pham 1,* , Saulo Pomponet Oliveira 2,* and Cuong Van Anh Le 3

1 Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Physics, University of Science, Vietnam National University,
Hanoi 100000, Vietnam

2 Graduate Program in Geology, Department of Mathematics, Federal University of Paraná,
Curitiba 81531-980, PR, Brazil

3 Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Physics and Engineering Physics, University of Science, Vietnam
National University Ho Chi Minh City, Ho Chi Minh City 700000, Vietnam; lvacuong@hcmus.edu.vn

* Correspondence: luanpt@hus.edu.vn (L.T.P.); saulopo@ufpr.br (S.P.O.)

Geological structures often control the distribution of natural resources such as oil,
gas, and minerals [1–3]. Interpreting geophysical data can help in mapping these struc-
tures [4–8]. To better understand the application of geophysical data interpretation in
mapping geological structures and mineral deposits, we collected 10 contributions for this
Special Issue. These contributions will be briefly presented here.

In the first contribution by Xu and co-authors, “Research on the Tectonic Characteristics
and Hydrocarbon Prospects in the Northern Area of the South Yellow Sea Based on Gravity
and Magnetic Data”, potential field and seismic data are employed to locate fault lineaments
and estimate the basement depth in the northern basin and the middle uplift of the South
Yellow Sea, China.

In “Low-Dimensional Multi-Trace Impedance Inversion in Sparse Space with Elastic
Half Norm Constraint”, Lan et al. aim to improve the computational efficiency in multi-
trace impedance inversion. They also proposed an inversion constraint based on an elastic
half norm, and tested the proposed approach on synthetic and field seismic 2D profiles.

Park and co-authors employ paleomagnetic data and analyze the anisotropy of mag-
netic susceptibility in their work “Preferred Orientations of Magnetic Minerals Inferred
from Magnetic Fabrics of Hantangang Quaternary Basalts”, contributing to the knowledge
about the eruptive origin of the Hantangang River Volcanic Field, Korea.

The methodological background of the article entitled “Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) of High-Quality Magnetic Data of the Obudu Basement Complex, Nigeria” by Ekwok
and collaborators is a stochastic optimization approach to the inversion of magnetic profiles.
The inversion considers a universal model that comprises a variety of simple geometric
sources (spheres, cylinders, thin sheets, and geological contacts). The inversion technique
was applied to four magnetic profiles from the Precambrian Obudu basement complex,
Nigeria, revealing depositional zones for igneous-related minerals and migratory pathways
for hydrothermal fluids.

Another methodological strand, data-driven machine learning algorithms, is the tool
used by Behnia et al. in their work, “Mineral Prospectivity Mapping for Orogenic Gold
Mineralization in the Rainy River Area, Wabigoon Subprovince”. Specifically, the Random
Forest algorithm is employed to produce prospectivity maps from geological, gravity, and
magnetic data from the Rainy River Area, Canada.

In “Mapping of the Structural Lineaments and Sedimentary Basement Relief Using
Gravity Data to Guide Mineral Exploration in the Denizli Basin”, Altinoğlu applies depth-
estimation and edge detection techniques to gravity data with the purpose of designing a
basin depth model and delineate geological structures of the Denizli Basin, Turkey. These
results are correlated especially with geothermal occurrences.
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Alvandi et al. also consider edge detection methods in their work, “Enhancement of
Potential Field Source Boundaries Using the Hyperbolic Domain (Gudermannian Func-
tion)”, where new techniques are proposed and compared with classical ones in synthetic
and real-potential-field data, in particular, gravity data from the Jalal Abad iron mine, Iran.

Induced polarization was the geophysical method of choice by do Amaral and col-
laborators in “Electrical Prospecting of Gold Mineralization in Exhalites of the Digo-Digo
VMS Occurrence, Central Brazil”. The geological–geophysical model obtained from the
processing and inversion of the acquired data, in addition to the correlation of electrical
and surface geological data, has made it possible to identify four anomalous areas related
to potential mineralized zones.

Egorov and co-authors, in “Impact of the Regional Pai-Khoi-Altai Strike-Slip Zone on
the Localization of Hydrocarbon Fields in Pre-Jurassic Units of West Siberia”, carry out
the interpretation of gravity, magnetic, and seismic data from the Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-
slip zone, Russia, for the automated forecasting of prospective deep-seated hydrocarbon
deposits in the study area.

In “Gravity Data Enhancement Using the Exponential Transform of the Tilt Angle of
the Horizontal Gradient”, Pham et al. introduced an improved enhancement technique that
uses the exponential transform of the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient to improve the
edge detection results. The robustness of the presented method is tested on synthetic models
before applying to real gravity datasets to determine the geological features of the Tuan
Giao area (Vietnam) and the boundaries of the Voisey’s Bay Ni–Cu–Co deposit (Canada).

In conclusion, the papers collected in this Special Issue provided some applications
and new methodologies for a variety of geophysical methods to aid geological methods
with an emphasis on mineral exploration. We hope that these papers will further stimulate
the integration of geological and geophysical information, as well as the development of
processing and inversion techniques suited for mineral exploration.

Acknowledgments: The Guest Editors thank the authors, reviewers, as well as the Editorial Board
and staff from Minerals for their contributions to this Special Issue.
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Gravity Data Enhancement Using the Exponential Transform of
the Tilt Angle of the Horizontal Gradient
Luan Thanh Pham 1 , Saulo Pomponet Oliveira 2 , Cuong Van Anh Le 3, Nhung Thi Bui 4, An Hoa Vu 4

and Duong Anh Nguyen 4,*
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3 Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Physics and Engineering Physics, University of Science,
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* Correspondence: naduong@igp.vast.vn

Abstract: Detecting the boundaries of geologic structures is one of the main tasks in interpreting grav-
ity anomalies. Many methods based on the derivatives of gravity anomalies have been introduced to
map the source boundaries. The drawbacks of traditional methods are that the estimated boundaries
are divergent or false boundaries appear in the output map. Here, we use the exponential transform
of the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient to improve the edge detection results. The robustness of
the presented method is illustrated using synthetic data and real examples from the Voisey’s Bay
Ni-Cu-Co deposit (Canada) and the Tuan Giao (Vietnam). The findings show that the presented
technique can produce more precise and clear boundaries.

Keywords: exponential transform; tilt angle; horizontal gradient; edge detection

1. Introduction

Geophysical methods are known as a powerful tool in mapping geological structures
and minerals [1–6]. The gravity method is characterized by low cost and broad coverage
compared to other geophysical surveys [7,8]. Interpreting gravity data provides important
information about subsurface geological features [9–11]. The enhancement techniques of
gravity anomalies can quickly determine the boundaries of the structures, and bring more
abundant information for interpreting geologic formations [12–15].

Many techniques have been developed for enhancing gravity data [16–22]. These
techniques are based on gradients of the anomalous field [23–26]. Unbalanced and balanced
edge detection techniques are the two primary types of edge enhancement techniques [27].
The horizontal gradient [28], analytic signal [29], enhanced horizontal derivative [30], and
analytic signals of gravity gradient tensor [31] are the unbalanced filters that are most often
used for enhancing gravity data. The unbalanced methods can delineate the boundaries
of shallow sources with high amplitudes, but they have limited detection effects on the
boundaries of low amplitude anomalies [12,32].

To outline the boundaries of sources located at different depths, some balanced tech-
niques have been developed. Most of these methods have been based on trigonometric
functions, such as the tilt angle [33], theta map [34], exponential transform of the theta
map [35], and normalized horizontal gradient [36]. A second generation of these methods
involved high-order derivatives, for example, the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient [37],
horizontal directional theta map [38], the horizontal gradient of the Ntilt [39], directional
theta [40], logistic functions [41,42], enhanced horizontal gradient [43], and horizontal

4
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gradient of the improved normalized horizontal gradient [44]. The effectiveness of the edge
detection techniques in terms of their precision in the determination of edges has been
estimated in some recent studies [45–48]. Most of these studies showed that the tilt angle
of the horizontal gradient is a powerful tool in mapping geological structures, but its edge
map has a low resolution [46–48].

In this paper, we present a method to improve the edge detection results. Our method
uses the exponential transform of the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient to bring the edge
detection results with a high resolution and avoid producing additional edges in the output
map. The application of the presented method is shown on real examples from the Voisey’s
Bay Ni-Cu-Co deposit (Canada) and the Tuan Giao (Vietnam).

2. Method

The theta map is a popular method in edge detection of potential field data, which
normalizes the horizontal gradient by the analytic signal [34]. This method is defined as:

TM = cos

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2
+
(

∂F
∂z

)2
. (1)

where F is the gravity field.
To delineate the source boundaries more clearly, in 2013, Li suggested using the

exponential transform of the theta map that is given by [35]:

ETM = exp


p × cos

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2
+
(

∂F
∂z

)2


. (2)

where p is a constant decided by the interpreter. The use of p = 4 or 8 can make the edges
more clearly [35]. The maxima of the ETM correspond to the source edges. Although the
ETM can improve the resolution of the TM, it does not remove false edges in the edge map
of the TM.

Another popular method is the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient that is given by [37]:

TAHG = atan
∂HG

∂z√(
∂HG

∂x

)2
+
(

∂HG
∂y

)2
. (3)

where the horizontal gradient (HG) is given by:

HG =

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+

(
∂F
∂y

)2
. (4)

Although the use of the TAHG can avoid bringing false information, its estimated
boundaries are divergent. Here, we follow Li [35] to improve the resolution of the tilt angle
of the horizontal gradient. The method is defined as:

ETAHG = exp


p × atan

∂HG
∂z√(

∂HG
∂x

)2
+
(

∂HG
∂y

)2


. (5)
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The maxima of the ETAHG correspond to the source edges. Similar to the TAHG, it
does not produce false information in the edge map. However, it can yield the edges with a
higher resolution compared to the TAHG.

3. Methods Used for Comparison

To estimate the robustness of the presented method, we compared it to popular
methods such as the horizontal gradient (HG), analytic signal amplitude (AS), theta map
(TM), and some recent methods such as the exponential transform of the TM (ETM),
tilt angle of the horizontal gradient (TAHG), horizontal gradient of NTilt (HGNTilt) and
horizontal gradient of impTDX (HGimpTDX). The HG, TM, ETM and TAHG formulas are
given in Section 2, while the AS, HGNTilt and HGimpTDX are shortly summarized below.

The AS is one of the most commonly used filters, which uses the peaks to extract the
edges, and is defined as [29]:

AS =

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+

(
∂F
∂y

)2
+

(
∂F
∂z

)2
. (6)

The HGNTilt uses the horizontal gradient of the NTilt to enhance the edges. The
method is given by [39]:

HGNTilt =

√(
∂NTilt

∂x

)2
+

(
∂NTilt

∂y

)2
, (7)

where NTilt is defined as:

NTilt = atan


k2

∂2F
∂z2√(

∂AS2
∂x

)2
+
(

∂AS2
∂y

)2


, (8)

with AS2 and k given by:

AS2 =

√(
∂3F

∂z∂z∂x

)2

+

(
∂3F

∂z∂z∂y

)2

+

(
∂3F

∂z∂z∂z

)2

, (9)

k =
M√

dx2 + dy2
, (10)

and M is the regional gravity value.
Recently, the HGimpTDX method was introduced to improve the resolution of the

edges. The technique is based on the hyperbolic tangent function, and is given by [43]:

HGimpTDX =

√(
∂impTDX

∂x

)2
+

(
∂impTDX

∂y

)2
, (11)

where impTDX is defined as:

impTDX = tanh
M ∂2F

∂z2√(
∂TDX

∂x

)2
+
(

∂TDX
∂y

)2
. (12)
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with TDX given by [36]:

TDX = atan

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2

∣∣∣ ∂F
∂z

∣∣∣
. (13)

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Synthetic Examples

In this section, we estimate the effectiveness of the ETAHG through synthetic gravity
examples with and without noise. The synthetic model includes five prisms, as shown in
Figure 1a. The parameters of the model are presented in Table 1. Using these parameters,
the gravity anomaly of the model is calculated and shown in Figure 1b.
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In the first example, we applied the selected methods to gravity data in Figure 1b. 
Figure 2a presents the result of the HG method. It can be observed that the HG cannot 
equalize the different anomalies. The HG can determine the edges of the sources P2 and 
P3, but responses from other sources are faint. Figure 2b displays the edges outlined by 
the AS. It is observed that the AS is less effective in mapping the edges of the thin or deep 
sources. The results obtained from the method are fairly faint. Figure 2c presents the edges 
determined by the TM method. The method can equalize anomalies with different ampli-
tudes, but it generates some false edges around the body P4. Figure 2c displays the edges 
determined by the ETM with p = 1. It is obvious that the ETM result is similar to the TM 
but has a higher resolution. The ETM was also computed using p = 4 (Figure 2e) and 8 
(Figure 2f), as recommended in [35]. Clearly, the use of the ETM with p = 8 can generate 

Figure 1. (a) The model. (b) Gravity anomaly of the model. The gray line denotes a profile.

Table 1. Parameters of the model.

Parameters P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Center coordinates (km; km) 60; 100 60; 100 130; 155 130; 100 130; 45

Width (km) 4 40 30 30 30

Length (km) 110 140 60 60 60

Depth of top (km) 2 3 3 6 9

Depth of bottom (km) 3 5 7 10 13

Density contrast (g/cm3) 0.2 0.3 0.2 −0.2 0.2

In the first example, we applied the selected methods to gravity data in Figure 1b.
Figure 2a presents the result of the HG method. It can be observed that the HG cannot
equalize the different anomalies. The HG can determine the edges of the sources P2 and
P3, but responses from other sources are faint. Figure 2b displays the edges outlined by
the AS. It is observed that the AS is less effective in mapping the edges of the thin or deep
sources. The results obtained from the method are fairly faint. Figure 2c presents the
edges determined by the TM method. The method can equalize anomalies with different
amplitudes, but it generates some false edges around the body P4. Figure 2c displays the
edges determined by the ETM with p = 1. It is obvious that the ETM result is similar to the
TM but has a higher resolution. The ETM was also computed using p = 4 (Figure 2e) and
8 (Figure 2f), as recommended in [35]. Clearly, the use of the ETM with p = 8 can generate
sharper signals over the edges but the edge information of the body P1 is lost. Figure 2g,f
display the edges delineated by the HGNTilt and HGimpTDX methods, respectively. Both
methods generate the edges with a very high resolution, but some additional edges appear
in the output maps of these methods. Figure 2i presents the edges determined by the
TAHG method. Although the method can detect all the edges, the edges obtained from this
method are divergent. Figure 2j–o display the edges delineated by the ETAHG with p = 1, 2,
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3, 4, 6 and 8, respectively. As can be observed from these figures, the ETAHG maps have
a higher resolution compared to the TAHG. Although the resolution of the ETAHG map
increases when using larger values of p, the edges of the body P1 are lost or faint.
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The results of the TAHG and ETAHG from Figure 2 were also compared in a horizontal
profile (Figure 1b). Figure 3a shows the gravity anomaly along this profile. Figure 3b–h
display the edges determined by the TAHG and ETAHG with p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8,
respectively. One can note from these figures that the signals over the edges along the
ETAHG profiles are sharper than those of the TAHG. However, the amplitude of the
transformed signal over the source P1 decreases as the p value increases. The ETAHG
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produces weak amplitude responses when the p value is greater than or equal to 2. For this
reason, we used p = 1 in the subsequent ETAHG calculations.
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To estimate the sensitivity of the ETAHG to random noise, we consider the second
example where gravity data in Figure 2b was corrupted with 3% Gaussian noise (Figure 4a).
Figure 5a–h display the edges delineated by applying the HG, AS, TM, ETM, HGNTilt,
HGimpTDX, TAHG and ETAHG to gravity data in Figure 4a, respectively. As can be observed
from these figures, the HG and AS are less sensitive to noise than others. However, these
methods are dominated by the bodies P2 and P3. The TM, ETM, HGNTilt, HGimpTDX,
TAHG and ETAHG are less sensitive to the depth of the bodies. As the HGNTilt and
HGimpTDX are based on the third derivatives and/or fourth derivatives, they are more
sensitive to noise than the TM, ETM, TAHG and ETAHG. In this case, the ETAHG still shows
the edges more clearly than other methods.
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Since the enhancement techniques of gravity data are based on derivatives of the
field, they amplify the noise. To attenuate the noise effect, the noise-corrupted data were
subjected to an upward continuation filter of 1 km before using the techniques (Figure 4b).
Figure 6a–h present the edges delineated by applying the HG, AS, TM, ETM, HGNTilt,
HGimpTDX, TAHG and ETAHG to gravity data in Figure 4b, respectively. It is obvious that
the HG can clearly outline the edges of the bodies P2 and P3, but the responses over the
other sources are faint (Figure 6a). The AS cannot outline the edges of the dike P1 and
deep sources P4 and P5 (Figure 6b). The ETM shows sharper edges than the TM, but both
methods still generate false boundaries around the body P4 (Figure 6c,d). Although the
HGNTilt and HGimpTDX can determine most of the edges with a very high resolution, some
additional edges still appear along the north-south edges of the body G1, and around the
body P4 output maps of these methods (Figure 6e,f). The TAHG and ETAHG can highlight
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all the source boundaries without any false information. However, the ETAHG generates
higher resolution boundaries of the sources.
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4.2. Real Examples
4.2.1. Voisey’s Bay Ni-Cu-Co Deposit

One of the most important mineral discoveries in Canada over the last few decades is
the Voisey’s Bay Ni–Cu–Co deposit, which is situated on the northeast coast of Labrador
(Figure 7) [49]. The primary ore body is the ovoid that is being mined at the moment
(Figure 7). With horizontal dimensions of 650 by 350 m and a maximum depth extension
of 120 m, it is a massive sulphide lens with an elliptical shape. It is estimated that there
are 30 million tons of proven and probable reserves, grading 2.9% nickel, 1.7% copper, and
0.14% cobalt [49]. The deposit is linked to the Voisey’s Bay intrusion, which crosses the
1.85 Ga east-dipping collisional boundary between the Archean Nain Province to the east
and the Proterozoic Churchill Province to the west (Figure 7) [50,51].
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Figure 7. Geology of the Voisey’s Bay area showing the location of the Voisey’s Bay Ni-Cu-Co deposit
(red star) (adapted from [50,51]).

The Bouguer gravity map of the Voisey’s Bay is shown in Figure 8a [52]. The Bouguer
gravity map of the Voisey’s Bay comprises the primary ore body. Figure 8b–i present
the edges delineated by applying the HG, AS, TM, ETM, HGNTilt, HGimpTDX, TAHG
and ETAHG to gravity data in Figure 8a, respectively. It can be observed that the peaks
of the HG, HGNTilt, HGimpTDX, TAHG and ETAHG demonstrated the presence of a
primary ore body with an approximate ellipsoidal form, as reported by some other studies
(Figure 8b,f–i) [49,53]. However, the HG and TAHG results are divergent. The HGNTilt and
HGimpTDX are very effective in providing high resolution boundaries, but they bring some
additional boundaries at the edges of the study area. In this case, the AS does not provide a
clear image of the main ore body (Figure 8c), while the TM and ETM bring false maxima in
the northeastern region. Comparing the results, one can observe that the ETAHG does not
yield additional edges, and it can provide the edges more clearly compared to others.

4.2.2. Tuan Giao Area

The Tuan Giao area is located between the South China block and the Sundaland block.
It is considered as a part of the transition boundary zone between these two blocks [54]. Two
main factors, the (i) collision of the Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates and (ii) subduction
of the Pacific plate under Eurasian plate, explain that the Tuan Giao area has high dynamic
activities. The Tuan Giao is a mountainous area with a complicated geological structure
(Figure 9), dominated by many active faults, such as the Dien Bien Phu fault, Son La fault,
Song Da fault and Song Ma fault [55–57]. From the works of many researchers, young
materials (i.e., magmatic rocks) intruded into old sedimentary rocks environment through
the faults (Figure 9) [55,56]. For this area, Permian–Triassic sediment rocks dominate the
most area while the rest as thin stripes disseminate along faults. In this area, there were at
least seven earthquakes, with a magnitude of above five occurring from 1914 to 1983. These
earthquakes are shown in Figure 5. The two biggest earthquakes occurred at Dien Bien in
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1935 (M 6.8) and Tuan Giao in 1983 (M 6.7) (Figure 9). Both earthquakes severely damaged
homes and infrastructure and killed or injured dozens of people in landslides [54]. Since
then, no earthquakes with a magnitude of 5 have occurred in the study area; thus, this is a
high-risk area for earthquakes. Therefore, accurately determining the location of faults in
high-risk earthquake areas is necessary to have accurate earthquake hazard assessments
and earthquake forecasts in the area.
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Figure 10a displays the Bouguer gravity map of the Tuan Giao [58]. Figure 10b–i
display the boundaries delineated by applying the HG, AS, TM, ETM, HGNTilt, HGimpTDX,
TAHG and ETAHG to Bouguer gravity data in Figure 10a, respectively. One can observe
that the HG and AS are dominated by anomalies at the northern part of the area, and
these methods do not yield images of the structural boundaries. The obtained image
maps from the application of the TM, ETM, HGNTilt, HGimpTDX and TAHG allow us to
extract the structural boundaries, and show the boundaries of the large and small signals
clearly (Figure 10d–h). While the edges in the TM, ETM and TAHG are divergent, the
HGNTilt and HGimpTDX produce very sharp edges. However, the use of the HGNTilt and
HGimpTDX may bring some additional edges, as shown in the synthetic examples. In this
case, the edges determined by the ETAHG are more precise and clearer (Figure 10i). It can
be observed from Figure 10i that the ETAHG map shows a dominant NW-SE structural
trend of density bodies that correspond favorably to the geological formations of the Tuan
Giao. In addition, the maximum locations in the ETAHG map exhibit a strong correlation
with a large number of NW-NW-SE trending faults in the region.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an improved method to extract the edges of gravity
data. The method uses the exponential transform of the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient
to enhance the edges. The theoretical tests show that the presented method can extract
the edges of shallow and deep bodies simultaneously. In addition, this method produces
results with more precise and clear boundaries compared to other methods. The application
of the presented method is illustrated in mapping structures of the Tuan Giao (Vietnam)
and boundaries of the Voisey’s Bay Ni-Cu-Co deposit (Canada). The findings from the
real examples are in agreement with the known structures of the study areas. Assuming
that the magnetization direction is known, we can compute RTP magnetic data. Then, the
presented method can be used for interpreting magnetic data.
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of a geological interpretation using gravity, magnetic,
and seismic data to understand the oil and gas potential of pre-Jurassic sedimentary intervals and
basement in the central West Siberia basin. The 200 km long Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone was
investigated. Reconstruction based on a data complex indicate the right-lateral kinematics of the
principal strike-slip faults and possible fault inversion. The study evaluated the spatial and genetic
relationship between the conditions for hydrocarbon trap development and the strike-slip fault
systems, such as “flower structures”. Strike-slip geometry and kinematics are confirmed based on
2D and 3D seismic data. Geological and geophysical criteria are used to forecast localization of
hydrocarbon fields. Predictive zones are elongated in several different directions and have a different
distribution pattern in the blocks separated by principal strike-slip faults, confirming its significance
as a controlling factor for the hydrocarbon potential of the region’s structures.

Keywords: strike-slip; hydrocarbons; geophysics; basement; West Siberia oil and gas province;
geophysical data interpretation

1. Introduction

The West Siberia basin provides approximately 70% of Russia’s oil production and
over 90% of its gas production [1]. The region is characterized by intensive exploitation
at a depth of 2–4 km, consisting of Jurassic and Cretaceous deposits covered by younger
sediments. This well-studied interval is gradually depleting, with experts noting a declining
trend in oil and gas reserves, while there is no anticipated decrease in demand for petroleum
products [2,3].

Relatively less explored but still petroleum- and gas-bearing are the pre-Jurassic strata,
including the so-called “intermediate structural layer” and the weathered crust of the
consolidated basement. According to various estimates, 3 to 15% of the world’s proven oil
reserves are localized in the basement rocks. However, the volume of exploratory drilling
to reach this level is an order of magnitude less than in the sedimentary cover, and the
discovery of deposits of this type often happens by chance [4].

In the pre-Jurassic complex of Western Siberia, deposits have been identified at dozens
of fields with oil reserves of about 0.2 billion tons (for comparison, current recoverable
reserves from all horizons of Western Siberia are nearly 18 billion tons) [5,6]. The prospects
for new discoveries in such deposits are significant, and the pre-Jurassic complex deposits
are considered to be the principal source for locating large reserves in the Western Siberia
region [7].

The West Siberia petroleum and gas basin is of interest to leading Russian geologists
such as V.S. Surkov [8], who described the structure of the Western Siberia basement, and
A.E. Kontorovich [9], who studied the oil and gas potential of the region. G.A. Lobova [10]
wondered about the oil and gas content of the pre-Jurassic rock, A.I. Timurziev [4,11]
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described fault structure, S.F. Khafizov [12] assessed the hydrocarbon potential of the
province, which made a great contribution to the study of the area. While the prospects
for discovering oil deposits in the basement rocks of the West Siberia petroleum and gas
province are highly rated, the factors controlling the formation of deposits in pre-Jurassic-
age rocks are relatively poorly understood to date [13]. This is likely the reason for the
lack of new discoveries at deep horizons in the sedimentary cover, in the “intermediate
structural layer,” and in the upper part of the basement.

According to the results of scientific research [10,12,14], the localization of hydrocarbon
deposits in pre-Jurassic complex rocks is influenced by the following:

• The presence, thickness, and composition of “intermediate structural layer” rocks,
including the availability of source rocks.

• The development of regional strike-slip dislocations, which create extensive zones of
deformation and increased fracturing in the overlying sedimentary cover, controlled
by “flower structures” [14].

• Triassic rifting and the development of volcanic–sedimentary deposits.
• The presence of uplifted basement surface features.
• The development of weathered crusts in the basement.

However, oil and gas extraction from crystalline basement rocks presents significant
challenges and risks. These risks include geological complexities, such as fractured and
heterogeneous formations, potential for induced seismicity, and difficulties in wellbore
stability. In part, the risk is associated with the proximity and activity of faults.

Our study examines the deep structural characteristics and the impact on the hydro-
carbon potential of the Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone region. The purpose of the work is to
confirm the presence of a strike-slip zone at the test site using a set of geophysical data and
to assess its possible impact on oil and gas potential.

The significance of strike-slip dislocations in predicting oil and gas deposits has
been noted by researchers such as G.G. Gogonenkov [15], N.V. Nassonova [16], A.I.
Timurziev [11], O.A. Smirnov [17], V.P. Igoshkin [18], V.S. Surkov [19], and others. The man-
ifestation of strike-slip tectonics in the West Siberia sedimentary basin has been identified at
both regional levels (based on potential field data and 2D seismic surveys) and large-scale
levels (based on 3D seismic surveys). Such structures are often complex in structure and
have low amplitude, so their identification requires special processing of seismic data, a
good example of which is spectral decomposition of data [20,21]. It has been established
that strike-slip movement appears in the form of echelon folds, duplex faults (in plan view)
and “flower structures” (in cross-section). Publications mention the influence of the “piston”
effect [16], which pressurizes fluids and operates during compression and extension, as
well as the formation of “pull-apart” basins [11,22] with developed sedimentary units and
the formation of curtain folds and faults, complicating the structural framework of the
deposits.

In the current work, using one specific area as an example, we examine the relationship
between the formation of deep oil and gas deposits and the positions of principal strike-slip
and splaying faults. We started with the assumption that strike-slip zones largely control
the formation of fluid-permeable zones within the areas of main and splaying faults. The
study area chosen for research is located in the central part of the West Siberia petroleum
and gas province and includes map sheets P-43 and P-44, which are intersected by the
regional Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone from southeast to northwest (see Figure 1) [23].

Research has revealed that the Hercynian folded basement has a heterogeneous com-
position, consisting of metamorphic and variably metamorphosed sedimentary rocks (clay
shales, ortho- and metashales, and carbonate rocks) that have been disrupted by intrusions
of both acidic and mafic composition. During the Early Mesozoic, uplift movements pre-
dominated over a large part of the area, resulting in significant erosion of the pre-Mesozoic
strata and the formation of extensive weathering crusts. In the Early Triassic, rift zones
began to form and develop, which were filled with sedimentary–volcanogenic deposits.
The accumulation of rocks was accompanied by folding and the development of faulted
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(including strike-slip) dislocations, driven by stresses along the boundaries of adjacent
folded areas. Simultaneously with the deepening of rift basins, there were multiple shifts
between basin and continental facies [24]. A marine regime was established in most of the
region during the Late Jurassic, coinciding with the deposition of sandy–silt–clay sediments.
At the end of the Jurassic period, carbonate-rich and bituminous clay silts were deposited
in the marine basin [25,26]. During the same period, active movements occurred along the
regional Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone.
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folded areas; 13—oceanic areas; 14—continental slopes and deep-sea depressions; 15—faults; 16—
faults of the Pai-Khoi–Altai strike-slip zone; 17—research site. 
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Figure 1. Location map showing the Pai-Khoi-Altai regional strike-slip zone in the West Siberia
basin. Symbols: 1–3—ancient platforms; 4–5—Baikalian folded areas and interblock suture zones;
6–7—Caledonian folded; 8–9—Hercynian folded area; 10—Cimmerian folded areas; 11–12—Alpine
folded areas; 13—oceanic areas; 14—continental slopes and deep-sea depressions; 15—faults;
16—faults of the Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone; 17—research site.

2. Hydrocarbon Potential of the Pre-Jurassic Units in the Study Area

Within the considered area, several hydrocarbon-bearing complexes (HBC) are distin-
guished: the pre-Jurassic (mainly Paleozoic), Jurassic (Tyumen, Vasyugan and Bazhenov),
boundary time interval (Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous), and Lower Cretaceous
(Figure 2). Most of them are terrigenous (sandstone), but there are accumulations of hy-
drocarbons in the tops of the Triassic volcanic rocks where their porosity reaches 15%. The
major source rocks are unnamed Triassic organic-rich sediments; Togur-Tyumen formation
(J1-2) (coals in shales and sandstones); Bazhenov (J3-K1) organic-rich siliceous shale; and
Pokur formation (K1-2). In the Caledonian part of the study area, there is a hydrocarbon-
bearing “intermediate structural layer” (ISL) located between the consolidated basement
and the platform cover. This layer is primarily composed of Late Paleozoic sediments
and weathering crusts, partially re-deposited, with zones of organic matter (OM) genera-
tion [17,27]. This complex is poorly studied over most of the area due to its deep burial,
and it has only been encountered in a limited number of wells.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic position of major oil source beds and reservoirs.

In Paleozoic rocks, the following oil deposits have been explored and studied (Figure 3):
Severo-Varieganskoye field, where oil accumulations are found in fractured volcanites and
shales, as well as in their weathering crusts. Their structure is poorly studied [24].

The Sovetskoye field, reservoir M1 (Paleozoic), consists of loose weathered volcanites
of the basic composition and fractured organogenic limestones. The pre-Jurassic HBC here
is encountered in five wells at depths ranging from 2702 to 2776 m. Commercial oil flow is
obtained from weathered fractured limestones [24].

The Kotygyeganskoye field (Vasyuganskaya oil- and gas-bearing region) is where the
oil reservoir is located in fractured–cavernous Paleozoic collectors represented by dolomite
breccia [25].

Several fields have oil reservoirs in pre-Jurassic rocks, including the unique Kharampur
field, large fields like Bakhilovskoye, Varyngskoye, Verkhnekolik-Eganskoye, as well as the
medium-sized and small Festivalnoye and Severnoye fields [25].

The thickness of the intermediate layer, based on the limited number of wells studied,
is estimated to be highly variable, averaging several hundred meters [28,29]. Due to
its strong metamorphism, ISL was not considered a promising target for oil exploration
until the 1970s. However, subsequent assessments have shown that the ISL, in terms of
sedimentary fill volumes, is “comparable to the volume of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic cover of
the plate” and could be a significant source of organic matter [30]. High prospects for oil
and gas in the actual intermediate structural layer are estimated [10] based on the study
of oils, bitumens, and organic matter dispersed in rocks and underground waters [31].
Moreover, organic matter could have migrated into overlying horizons through subvertical
fluid-permeable zones formed by strike-slips in an anoxic environment [32].
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this area: the presence of oil-source rocks in favorable conditions for hydrocarbon “matu-
ration” and the existence of a cap rock. An important element is the presence and posi-
tioning of reservoirs, which could be located in areas where hydrothermal alteration pro-
cesses occur due to tectonic activity [21,33]. According to various authors, deep-seated 
tectonic processes led to leaching of feldspar from acidic rocks, karst formation in car-
bonate rocks, the development of caverns and fractures, and the leaching of minerals from 
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cates fields with pre–Jurassic reservoirs. Fields are marked with numbers: 1—Severo-Varieganskoye
(reservoir—fractured volcanic and basement, pink); 2—Sovetskoye (weathered mafic volcanics and
fractured limestones, pink); 3—Kotygyeganskoe (dolomitic breccia of Paleozoic age, dark red). Pre-
Jurassic fields with oil and gas pools (orange): 4—Kharampur; 5—Festivalnoye; 6—Bakhilovskoye;
7—Varyngskoye; 8—Verkhnekolik-Yeganskoye; 9—Severnoye field.

3. Characteristics of the Regional Pai-Khoi-Altai Strike-Slip System

The importance of evaluating the effects of tectonic disruptions on the rocks in the
lower part of the platform cover and the geosyncline basement is exceptionally high. There
are fundamental prerequisites for oil and gas potential in the pre-Jurassic rocks in this
area: the presence of oil-source rocks in favorable conditions for hydrocarbon “maturation”
and the existence of a cap rock. An important element is the presence and positioning
of reservoirs, which could be located in areas where hydrothermal alteration processes
occur due to tectonic activity [21,33]. According to various authors, deep-seated tectonic
processes led to leaching of feldspar from acidic rocks, karst formation in carbonate rocks,
the development of caverns and fractures, and the leaching of minerals from basic lavas
(basalts), resulting in the formation of porous and fractured reservoirs [21,34,35]. Traps in
such rocks are typically located in structural highs of the basement (with more developed
weathering crust), in areas of Triassic rock exposure on basement uplifts [7], and near fault
disruptions that create collectors and tectonic-screened traps [36].

To gain a better understanding of the patterns of deposit localization in areas influ-
enced by the principal strike-slip fault and surrounding feathering dislocations, a tectonic
reconstruction and detailed analysis of the placement of disjunctive dislocations are re-
quired. To describe typical deformations associated with strike-slip faults, the concept of
“flower structures,” proposed by Harding T.P. in the early 1970s in the process of seismic
data analysis [37], is used. Strike-slip dislocations are characterized by an almost vertical
narrow zone of deformation at deep levels of the section and an expansion of the dislocation
area approaching the surface (see Figure 4). Various-scale strike-slip zones exhibit complex
morphology, intense disruption of host rocks, and a wide stratigraphic range of oil and gas
potential due to the high fluid permeability of “through” subvertical faults.
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Figure 4. A conceptual diagram of the “flower structure” and fields associated with strike-slip
deformations.

The formation of “flower structures” may disrupt the integrity of the reservoir with
the creation of tectonically screened traps. Deposits in zones with the development of
such structures will have a complex blocky or lens-like character, likely without a single
water-oil contact. Furthermore, the actual development of tectonic faults results in the
formation of additional porous space in reservoirs of various types [31,38], including in the
weathering crust of the basement and weakly metamorphosed sediments in areas adjacent
to fault disruptions and fluid alteration zones.

The presence of regional strike-slip faults in Western Siberia was noted by Ivanov
K.S. et al. in 2005 [39], based on deep drilling data and potential field interpretation
results. In 2007, K.O. Sobornov [40] came to the same conclusion based on regional seismic
survey data. Independently, the presence of a strike-slip fault zone was suggested by
Egorov A.S. and Antonchik V.I. based on comprehensive studies of the deep structure of
the Earth’s crust [23,41,42]. Later, the strike-slip fault zone stretching from the Pai-Khoi-
Novozemelsk fold area to the Altai-Sayan fold area was studied by various authors [16,40],
and it was given various names, such as the “Trans-Eurasian fault” or “Trans-Eurasian
left-lateral fault” [43], the “Main strike-slip zone of Western Siberia” [40], “left-lateral fault
system” [18] and others. The kinematics of the principle fault of the strike-slip zone is
the subject of numerous discussions. Both left- and right-lateral kinematics are assumed.
In certain regions, the distribution of a system of Neogene-Quaternary horizontal strike-
slips in Paleozoic basement was observed, resulting in complex plicative and disjunctive
deformations of the sedimentary cover [15] and perhaps even the fault inversion.

The location of the principal strike-slip fault varies significantly among different au-
thors. In our study, the refined position of the principal and adjacent strike-slip dislocations
is presented within an area up to 200 km in width. The structure of tectonic deformations
heterogeneities of the basement and sedimentary cover of the West Siberia geosyncline are
well manifested in potential fields. Zones of Jurassic sedimentary filling of consolidated
basement depressions are reflected in gravimetric and magnetic data, as sedimentary rocks
have lower density and magnetization compared to most consolidated basement rocks.
Accordingly, the accumulation of sedimentary deposits in troughs during the Mesozoic era
should be manifested as negative anomalies in potential fields. Rift structures, on the other
hand, where sediments are complemented by dense and magnetized volcanics, manifest as
positive anomalies in potential fields (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Maps of the vertical derivative of the gravitational field in Bouguer reduction (A), the 
vertical derivative of the anomalous magnetic field (B), the horizontal gradient of the isochron re-
flecting the “B” horizon (C), and the results of tectonic decoding (D). 1—major faults; 2—fold 
boundaries; 3—boundaries of horst-graben structures; 4—other fault disruptions; 5—strain ellip-
soid. Red lines indicate the positions of seismic sections presented in Figure 6. 

The analysis of the localization patterns of the identified principal strike-slip faults 
and the feathering rift dislocations allows us to draw conclusions about the kinematics of 
the principal strike-slip fault zone under consideration. To solve this problem, the “strain 
ellipsoid” model was applied, according to which the total stress in the strike-slip zone is 
considered to be the result of the superposition of tension and compression stress fields 
developing along the shear zone [44]. To decipher the deformations mapped on the re-
search area, the right-lateral strike-slip model is most confidently suitable. In this case, 
stretching deformations (rifts) develop along the short axis of the ellipsoid at an angle of 
about +45° to the shear axis (Figure 5D). 

However, it is necessary to explain the differences in the orientation of the rift struc-
tures in the three zones of the research area: the steepest angles relative to principal strike-
slip faults are noted in the southwestern and northeastern parts of the research area; the 

Figure 5. Maps of the vertical derivative of the gravitational field in Bouguer reduction (A), the
vertical derivative of the anomalous magnetic field (B), the horizontal gradient of the isochron
reflecting the “B” horizon (C), and the results of tectonic decoding (D). 1—major faults; 2—fold
boundaries; 3—boundaries of horst-graben structures; 4—other fault disruptions; 5—strain ellipsoid.
Red lines indicate the positions of seismic sections presented in Figure 6.
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Results of the analysis of geological–geophysical data and previous studies allow us 
to characterize the strike-slip fault as a long-lived structure, formed during the pre-rift 
stage of the region’s evolution and continuing its tectonic activity during the post-rift 
stage of sediment accumulation in the West Siberia basin [40]. From our point of view, the 
beginning of the strike-slip formation should be correlated with the final stage of Hercyn-
ian orogeny, and active tectonic movements probably continued until the end of the Ju-
rassic. Our research indicates that dislocations associated with the Pai-Khoi–Altai regional 
strike-slip are primarily manifested at the Mesozoic level of the sedimentary cover and in 
the consolidated basement. The presence of strike-slip dislocations is almost absent in the 
layers located above the Bazhenov horizon. Therefore, at the end of the Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic eras, the considered structure probably did not exhibit activity. Nevertheless, 
traces of the strike-slip fault zone’s influence may be found in the folded structures of 
overlying horizons. 

One of the clear confirmations of the position and structure of the regional strike-slip 
structure is in 3D seismic data, presented fragmentarily within small areas at the polygon. 
Data at one of the oil fields, studied by 3D seismic exploration at the level of the reflecting 
horizon B, indicate that the dominant strike-slip zone of the north–northwest direction. 
As practice shows [46,47], one of the best ways to demonstrate 3D seismic data is spectral 
decomposition, so this approach was used for the visualization of the Bazhenov formation 
surface in Petrel software. Taking into account orientation of en-echelon folds and faults, 

Figure 6. Examples of seismic sections along lines I (A) and II (B) in the indicators of reflexivity along
latitudinal profiles I and II. The principal fault is shown by a bold line and feathering dislocations by
thinner lines. The letter B and the dashed line correspond to the Bazhenov formation. See position of
the lines in Figure 5D.

The analysis of the localization patterns of the identified principal strike-slip faults
and the feathering rift dislocations allows us to draw conclusions about the kinematics of
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the principal strike-slip fault zone under consideration. To solve this problem, the “strain
ellipsoid” model was applied, according to which the total stress in the strike-slip zone is
considered to be the result of the superposition of tension and compression stress fields
developing along the shear zone [44]. To decipher the deformations mapped on the research
area, the right-lateral strike-slip model is most confidently suitable. In this case, stretching
deformations (rifts) develop along the short axis of the ellipsoid at an angle of about +45◦

to the shear axis (Figure 5D).
However, it is necessary to explain the differences in the orientation of the rift struc-

tures in the three zones of the research area: the steepest angles relative to principal
strike-slip faults are noted in the southwestern and northeastern parts of the research area;
the most gentle are in the central zone located between the two principal strike-slip faults.
Such picture is explained in the same work by R.G Park [44], in which the author, with
reference to earlier works, showed that under conditions of general compression of the
strike-slip zone, rifts are oriented at a steeper angle (60◦ or more) to the strike-slip axis;
under extension conditions, the slope of the rifts decreases to 25–30◦. This zonality can be
used as a predictive sign of the localization of hydrocarbon traps.

Strike-slip structures are revealed in sections of the West Siberia sedimentary basin
at different scales. For example, in 3D seismic survey data, strike-slips extending tens of
kilometers form systems of disruptions within the Mesozoic layers [15]. When interpreting
data from regional 2D seismic survey profiles at deeper levels of the section, the “flower
structure” is less clearly observed due to the chaotic distribution of the wave field [45].
Figure 6 schematically illustrates the manifestation of the principal and adjacent feathering
dislocations of the strike-slip zone.

Results of the analysis of geological–geophysical data and previous studies allow us
to characterize the strike-slip fault as a long-lived structure, formed during the pre-rift
stage of the region’s evolution and continuing its tectonic activity during the post-rift
stage of sediment accumulation in the West Siberia basin [40]. From our point of view,
the beginning of the strike-slip formation should be correlated with the final stage of
Hercynian orogeny, and active tectonic movements probably continued until the end of
the Jurassic. Our research indicates that dislocations associated with the Pai-Khoi-Altai
regional strike-slip are primarily manifested at the Mesozoic level of the sedimentary cover
and in the consolidated basement. The presence of strike-slip dislocations is almost absent
in the layers located above the Bazhenov horizon. Therefore, at the end of the Mesozoic
and Cenozoic eras, the considered structure probably did not exhibit activity. Nevertheless,
traces of the strike-slip fault zone’s influence may be found in the folded structures of
overlying horizons.

One of the clear confirmations of the position and structure of the regional strike-slip
structure is in 3D seismic data, presented fragmentarily within small areas at the polygon.
Data at one of the oil fields, studied by 3D seismic exploration at the level of the reflecting
horizon B, indicate that the dominant strike-slip zone of the north–northwest direction.
As practice shows [46,47], one of the best ways to demonstrate 3D seismic data is spectral
decomposition, so this approach was used for the visualization of the Bazhenov formation
surface in Petrel software. Taking into account orientation of en-echelon folds and faults,
we can assume right-lateral kinematics. The section along line III confirms the presence
and intensity of the flower structure (Figure 7).
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The study area is characterized by a high density location of oil and gas deposits and, 
consequently, the area is highly studied by geological and geophysical methods [48]. 
Third-generation of state geological maps (sheets P-43, P-44) are available online [49]. 
Three profiles of deep seismic sounding («Bitum», «Kimberlite», and «Quartz») are laid 
here, as well as a series of regional 2D seismic (CDP) profiles. Within individual deposits 
and prospective zones, numerous 3D seismic survey areas are localized. Digital gravity 
and magnetic survey data are available on a scale of 1:1,000,000 [50,51]. 

Rift structures served as zones of organic matter accumulation and provided heating 
of these layers to achieve a high degree of catagenesis for oil maturity [52], ensuring their 
migration capability. Several deposits are localized on the periphery of rifts [53], which 
makes it reasonable to use gravity and magnetic data as indirect predictive factors. Intru-
sions of various compositions are distinctly manifested in potential fields as isometric 
anomalies of different signs and amplitudes. 

To study the heterogeneities of the sedimentary cover and conduct predictive assess-
ments for oil and gas, several techniques are applied, such as the method of gravimetric 
detection of oil and gas (GDOG) [54], the method for identifying “deposit-type” anomalies 
(DTA) [55] and others. However, direct hydrocarbon reservoir prediction methods based 
on potential fields generally do not demonstrate high effectiveness. 

The comprehensive interpretation method applied in this work, developed by A.S. 
Dolgal [56], consists of the following procedures: filtering (transformation), zoning (clas-
sification), combining the results of methodical interpretation, identification of prospec-
tive zones (forecast), and modeling. 
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of oil field at the study area with the position of the deformation ellipsoid and section along line III.

4. Predictive Assessment of the Study Area Based on Geological, Structural, and
Geophysical Data

The study area is characterized by a high density location of oil and gas deposits
and, consequently, the area is highly studied by geological and geophysical methods [48].
Third-generation of state geological maps (sheets P-43, P-44) are available online [49]. Three
profiles of deep seismic sounding («Bitum», «Kimberlite», and «Quartz») are laid here,
as well as a series of regional 2D seismic (CDP) profiles. Within individual deposits and
prospective zones, numerous 3D seismic survey areas are localized. Digital gravity and
magnetic survey data are available on a scale of 1:1,000,000 [50,51].

Rift structures served as zones of organic matter accumulation and provided heating
of these layers to achieve a high degree of catagenesis for oil maturity [52], ensuring
their migration capability. Several deposits are localized on the periphery of rifts [53],
which makes it reasonable to use gravity and magnetic data as indirect predictive factors.
Intrusions of various compositions are distinctly manifested in potential fields as isometric
anomalies of different signs and amplitudes.

To study the heterogeneities of the sedimentary cover and conduct predictive assess-
ments for oil and gas, several techniques are applied, such as the method of gravimetric
detection of oil and gas (GDOG) [54], the method for identifying “deposit-type” anomalies
(DTA) [55] and others. However, direct hydrocarbon reservoir prediction methods based
on potential fields generally do not demonstrate high effectiveness.

The comprehensive interpretation method applied in this work, developed by A.S.
Dolgal [56], consists of the following procedures: filtering (transformation), zoning (classifi-
cation), combining the results of methodical interpretation, identification of prospective
zones (forecast), and modeling.

Formalized forecasting within the study area is performed using a pattern recognition
algorithm that utilizes geological-structural and geophysical parameters available in digital
format as factors for training.
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The optimal set of geophysical transformations for predictive assessment in the study
area includes calculating the horizontal gradient magnitude to enhance the contrast of
block boundaries and fault dislocations; calculating the vertical derivative of the field for
contrasting the manifestations of local anomaly-forming objects (Oasis Montaj software),
which can assist in mapping blocks and sutural zones, fault dislocations, basement protru-
sions, and granitic massifs; mapping “blocks” identified on gravity and magnetic fields [55],
considering uniform amplitude–frequency characteristics of the fields; and analyzing the
relief morphology of the basement [57]. Horizontal gradient is the simplest transformation
for identifying interblock zones based on geophysical data. In the future, it may be interest-
ing to use improved versions of the horizontal gradient (Enhanced Horizontal Gradient
Amplitude (EHGA) [58,59] or Enhanced Total Gradient (ETG) [60]. Their use will help
more accurately determine the position of faults—elements of the strike-slip zone.

In addition to tectonic parameters, we introduced the “horizontal gradient module of
the isochron reflecting the “B” horizon” as a predictive factor (which can also be improved
using various techniques [59]). This corresponds to the angle of inclination of the Bazhenov
suite’s surface. There is a visual correlation between the hydrocarbon reservoirs of the
Jurassic basement and the areas with significant tilting of this surface [61,62]. This can be
explained by the impact of the strike-slip fault on the geometry of the Bazhenov suite’s
roof, leading to the formation of specific traps.

As “training objects”, we selected deposits with reservoirs located at various depths,
including those in rocks of Jurassic age (deposits 3–9 in Figure 3). The largest of the selected
“training objects” is the Kharampur deposit (see Figure 3, deposit 4). The basement here
is exposed to a depth of about 4 km, where it is represented by basalts; sediments of the
Lower Jurassic age lie unconformably above. Within the deposit, 28 reservoirs of the sheet,
massive, and lithological barrier types have been identified, primarily in sandstones. Due to
tectonic disruptions, productive layers are fragmented into separate reservoirs with sharp
heterogeneity, variability, and fracturing of the reservoirs [63]. On the Upper Kolik-Egan oil
and gas condensate deposit (Figure 3, deposit 8), the Paleozoic basement is penetrated by
wells to a depth of 3.2 km. It consists of shales, limestones (Lower Carboniferous age), and
sedimentary terrigenous formations. In the productive part of the sedimentary sequence,
the deposit has 62 layers [35]. The oil reservoir, located on an erosional–tectonic protrusion
of the Paleozoic basement, is exposed on the Festival Square (Figure 3, deposit 5). The host
rocks are represented by sedimentary and volcanic formations [64]. The heterogeneity of
the reference sample, due to the different geological-structural positions of the reference
hydrocarbon deposits, necessitates the use of a combination of forecasting methods and a
large number of criteria.

The spacing of linear, contoured, and digital predictive features, formed on the basis
of a complex of geological and geophysical data, is presented in Table 1. Within the pattern
recognition technology, we carried out the following: the formation and mutual alignment
of data matrix nodes; the selection of the optimal interpolation procedure with averaging
of the final areal distributions; a detailed analysis of the morphology of primary features;
the formalization of initially non-digital features; and, specifically, object recognition with
training. To implement the latter, a discriminant analysis in an author’s modification was
applied, aimed at considering a small neighborhood of an individual point in the reference
sample as an independent reference object in a multidimensional feature space. The result
of the analysis is predictive aureoles distributed over the study area and verified using the
K-means method [65] realized in proprietary software.

Joint processing, implemented in the multidimensional space of the mentioned
geological–structural and geophysical features, aims to create predictive aureoles of po-
tential object detection, similar to hydrocarbon reference objects. The result of using the
modified discriminant analysis in conjunction with the K-means method is generalized by
us in the form of a scalar field of the probability distribution of object detection, similar
to hydrocarbon reference objects (Figure 8). It can be seen that in the probability value
range exceeding 0.5 (highlighted with dark blue shading), the areas extend beyond the
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boundaries of reference objects, forming the most representative anomalies in the areas of
junction of horst–graben boundaries and principal fault zones.

Table 1. Table of structural geological and geophysical features involved in the task of pattern
recognition with training.

Nos. Name of Feature Type of
Feature The Form of the Attribute Measurability

Geological and structural parameters

1 Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip fault (eastern principal fault) linear distance to the fault (km)
2 Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip fault (western principal fault) linear distance to the fault (km)
3 Near-strike-slip rifts (grabens) contour binary (yes-no)
4 Near-strike-slip horsts contour binary (yes-no)
5 Suture zones linear distance to the suture zone (km)
6 Relief metrized absolute elevations, m

Geophysical parameters

7 Magnetic field metrized field level (nT)
8 Gravitational field metrized field level (mGal)
9 Vertical derivative of magnetic field metrized values of field transformants (nTl/m)
10 Vertical derivative of gravitational field metrized values of field transformants (mGal/m)
11 Modulus of horizontal gradient of magnetic field metrized values of field transformants (nT/m)
12 Modulus of horizontal gradient of gravitational field metrized values of field transformants (mGal/m)
13 “Geoblocks” of magnetic field metrized conventional unit
14 “Geoblocks” of gravitational field metrized conventional unit

15 Horizontal gradient of the map isochron of reflecting
horizon B metrized proportional to the inclination angle of the

surface of the Bazhenov Formation (s/km)
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elements of tectonic interpretation (see symbols in Figure 5D) and the contours of reference deposits
(see symbols in Figure 3). Cream color emphasizes horst areas; grabens are marked in white.

As evident, the location of reference deposits aligns with the nodes of intersection of
the major fault with adjacent extensional structures. When analyzing the interpretation
results, we pay attention to the specificity of the distribution of contours of hydrocarbon
reference objects, forming groups with a regular spatial step, manifested both along the
mentioned fault zone and in its vicinity. Quasi-periodic systems are a manifestation of
wave structuring of the geological environment and find application in forecasting deposits
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of both ore [66,67], and oil and gas. Furthermore, the belt of increased probability of
detecting deposits similar to reference ones marks known deposits with local areas of
increased morphological variability. Predictive aureoles are elongated in several different
directions and have a different distribution pattern in the blocks separated by principal
dislocations, confirming the significance of the strike-slip fault as a controlling factor for
the hydrocarbon potential of the region’s structures. Among the extensional structures,
horsts tend to gravitate toward reference objects to the greatest extent.

5. Conclusions

The Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-slip zone covers a vast area and manifests itself as a sys-
tem of two principal strike-slip dislocations and numerous adjacent horsts and grabens.
Fundamental importance has the nature of feathering dislocations; our detailed reconstruc-
tions indicate right-lateral kinematics of the principal strike-slip faults (Figures 6 and 7).
In addition, this zone extends to the Altai-Sayan folded area, the dislocations of which,
including the Kuznetsk Alatau, have right-lateral kinematics. According to seismic survey
data, strike-slip dislocations are manifested at depths below the Bazhenov horizon; above
it, predominantly fold structures are observed, which can also form traps for hydrocarbons,
increasing the significance of the studied structure.

The obtained predictive estimates indicate the high prospects of areas adjacent to the
eastern major strike-slip fault zone and adjacent horst structures. This is explained by the
probable presence of tectonically weakened fluid-permeable zones; hydrocarbon traps in
plicatic dislocations; sources of hydrocarbons in the lower horizons of the sedimentary cover;
and favorable conditions for the maturation of organic matter and hydrocarbon generation.

In this work, a methodological approach has been tested, allowing the application
of formalized tectonic and geodynamic criteria in automated forecasting of prospective
deep-seated hydrocarbon deposits in the study area, including the application of neural
network technologies [64,67]. Seismic section data have been applied to verify the identified
tectonic elements and to confirm the configuration of the regional Pai-Khoi-Altai strike-
slip zone. This direction using specially designed seismic attributes seems useful for this
purpose [68,69]. In the future, it is planned to use the steerable pyramid attribute [67]
for identifying the weak strike-slip faults and to test the innovate approach presented in
papers [70,71] with a detailed assessment of pressure and direction of fluid migration.

Based on the results of geological interpretation of geophysical data, a geological-
structural basis has been developed, the formalized elements of which have been applied as
factors in object recognition with training on reference deposits. Surfer, Oasis Montaj, Petrel
and proprietary programs were used to implement the work. Predictive modeling based on
the analysis of deep structure and tectonic dislocations of various kinematics is a justified
tool in regions with promising lower structural strata for oil and gas. From the analysis
conducted, it is evident that reference deposits are located in those areas of the regional
strike-slip zone adjacent to which extensional horst structures are present. Studying the
geological processes of accumulation, both in the traditional organic paradigm and from
the perspective of an inorganic “mantle” source of oil and gas, along with an analysis of
the geophysical manifestations of hydrocarbon criteria, may be the key to discovering new
deep-seated hydrocarbon deposits in Western Siberia.
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Abstract: The greenstone belts of the Crixás-Goiás Domain are economically important due to
significant epigenetic gold deposits and the potential for under-researched syngenetic deposits. The
gold occurrences associated with the volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS) deposits in the region
are documented only in the volcanoclastic rocks of the Digo-Digo Formation, Serra de Santa Rita
greenstone belt. The objective of this work is to discuss the efficiency of the induced polarization
methods in the time and frequency domains for differentiating and identifying potentially mineralized
zones in the exhalites associated with the VMS-type gold of the Digo-Digo Formation. Data were
acquired using a multielectrode resistivity meter with the dipole–dipole array and 10 m spacing
between electrodes, as well as different current injection times (250, 1000, and 2000 ms). After the
electrical data processing and inversion, the sections were integrated into ternary red-green-blue and
cyan-magenta-yellow models to highlight areas of high chargeability, low resistivity, and high metal
factor (frequency domain) and, thus, map the higher potential zones to host polarizable metallic
minerals. The geological–geophysical model elaborated from the correlation of electrical and surface
geological data allowed us to identify four anomalous areas related to potential mineralized zones.
The geological data confirm that two targets are associated with the geological contacts between
metamafic and intermediate metavolcanic units and the exhalative horizon. One of the targets
coincides with a sulfide-rich exhalative horizon (VMS), while the last target occurs in the occurrence
area of metaultramafic rocks, where gold mineralization occurrences have not been previously
described, being a promising target for future investigations.

Keywords: electrical prospecting; VMS deposits; Digo-Digo formation

1. Introduction

The deposits of volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS) usually occur as polymetallic
massive sulfide (>40%) lenses rich in base (Cu, Zn, Pb) and precious (Au and Ag) met-
als. VMS is generated from the focused discharge of hot, metal-rich hydrothermal fluids
associated with hydrothermal ocean floor convection. For this reason, VMS deposits are
generally classified as “Exhalative” deposits. These deposits can also form as either exhal-
ing stratiform or replacement bodies, and commonly have stockwork-type mineralizations
associated with the proximal footwall [1].

There is a strong contrast in physical properties between exhalative horizons and
their host rocks due to the presence of large chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite amounts [2–4].
Such properties include density, magnetic intensity and susceptibility, gravity, electrical
resistance, and acoustical velocity [5]. Due to these different physical properties, gravimetry,
self-potential, magnetics, electromagnetics, and induced polarization methods have been
successfully used for prospecting VMS deposits [5–20].
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Recently, electrical resistivity and induced polarization surveys have been successfully
applied to generate polymetallic targets in the Skellefte mineral district, northern Sweden,
where more than 80 VMS deposits have already been discovered [11,21]. The efficiency
of applying electrical methods to detect VMS mineralization has been previously attested
in works where data acquisition was performed above already known buried ore bodies
through drilling [7,21].

In Brazil, the records of VMS-type deposits are scarce [22–29], possibly due to the lack
of detailed geological mapping and geophysical surveys in areas with geological potential
for these deposits to occur.

The objective of this work is to show the efficiency of the induced polarization in the
time and frequency domains for differentiating and identifying potentially mineralized
zones in exhalites associated with the VMS-type gold in the Digo-Digo Formation, Serra de
Santa Rita greenstone belt, Goiás, Brazil.

2. Area Geology
2.1. Crixás-Goiás Domain

The Crixás-Goiás Domain (CGD) [30], formerly the Archean-Paleoproterozoic Terrain
of Goiás [31,32], is located in the central–west portion of Goiás, and is part of the Tocantins
Province. The province represents a large Brasiliano/Pan-African orogen of the South
American Platform formed by a collision between the Amazonian, Paranapanema, and São
Francisco/Congo cratons during the Brasiliano Orogeny, which led to the amalgamation of
the West Gondwana (Figure 1).Minerals 2023, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 18 

 

 

 
Figure 1. (A) Geotectonic scenario and main subdivisions of the Tocantins Province, Central Brazil, 
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Figure 1. (A) Geotectonic scenario and main subdivisions of the Tocantins Province, Central Brazil,
emphasizing the Crixás-Goiás Domain in the Brasília Belt (modified from 31). (B) Map of Goiás
showing the CGD. (C) CGD limits and subdivisions; red polygon represents the area of Figure 2
(modified from 35).
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Figure 2. Geological map of the Serra de Santa Rita greenstone belt (modified from 38); the study
area corresponds to the massive sulfide occurrence on the map (red star).

The CGD was interpreted as an allochthonous microplate amalgamated on the western
margin of the Brasília Belt, in the last evolution stages of the Neoproterozoic orogen [32].
The CGD extends for about 18,000 km2, consisting of approximately 80% of tonalite–
trondhjemite–gneisses-type complexes (TTGs) and 20% of narrow greenstone belts terrains
with Archean to Paleoproterozoic ages [33,34].

The granite–gneiss terrains correspond to six main complexes. In the northern portion,
Anta, Caiamar, Moquém, and Hidrolina are found, whereas in the south of the block are
the Caiçara and Uvá complexes. These complexes have different structural frameworks,
ages, and rock associations [35]. The greenstone belts correspond to five narrow and
irregular belts. In the north part of CGD are located the greenstone belts of Crixás, Pilar,
and Guarinos, while in the south portion are situated the Faina and Serra de Santa Rita
greenstone belts.

2.2. Serra de Santa Rita Greenstone Belt

In the southern portion of the Crixás-Goiás Domain, the Faina and Serra de Santa
Rita greenstone belts are juxtaposed along an N 30◦ E dextral fault (Figure 2), extending
approximately 100 km in length and up to 7 km in width [36,37]. The two greenstone belts
have similar basal sequences, composed of volcanic sequences, but the upper sedimen-
tary records are contrasting and represent different depositional regimes with a probable
Paleoproterozoic age [35,36,38,39].

The basal sequence of the Serra de Santa Rita greenstone belt consists of volcanic rocks
of ultramafic composition, which characterize the Manoel Leocádio Formation, followed by
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mafic and intermediate volcanic rocks of the Digo-Digo Formation [36]. The basal volcanic
sequence was dated in 2.96 and 2.92 Ga [38] and covered by a sedimentary sequence
formed by carbonaceous phyllites, with intercalations of metachert, calc-shists, banded
iron formations, and metagraywacke composing a typical turbiditic sequence [38].

2.3. Digo-Digo Formation

The base of the Digo-Digo Formation consists of mafic metavolcanic rocks repre-
sented by amphibole schists with varying proportions of actinolite, albite, epidote, and
quartz, intercalated with thin layers of feldspathic metatuffs, talc schists, carbonaceous
metapelites, and metacherts [36]. The upper portion of the Digo-Digo Formation consists
of sericite–chlorite–quartz schists with relicts of original pyroclastic textures ranging from
recrystallized ash to coarse tuffs, including abundant layers with lapilli-sized fragments.
The composition of the felsic tuffs varies from predominantly dacitic to rhyolitic [36].
The volcanoclastic rock granulometry tends to increase towards metric exhalative hori-
zons composed of metachert banded with carbonaceous phyllite, rich in pyrite and gold
(0.5 to 2 ppm), or intervals of massive pyrite [35,40]. U-Pb dating in zircons of andesitic
metavolcanic rocks of the Digo-Digo formation indicates an age of 2.97 Ga [41].

2.4. Local Geology

The study area is located at the confluence of Digo-Digo Creek and the Vermelho River,
where the upper portion of the Digo-Digo Formation outcrops and massive sulfide layers
are exposed. To characterize the main geological units and structures, the area was mapped
at a 1:10,000 scale (Figure 3A).
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northwest direction and typically dips between 300 and 700 degrees to the southwest. 

The mafic metavolcanic unit outcrops in the southwest portion of the area and com-
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Figure 3. (A) Detailed geological map of the confluence region of the Digo-Digo Stream with
the Vermelho River. (B) Carbonaceous metachert layer with centimetric scale massive sulfides.
(C) Detail of Figure 3(B), with bands/horizons of coarse-grained pyrite. (D) Polished section of
metachert with pyrite aggregates showing modal composition of 35%–45% pyrite and 45%–55%
quartz. (E) Carbonaceus metachert layer folded.
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In the area, the Digo-Digo Formation is characterized by three distinct stratigraphic
units: (i) a mafic metavolcanic unit; (ii) an intermediate metavolcanic unit; and (iii) an
exhalative unit (see Figure 3A). The boundaries between these units are delineated by
NW-verging thrust faults. Within all these units, the primary tectonic foliation trends in the
northwest direction and typically dips between 300 and 700 degrees to the southwest.

The mafic metavolcanic unit outcrops in the southwest portion of the area and com-
prises mafic schists and amphibolites. The mafic schists consist of varying proportions of
chlorite, epidote, actinolite, and hornblende, sometimes with the presence of magnetite, dis-
seminated sulfides, and boxwork textures. The amphibolites are composed of hornblende,
plagioclase, ±epidote, ±chlorite, and exhibit tectonic foliation marked by the preferential
orientation of hornblende. The metamafic rocks exhibit a transitional geochemical signa-
ture, enriched with light rare earth elements and pronounced negative anomalies of Nb
and Ti, similar to the patterns of oceanic arc basalts. Additionally, the amphibolites have
a high Nb content, showing similarities with Nb-enriched basalts generated in modern
subduction zone environments.

The intermediate metavolcanic unit is composed of metandesites, metatuffs, and rare
subvolcanic bodies of metadiorite. Typically, discontinuous layers of metandesite are in-
terlayered with metatuffs. In less deformed areas, the metandesites display a porphyritic
texture, consisting of euhedral to subhedral phenocrysts of plagioclase (20 to 35%), im-
mersed in a fine matrix (comprising 65 to 80% of the rock) composed of plagioclase, quartz,
muscovite, biotite, and chlorite. When intensely deformed, the original texture is entirely
obliterated, giving way to pervasive tectonic foliation.

Andesitic metatuffs levels occur intercalated with the metandesites and may represent
different episodes of explosive eruption or, alternatively, duplicated and disrupted layers
due to later tectonic processes. In less deformed regions, a diagnostic feature of the
metatuffs is the high content of plagioclase crystals (70%–80%) surrounded by a fine-
grained matrix (20%–30%).

Locally, bodies of diorite occur in association with intermediate and mafic volcanic
rocks. U-Pb analyses on zircons from the metadiorite and metandesite indicate crystalliza-
tion ages of 2.96 and 2.97 Ga [41]. The intermediate metavolcanic rocks exhibit calc-alkaline
affinity with geochemical signatures similar to high-silica adakites [41]. The geochemical
and isotopic signatures of the mafic and intermediate metavolcanic rocks suggest that the
evolution of this supracrustal sequence is linked to the development of a Mesoarchean
volcanic arc [38,41].

The exhalative horizon of the Digo-Digo Formation outcrops near the confluence of the
Digo-Digo Creek with the Vermelho River. It is represented by intercalations of centimeter-
to meter-scale layers of metavolcanics, metacherts, and carbonaceous phyllites. Massive
sulfide lenses, with traces of gold, are hosted within this exhalative horizon (Figure 3B,C).
Decimeter-scale lenticular levels of metachert are interlayered with chlorite schists. These
rocks are generally composed of very fine-grained recrystallized quartz (~30 µm), possibly
containing subordinate amounts of chlorite/muscovite and opaque minerals, as well as
carbonaceous material. The sulfide lenses are hosted in carbonaceous metachert and
comprise 30 to 50% pyrite, 40 to 70% quartz with muscovite and ilmenite as trace minerals.

The main outcrop of the exhalative horizon, which hosts the massive sulfide lenses,
is strongly deformed and exhibits metric to decametric tight asymmetrical folds verging
towards NE (Figure 3D). Apart from the notable gold content found in rock samples from
the massive sulfide lenses, petrographic studies conducted in the exhalative horizons near
the Vermelho River confluence have uncovered gold grains exceeding 5 µm in size. These
grains are hosted within centimeter-scale sericite–albite–chlorite schists of the intermediate
metavolcanic unit [41].

On the northern margin of Vermelho River, the exhalative horizon is in tectonic contact
with the metaultramafic rocks of the Manoel Leocádio Formation, primarily represented by
talc schists and talc–tremolite schists (Figure 3A).
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3. Methodology
3.1. Data Acquisition

The electrical resistivity and chargeability data were acquired over a 550 m section
where massive outcropping sulfide layers are exposed. Three sets of data were acquired
in the same spatial positions due to the difficult access and crossing of the banks of the
Vermelho River (Figure 3A). The SW-NE survey line was positioned perpendicularly to
the main direction of the regional geological structures to reduce the effects of three-
dimensional structures that cannot be accurately modeled via 2D inversions, thus causing
distortions in the electrical resistivity models [29,42–44].

The apparent resistivity and chargeability data were acquired using the Syscal Pro
Switch 72 multi-electrode resistor (Iris Instruments, Orléans, France; Figure 4A). Field
acquisitions were performed using the time and frequency domain IP methods with dipole–
dipole array and 10 m spacing electrodes. In the IP time mode, non-polarizable electrodes
were used at the electrical potential recording points and stainless-steel electrodes at the
electric current injection points.
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In the IP frequency, 250 and 1000 ms electrical resistivity recording periods were
applied, using multi-electrode systems with stainless steel electrodes (Figure 4B). In both
surveys, a saline water compound was added to the injection/current record and electrical
potential points to reduce the high values of contact resistance.

The survey sections performed with multielectrode systems (250 and 1000 ms) reached
56 m depth, while the resistivity and chargeability (2000 ms) acquisition carried out simul-
taneously using common cables and porous potential electrodes reached only 32.5 m depth,
limited by the maximum of 10 depth investigation levels of the equipment (Figure 4C–E).

3.2. Data Modeling

The electrical resistivity and chargeability data were reduced and filtered separately
using the software Prosys 2.0 (Iris Instruments):

Electrical resistivity: (1) conversion to absolute values (the negative records correspond
to negative electrical potential measurements that result from a reversal of electrical current);
(2) insertion of topography at each electrode point; and (3) filtering of electrical resistivity
outliers, high values (spikes), null values (caused by the lack of electrical current that
sometimes occurred due to accidental disconnection between the electrodes and cables).
Most of the outliers correspond to the Vermelho River passage places and where colluvial
sediments (boulders) are present on the surface (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Distribution of the electrical resistivity measurement points in the Digo-Digo Stream
region. Sections of raw and filtered data, obtained with sampling periods of 250, 1000, and 2000 ms.
(A) 250 ms—raw data. (B) 250 ms—filtered data. (C) 1000 ms—raw data. (D) 1000 ms—filtered data.
(E) 2000 ms—raw data. (F) 2000 ms—filtered data.

Chargeability: (1) removal of data where the electric potential decay curves did not
follow an exponential behavior, that is, the temporal windows’ decay curve behaved errati-
cally without monotonous tendencies with patterns different from the assumed Cole–Cole
model; (2) negative or null charge records; and (3) values greater than 100 mV/V so that
the decay curve did not present perfect monotonous tendencies. Figure 6 shows the charge-
ability data recorded in the field (Figure 6A), and after data filtering (Figure 6B). Figure 6C
shows the electric potential decay curves of each registered point, and in Figure 6D, these
are shown after removing the incoherent curves (without exponential decay).
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After filtering, the inverse modeling of 2D data was performed in the Res2Dinv
inversion software [45], which uses least-squares inversion as a standard to minimize the
square of the difference between the measured and calculated resistivities. The apparent
resistivity data were inserted in the program and filtered for a second time using the
exterminate bad datum points tool, followed by the application of the inversion routine.

In the frequency-domain-induced polarization, the apparent resistivity is measured
at two different frequencies commonly varying between 0.1 and 10 Hz, while the result
is presented as a percentage of effective frequency and/or metal factor [45]. The metal
factor (MF) is a standardized parameter used mainly in the frequency-domain-induced
polarization method [34]. Despite not measuring any exclusive physical property, this
parameter is extensively used in mineral exploration as a data display technique [46]. Based
on induced polarization results obtained in the field, ref. [34] suggests that the metal factor
is a much better indicator of the mineralization quantity responsible for causing an IP
anomaly greater than the frequency effects (PFE). The metal factor can be calculated for
both frequency and time domain measurements. In the frequency domain, the metal factor
(MF f ) value is calculated as in Equation (1) [45].

MF f = 105
(

ρdc − ρac

ρ2
ac

)
(1)
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where ρdc and ρac are the resistivity values measured at low and high frequencies, respec-
tively, expressed as ohms per meter. In the time domain, the metal factor is calculated as in
Equation (2) [47,48].

MFt = 103
(

M
ρac

)
(2)

where the chargeability (M) is expressed in milliseconds [46].
The metal factor values were also calculated for the unfiltered data (only the topo-

graphic correction was performed) using the above equations in module (to avoid negative
values). Subsequently, the calculated MF values were filtered to exclude the outliers, points
with extremely high Root Mean Square Error (RMS) values.

For metal factor calculations, the topography was initially inserted in the raw data
to correct the resistivity values. Subsequently, the MF calculation was performed using
module Equation (2) to avoid negative results. Then, outlier MF values or those with
exceedingly high RMS errors were eliminated, aiming to reduce the high variance in MF
data and consequently reduce the RMS error values of the inversion models.

4. Results
4.1. Electrical Resistivity

Six main geoelectric zones with high lateral contrast are observed in the three electrical
resistivity sections (Figure 7) as follows:

i. Thick layer of high resistivity positioned between 0 and 70 m, with values ranging
from 1100 to 9000 ohm·m;

ii. Thick layer of low resistivity positioned between 100 and 215 m, with values ranging
from 7 to 200 ohm·m underlying a thin superficial layer of high resistivity with
values above 7000 ohm·m;

iii. Low resistivity zone position between 215 and 400 m, similar to (ii) but with slightly
higher resistivity values ranging from 65 to 500 ohm·m;

iv. Thick zone of low resistivity associated with zones of medium resistivity ranging
from 25 to 1000 ohm·m, which is better observed in the 250 ms section (Figure 6C),
positioned between 400 and 550 m;

v. Surface zone at the top of the electrical profile with high resistivity, with values
above 7000 ohm·m, extending laterally over almost every profile;

vi. Surface zone in lateral contact with zone (v), with low resistivities varying between
30 and 500 ohm·m, occurring between 410 and 480 m on the surface.

4.2. Chargeability

The chargeability model obtained after the inverse modeling converged with 7.5%
RMS error after four iterations (Figure 8). In Section 2D, there are three main positive
anomalies with values ranging from 45 to 100 mv/V between 100 and 360 m. The three
main anomalies identified have a spatial association with zones (ii) and (iii) that have
the lowest values of resistivity obtained in the survey on the exhalative horizon of the
Digo-Digo Formation. In the IP time section, there is also a vertical anomaly with high
chargeability at a depth of 24 m at a position of 400 m. This anomaly correlates with the
high resistivity zone (3000 and 8000 ohm).

4.3. Metal Factor

After filtering the data, the metal factor calculated using the models (Figure 8) pre-
sented values between 0 and 35,500. Therefore, the RMS error calculated via RES2DINV
reaches approximately 80% due to the high variation (1 to 35,500) in the normalized values
resulting from the metal factor calculations.
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The main positive anomalies observed in both metal factor inversions ranged between
20,500 and 35,500 and are spatially associated with the survey central portion, where the
main IP anomalies corresponding to low resistivity areas in the electrical resistivity model
also occur. In general, the anomalies in the MF models had lower values in the time domain
compared to the frequency domain.

The MF time domain model showed three pinnacle-shaped anomalies, with mean
values of 25,500 and greater than 30,000 at certain points in time. The MF frequency domain
model presented two anomalies with values greater than 30,000, the anomalies continue in
the central portion of the data (160–300 m) where values below 10,000 are observed, and the
model geometry of the anomalies approximates a slightly distorted arched layer (Figure 8).
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4.4. Data Correlation

To determine the best subsurface locations that can potentially host mineralizations
associated with massive and disseminated sulfides, the electric models were imported into
the Oasis Montaj 9.1 software to correlate the chargeability, resistivity and metal factor data
(frequency domain).

After that, new interpolations were performed via the Inverse Distance Weighting
(IDW) method and the results showed acceptable correspondence with the models previ-
ously generated in the Res2Dinv software (version 3.71.118). This method assumes that the
value attributed to a non-sampled point is the weighted average of the known neighboring
values and that the weights between the non-sampled and sampled locations are inversely
correlated [49]. The interpolation used cell size values of 2.7 m (approximately 1/2 of the
spacing between points), and the values applied to the slope and power variables are,
respectively, 1 and 2, which correspond to the software standard values.

Subsequently, the new grids were superimposed on the RGB (red-green-blue) and
CMY (cyan-magenta-yellow) spectra, resulting in two ternary models. In these products, the
zones with high chargeability as well as high metal factor and conductivity (low resistivity)
are superimposed, highlighting the areas with the greatest potential for mineralization
associated with the presence of metal sulfides.

In the ternary models (Figure 9), the purple colors in the RGB spectrum and greenish
in the CMY indicate areas with greater potential for mineralization occurrence, while areas
colored green (RGB) and purple/pink (CMY) suggest areas of high resistivity and low
metal factor and chargeability values, indicating zones with properties of non-metallic
materials and possible barren zones.
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ability and metal factor (frequency domain). (A) Electric ternary (RGB); areas with greater potential
to host metallic minerals are colored purple and pink. (B) Electric ternary (CMY); an area with high
potential for mineralization is colored green. (C) Prospective model for the confluence region of
the Digo-Digo stream with Vermelho River; areas with high potential to host metallic minerals are
highlighted in red. More restricted target areas (t1, t2, t3 and t4) are identified by orange circles.

In ternaries, three zones with the characteristics with potential for sulfide mineraliza-
tion occur between (1) 75 and 220 m, (2) 270 and 310 m, and (3) 470 and 490 m, starting at
depths between 10 and 20 m (Figure 9).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The geological information obtained on the surface is consistent with the respective
lateral variations identified in the electrical resistivity sections.

i. Zone (i) is spatially associated with chlorite–quartz schists from the Digo-Digo Formation;
ii. Zone (ii) correlates spatially with intermediate metavolcanic rocks (sericite–chlorite–

quartz schists);
iii. Zone (iii) refers to the central areas of the survey, has the lowest resistivity val-

ues of the section, and can be spatially correlated to the exhalative horizon with
disseminated to massive levels of pyrite and gold traces.

iv. Zone (iv) occurs to the northeast portion of the Vermelho River, with different
electrical responses and intermediate resistivity values (500–1100 ohms.m) and
spatial correlation with the meta-ultrabasic rocks of the Manoel Leocádio Formation.

v. The zones (v) and (vi) of the model correspond to two superficial layers (top of
the profiles) with different resistivity values; zone (v) corresponds to a layer with
resistivity values between 5000 and 8000 ohms.m that extends laterally over almost
the entire profile, except between 400 and 480 m. These zones are interpreted as a
product of rock weathering (regolith).
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vi. Based on the electrical characteristics of the zones (i to vi), the geological data
obtained on the surface, and their correlations, we propose an interpreted section
with lithologies, structures, and coverage of the electrical resistivity models.

The model integrating the electrical resistivity, chargeability and metal factor (fre-
quency domain) data generated by superimposing the models in the RGB and CMY
spectra enables the determination of the zones with higher potential to host mineraliza-
tions associated with sulfides and, finally, the proposal of a prospective model of the
studied section.

From the prospective model and the areas with potential for mineralization, four
prospective targets were generated (t1, t2, t3 and t4):

• Targets t1 and t2 correspond to possible contact zones with the possible presence of
metallic minerals; t1 is at the contact of chlorite–quartz schists (metabasalts) with
the intermediate metavolcanic rocks, and t2 at the contact between the intermediate
metavolcanic with the exhalative horizon; deposits and mineral occurrences are com-
monly associated with geological contact zones due to metal remobilizations, structural
controls (shear zones), redox reactions and differences in buffering or permeability
between rocks [50].

• The t3 target is hosted in the intercalations of metavolcanic, metacherts and carbona-
ceous phyllites with disseminated to massive sulfide levels containing gold traces, the
target of the present study.

• Target t4 is hosted in the metaultramafic rocks of the Manoel Leocádio Formation,
where previous studies described no associated mineralization; therefore, this target
region has been selected for further investigation.

Some geological structures, such as the possible folding evidenced in the exposure
of rocks from the exhalative horizon, could not be clearly identified in the resistivity
and chargeability data due to the resolution of the acquired data. However, the MF
frequency domain model shows that the zone with anomalous metal factor values presents
a continuous geometry similar to the shape of an open fold of hectametric scale. If the
geometry present in the MF model really corresponds to a geological structure, the fold
observed in the field might be a parasitic fold that can be associated with a larger scale fold
of the metal factor model.

Regarding the differences identified in the acquired data and results in the time and
frequency domains, the following can be observed:

(1) The frequency domain IP data acquired using multi-electrodic systems obtained
electrical resistivity measurements in 80% more points, reaching about 20 m deeper
than in the time domain, and required only 50% of the acquisition time.

(2) The chargeability data had broader and more dispersed anomalies across the section,
while the frequency domain metal factor data showed more restricted and structured
anomalies, but still with good spatial correlation with chargeability and time domain
metal factor data, mainly in the central portion associated with the exhalative horizon
of the Digo-Digo Formation.

In conclusion, in cases of exploration projects that require data acquisition with greater
depths and reduced costs, the frequency domain method using electrical resistivity meters
with relatively low current transmissions was proven to be as efficient as the time domain
data for detecting potential mineralized zones in the Digo-Digo Formation.
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Abstract: Horizontal boundary identification of causative sources is an essential tool in potential
field data interpretation due to the feasibility of automatically retrieving the boundary information
of subsurface gravity or geomagnetic structures. Although many approaches have been proposed
to address these issues, it is still a hot research topic for many researchers to derive novel methods
or enhance existing techniques. We present two high-resolution edge detectors based on the Guder-
mannian function and the modifications of the second-order derivative of the field. The effectiveness
of the newly proposed filters was initially tested on synthetic gravity anomalies and geomagnetic
responses with different assumptions (2-D and 3-D; imposed and superimposed; noise-free and
noise-contaminated). The obtained results verified that the two novel methods yield the capability of
producing high-resolution, balanced amplitudes and accurate results for better imaging causative
sources with different geometrical and geophysical properties, compared with the other nine repre-
sentative edge enhancement techniques. Furthermore, the yielded results from the application of
the two strategies to a real-world aeromagnetic data set measured from the Central Puget Lowland
(C.P.L) of the United States and a gravity data set surveyed from the Jalal Abad area of Kerman
province, Iran, with detailed comparative studies validated that the edges identified via the two
methods are in good agreement with the major geological structures within the study areas and the
determined lateral information using the tilt-depth, top-depth estimation method. These features
make them valuable tools for solving edge detection problems.

Keywords: edge detection; Gudermannian function; GDT and GDH filters; potential field data

1. Introduction

Imaging the horizontal boundaries of anomalous structures provides impressive
visibility to determine lateral changes in gravity and magnetic data [1–10]. Acquired
horizontal boundary information from buried causative sources has an essential role in
modeling and interpreting gravity and magnetic data. Edge detection filters are constantly
applied to delineate geologic structures in the form of faults, contacts, dykes, mineral
deposits, and other tectonic features [5,6,10]. In the geophysical literature, many different
filters have been presented to locate the geologic structures from measured data based on
the horizontal and vertical derivatives of the gravity anomalies, the reduced-to-the-pole
magnetic anomalies, or the ratios of these directional derivatives [9,11–20]. For comparison
purposes, some conventional and standard edge detectors have been selected.

The total horizontal gradient (THG) filter of the potential field is given by Equation (1) [16].
THG is stable and popular for enhancing the edges of causative sources. The lateral
boundaries of causative structures are determined by the peaks of the THG amplitude.
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THG =

√(
∂M
∂x

)2
+

(
∂M
∂y

)2
(1)

where M is the gravity or the reduced-to-the-pole magnetic field, ∂M
∂x is the field gradient in

the x direction, and ∂M
∂y is the field gradient in the y direction.

The analytical signal (AS) technique is another edge delineation filter proposed by [17].
The amplitude maxima are directed over the edge center; however, AS cannot balance the
edges of various sources at different depths and would be dominated by larger amplitudes
caused by shallow bodies [18]. The AS method is constructed as follows:

AS =

√(
∂M
∂x

)2
+

(
∂M
∂y

)2
+

(
∂M
∂z

)2
(2)

where ∂M
∂Z is the measured field gradient in the z direction [17].

The tilt angle (TA) phase-based filter was proposed by [19], which is a normalized
function of the THG filter. The TA edge detection method equation is given by

TA = atan

(
∂M
∂z

THG

)
(3)

The lateral boundaries of subsurface sources are delineated by the zero crossing [19].
However, tilt angle edge detector usually generates blurry results, namely, TA suffers from
the deficiency of yielding low-resolution outputs, especially in the case of thin and deep
causative structures [7,9].

The total horizontal gradient of the tilt angle (TA-THG) filter was proposed by [20],
which is calculated using Equation (4):

TA-THG =

√(
∂TA
∂x

)2
+

(
∂TA
∂y

)2
(4)

The edges of buried structures are recognized by the peaks of the TA-THG ampli-
tude [20–23]. The TA-THG estimates diffuse results that are wider than true edges [5].

The TA of the THG (TAHG) method was introduced by [24]. This technique is popular
for detecting the horizontal boundaries of buried structures, but TAHG is not suitable for
discrimination between closely spaced bodies [13,14,23], which is defined as follows:

TAHG = atan




∂THG
∂z√(

∂THG
∂x

)2
+
(

∂THG
∂y

)2


 (5)

The TAHG filter has the feature of simultaneously maintaining both smaller and larger
amplitudes. The edges of buried structures are retrieved by the maximum values of the
processed results via TAHG [7,10,13,14,21–24].

The improved local phase (ILF) method was introduced by [25], which is constructed
by calculating different order gradients of potential field data. The ILF is given by

ILF = asin




THG√(
∂M
∂x

)2
+
(

∂M
∂y

)2
+
(

∂2M
∂x2 + ∂2M

∂y2

)2


 (6)

where ∂2M
∂x2 and ∂2M

∂y2 are the second-order horizontal gradients of field. The ILF maximum
values correspond to the horizontal boundaries of gravity and magnetic causative sources.
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Moreover, the tilt angle of the first-order vertical gradient of the total horizontal
gradient defines the THVH method [26]. The THVH filter is estimated using Equation (7):

THVH = atan




−
(

∂2THG
∂x2 + ∂2THG

∂y2

)

√(
∂THV

∂x

)2
+
(

∂THV
∂y

)2


 (7)

where THV is the derivative of the THG filter in the z direction [26]. The THVH maximum
amplitudes indicate the edges of buried sources. The THVH is capable of extracting more
information from the potential field data, especially for superimposed bodies [26].

The TA of the balanced total horizontal gradient (TBHG) filter was proposed by [27].
The TBHG filter is expressed as follows:

TBHG = atan




∂BTHG
∂z√(

∂BTHG
∂x

)2
+
(

∂BTHG
∂y

)2


 (8)

where
BTHG =

THG

P +
√
(HX(THG))2 + (HY(THG))2 + (THG)2

(9)

In Equation (9), HX and HY are the directional Hilbert transforms of THG, and the
p value is a parameter that controls the balance effect of different amplitudes induced
by different sources with different properties [27,28]. Following the suggestion of [27],
p = 1 within this study. Similar to previously introduced representative edge detectors, the
maximal amplitude values are located over the source edges, which can be utilized as an
indicator describing the geometric distribution features of various causative sources.

The introduced TA [19], TA-THG [20], TAHG [24], ILF [25], THVH [26], and TBHG [27]
filters are equalizing methods; in other words, the basic motivation for constructing these
filters is to balance the amplitudes derived from shallow and deep buried structures
with various characteristics. However, the adaptiveness of these filters is guaranteed by
the premise that the processed potential field anomalies contain independently situated
causative sources only, or they will produce false artifacts (erroneous edge information)
with low resolutions when dealing with spatially superimposed and imposed sources
(more common in field applications).

In order to address these issues further, ref. [18] proposed a fast sigmoid high-
resolution filter (FS) and verified its effectiveness in producing clear and precise edge
information related to causative sources regardless of the source spatial correlations from
potential field data [18]. The FS filter is calculated using Equation (10):

FS =


 ∂THG

∂z√
( ∂THG

∂x )
2
+
(

∂THG
∂y

)2


− 1

1 +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂THG

∂z√
( ∂THG

∂x )
2
+
(

∂THG
∂y

)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣

(10)

The FS strategy provides maximum amplitudes over the horizontal boundaries of the
causative sources. The peaks of the FS filter can be implemented to balance the horizontal
boundaries of buried sources with different geometric features [18].

2. Hyperbolic Domain (Gudermannian Function) Filters

This work proposes two novel filters based on the hyperbolic domain (also termed
the Gudermannian function) to extract high-resolution horizontal boundaries of different
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anomalous sources located at different depths. Mathematically, the Gudermannian function
is an odd function [29–31] which obtains an almost identical shape to the arctangent
function commonly used for edge enhancement of buried structures in the literature [9].
The first filter is a combination of the hyperbolic domain (Gudermannian function), the
second-order derivative of the field, and the corresponding directional derivatives. The
second approach is comprised of the hyperbolic domain (Gudermannian function) and the
improved total horizontal derivative obtained by the directional Hilbert transforms. This
hyperbolic domain edge detection (GDT) filter is given by

GDT = 2atan


tanh


2 ×


−λ+

∂T
∂z√(

∂T
∂x

)2
+
(

∂T
∂y

)2








 (11)

where

T =

∣∣∣∣∣

(
∂2M
∂x∂z

)2

+

(
∂2M
∂y∂z

)2
∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

In Equation (12), ∂2M
∂x∂z and ∂2M

∂y∂z are the field horizontal gradients in the z direction.
Here, in order to improve the effectiveness of the TBHG filter in increasing the resolu-

tion of edge detection and removing spurious edges, we introduce the second filter built
on the Gudermannian function. This hyperbolic domain filter (GDH) is given by

GDH = 2atan


tanh


2 ×


−λ+

∂HD
∂z√(

∂HD
∂x

)2
+
(

∂HD
∂y

)2








 (13)

where

HD =
ITH2

2 +
√
(HX(ITH))2 + (HY(ITH))2 + (ITH)2

(14)

where
(
Hx[·],Hy[·]

)
are the 2-D directional Hilbert transforms [28] and ITH =

√(
∂2M
∂x∂z

)2
+
(

∂2M
∂y∂z

)2
.

λ is a positive number that should be specified by the interpreter before the imple-
mentation of GDT and GDH regarding the measured potential field anomalies. It is worth
stating that the distinction between the two filters is essentially that the GDT filter uses
the second-order derivative of the field; however, the GDH filter combines the directional
Hilbert transforms and the second-order derivative of the field instead. The amplitude
maxima of the two Gudermannian-function-based filters can be utilized to identify the
edges of the buried sources.

To validate the effectiveness of balancing amplitudes from sources at different depths
and mitigating superimposed or imposed source effects of the proposed new filters
(GDT and GDH), we perform the Gudermannian-function-based filters on four synthetic
data sets, including two profile anomalies and two plane gravity and magnetic responses
derived from extremely imposed and superimposed sources with and without noise corrup-
tion, a real-world aeromagnetic data set acquired from the Central Puget Lowland (C.P.L)
of the United States, and a real-world gravity data set acquired from the Jalal Abad mine,
Iran. Moreover, detailed comparative studies are presented with previously described
traditional and popular edge detectors (e.g., THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH,
TBHG, and FS). The obtained results verified that the proposed filters can address the
aforementioned issues with the best performance in terms of producing output images
with good resolution, balanced amplitudes, and avoiding drawing false edges.
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3. Evaluation of Parameter λ

A 2-D geomagnetic fault model is considered to investigate the influence of λ of the
newly presented GDT and GDH filters and its contribution to enhancing the edges and
controlling the resolution. The basic characteristic parameters of the buried fault structure
are the strength of the geomagnetic field (47,000 nT), the fault dip = 90

◦
, the strike = 0

◦
, the

inclination = 90
◦
, and the susceptibility contrast = 0.02 SI. The profile anomaly has a data

interval of 50 m along the x direction. The geomagnetic anomaly is shown in Figure 1a.
Subsequently, the GDT and GDH edge enhancement filters are applied to the calculated
geomagnetic data with increasing values of λ from 0 to 9 (Figure 1b–k). The filtered results
show that the maximum amplitudes of the GDT and GDH filters in all cases are equal and
perfectly match the lateral boundary of the fault plane. Furthermore, both of the novel
filters produce sharp edges when the λ = 0.5 and maintain its sharpness until the λ reaches
8. The extracted edges are unreliable if λ is larger than 8. Therefore, the value of λ can
be selected from 0.5 to 8 in order to maintain the efficiency of GDT and GDH and obtain
reliable edge information. The GDT and GDH methods’ maximum amplitudes indicate the
edges of buried sources in radians. The amplitude changes between −π/2 and π/2.
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Figure 1. Evaluating the performance of the filters with the parameter varying from 0 to 9 using
a simulated geomagnetic anomaly (a) the geomagnetic response (nT) over the fault model. The
processed results of the GDTandGDH filters at (b) λ = 0, (c) λ = 0.5, (d) λ = 1, (e) λ = 1.5, (f) λ = 2,
(g) λ = 3, (h) λ = 5, (i) λ = 6.5, (j) λ = 8, and (k) λ = 9. Notably, the schematic representation of the 2-D
synthetic fault model is placed at the bottom left of this figure.

4. Application to Simulated Profile Data

A 2-D synthetic gravity model consisting of a vertical dyke-like model situated
at a depth of 300 m with a density contrast of 1000 kg/m3 is created. The gravity
anomaly generated over this two-dimensional model with a data interval of 50 m along the
x direction is shown in Figure 2a. Figure 2b–l shows the application of different filters,
including THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, TBHG, FS, GDT, and GDH. The
maximum values of the processed results of THG (Figure 2b) and AS (Figure 2c) indicate
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the edges and the center of the buried gravity model, respectively. Hence, both THG and
AS can be utilized as indicators for describing the geometric features of the buried structure
in terms of the boundaries and geometric center, even though the provided information
suffers from low resolution. Figure 2d shows that TA is able to generate a sharp response
over the geometric center of the gravity source, making TA a more useful tool than the
described THG and AS methods. However, if the source shifts, the edges are visible [13].
Figure 2e–i gives the results of the TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, and TBHG filters. These
techniques are generally effective in outlining the edge information of the vertical dyke-like
structure, but the extracted boundaries are diffusive and lack simplicity. Comparatively, FS
obtains a relative high-resolution result (Figure 2j). The processed result is sharper, which
makes the subsequent interpretation process easier. Moreover, as the results presented in
Figure 2k–l show, the newly proposed GDT and GDH filters yield the merit of delineat-
ing the horizontal boundaries of the subsurface gravity anomalous body with maximal
clarity without compromising the effectiveness of avoiding the generation of annoying
artifacts or erroneous edges simply by finding the maximal amplitude values within the
responses calculated.
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Figure 2. Produced results of various edge detection techniques over the synthetically constructed
2-D gravity dyke model: (a) the calculated gravity anomaly response over the dyke body, (b) THG,
(c) AS, (d) TA, (e) TA-THG, (f) TAHG, (g) ILF, (h) THVH, (i) TBHG, (j) FS, (k) GDT, and (l) GDH.
Likewise, the cross section of the synthetic dyke-like model is illustrated at the bottom of this figure.

5. Application to Synthetic Data

This section utilizes several 3-D synthetic gravity and magnetic models with and with-
out the consideration of noise corruption to examine the effectiveness of the GDT and GDH
edge determination filters further. It should be noted that, in this study, λ = 0.5 in the
mathematical equations of the GDT and GDH filters assigned for the rest of the experi-
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ments, including processing simulated 3-D potential field anomalies and the real-world
aeromagnetic and gravity data application.

5.1. The Gravity Model

Figure 3a,b shows the side and bird’s-eye views of the designed gravity model, which
contains five buried dyke-like prismatic sources (G1, G2, G3, G4, and G5) with different
properties, including different geometric parameters and positive and negative density
contrasts. Amongst the causative sources, three prisms share the same size but different
density contrasts and depths (G1, G2, and G3), and the remaining two prisms yield different
sizes, depths, and density contrasts (G4 and G5). The characteristic parameters of the
synthetic 3-D gravity model are given in Table 1. The 2-D gravity anomaly of the synthetic
model was produced on 12 km × 12 km grid nodes with a node interval of 0.05 km along
the x and y directions.
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five buried sources.

Table 1. Density contrasts and geometric parameters of the constructed gravity model displayed
in Figure 3.

Source/Label G1 G2 G3 G4 G5

x-Coordinate of the Geometric Center (m) 3000 6000 9000 6000 6000
y-Coordinate of the Geometric Center (m) 3000 3000 3000 8000 8000

Prism Width (m) 1000 1000 1000 8000 5000
Prism Length (m) 3000 3000 3000 4000 2000

Depth of the Top (m) 450 350 250 400 200
Depth of the Bottom (m) 950 850 750 700 300

Density Contrast (kg/m3) 3000 −2000 2000 −2500 2000

Figure 4a shows the calculated gravity anomaly from the constructed 3-D model
in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 4b,c, the THG and AS maps are dominated by the
strong amplitudes generated by the buried shallow sources, while the signal intensities
from sources at deeper positions are degraded much more intensively, so that the edge
information of deeper sources simply cannot be recognized satisfactorily from the processed
results of THG and AS due to the deficiency of the two filters to balance the amplitudes
produced by structures at different depths. The TA extracts the edges of bodies G1, G3,
and G4 successfully; however, it is less effective for the interpretation of bodies G2 and
G5 (Figure 4d). Although the horizontal boundaries can be outlined by the zero contours
of TA, it produces false edges between sources, obtaining positive and negative density
contrasts [5]. Additionally, Figure 4e displays the result of TA-THG, indicating that TA-
THG is capable of reflecting all the boundaries; however, the displayed edges are very
blurry. The TAHG approach can equalize the low and high amplitudes derived from
different sources simultaneously and can also avoid generating erroneous edges in the
produced results. Nevertheless, the TAHG method provides the boundary information
in a low-resolution manner. Figure 4g depicts the processed result of ILF with respect to
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the gravity anomaly in Figure 4a. It can be observed that the maximum amplitudes of ILF
cannot reflect the boundaries of G1, G2, G3, and G4, and ILF also creates a false contour
inside the source G5. Figure 4h–i displays the filtered results of the THVH and TBHG
methods, respectively. Unlike the filters described above, THVH and TBHG are suitable
for balancing the weak and strong amplitudes produced by these sources at different
depths, but both of the THVH and TBHG filters produce low-resolution outputs, and
further, THVH also produces unwanted artifacts. Finally, Figure 4j–l stores the results
of the FS, GDT, and GDH strategies. The last three methods can perfectly mitigate the
amplitude effect without generating annoying false edges, that is, they can enhance the
boundaries of all sources with different properties and only reflect the true boundaries.
Furthermore, compared with the FS filter, the recommended GDTandGDH filters based
on the Gudermannian function obtain superior resolution, namely, the produced maps
containing the boundary information of the subsurface gravity structures are clearer.
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Figure 4. Detailed comparison of the effectiveness of the aforementioned edge enhancement strategies
via the synthetic complex 3-D gravity model displayed in Figure 3 (dashed white lines represent the
true boundaries of the sources buried): (a) synthetically produced 2-D gravity anomaly with respect
to the five-prism model with positive and negative density contrasts, correspondingly processed
results of (b) THG, (c) AS, (d) TA, (e) TA-THG, (f) TAHG, (g) ILF, (h) THVH, (i) TBHG, (j) FS,
(k) GDT, and (l) GDH.

5.2. The Gravity Model with Noise Contamination

In order to test the robustness of the involved filtering strategies for resisting noise
corruption, 3% of the amplitude of the anomaly displayed in Figure 4a was considered
to generate the noisy gravity anomaly (Figure 5a). Before applying the aforementioned
edge enhancement filters (THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, TBHG, FS, GDT,
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and GDH), the constantly utilized upward continuation technique regarding the noise-
contaminated gravity data was performed to relieve the noise effect (the upward continued
height is 0.15 km).
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Figure 5b,c displays the processed results of the THG and AS techniques under con-
sideration of the noise effect, respectively. The outcomes are still dominated by large am-
plitudes due to the shallow sources situated; however, the small amplitudes controlled by 
deeply buried sources are also ambiguously represented. The TA method still yields the 
ability to balance the weak and strong signals caused by different sources, but it sacrifices 
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Figure 5. Performing the filtering strategies within this study on the noise-corrupted gravity data
(likewise, dashed white lines represent the true boundaries of the sources buried): (a) the gener-
ated noisy gravity anomaly (the noise degree = 3%), processed results of (b) THG, (c) AS, (d) TA,
(e) TA-THG, (f) TAHG, (g) ILF, (h) THVH, (i) TBHG, (j) FS, (k) GDT, and (l) GDH.

Figure 5b,c displays the processed results of the THG and AS techniques under
consideration of the noise effect, respectively. The outcomes are still dominated by large
amplitudes due to the shallow sources situated; however, the small amplitudes controlled
by deeply buried sources are also ambiguously represented. The TA method still yields the
ability to balance the weak and strong signals caused by different sources, but it sacrifices
resolution in terms of detecting the edges of the G1, G2, G3, and G4 sources much wider
than the true ones (Figure 5d). Figure 5e illustrates the filtered result of TA-THG associated
with the noisy gravity response. It can be clearly seen that, in this situation, the maximum
amplitudes of TA-THG cannot coherently correlate with the lateral boundaries of the
imposed gravity model. In Figure 5f, the TAHG filtering method is able to detect the edges
of all the buried sources regardless of the depth at which they are located, but this edge
information is diffusively exhibited and easily affected by the noise component remaining.
Figure 5g displays the result of the ILF filter. The ILF produces an unsatisfactory result
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considering the imposed gravity structure [26]. The filtered maps of THVH and TBHG
are displayed in Figure 5h–i, respectively. Both of the two methods are able to detect all
the edges. Nevertheless, THVH obtains lower anti-noise ability compared with the TBHG
technique, and TBHG encounters the same problem as TAHG, that is, the retrieved edge
information has a low-resolution. The yielded maps at the bottom row of Figure 5 keep
the filtered results of the FS, GDT, and GDH methods, which demonstrate that not only
can the three strategies delineate the edges of all structures buried at different depths
with comparatively high resolution, but their performances can be mildly eroded by the
noise perturbation. Therefore, the recommended GDT and GDH filters share the same
capability as the FS method to robustly attenuate the noise influence so that the boundaries
are more visible and clearer. Hitherto, we can conclude that the proposed GDT and GDH
methods are useful tools for producing high-resolution and balanced amplitude edge
detection results.

5.3. The Geomagnetic Model

To further investigate the capability of the GDT and GDH filters, a superimposed
synthetic geomagnetic model (the inclination and declination angles are set to 90

◦
and 0

◦
,

respectively), consisting of ten dyke-like prisms named M1-M10 at different depths and
extents, is simulated (Figure 6). The detailed model parameters of the established complex
model are listed in Table 2. The total magnetic intensity (TMI) is estimated on a 12 km × 12
km grid with a grid spacing of 0.05 km along the x and y directions. Figure 7a shows the
simulated RTP geomagnetic anomaly.
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Figure 6. (a) 3-D view of the theoretical geomagnetic model; (b) top view of the second model with
ten buried dyke-like geomagnetic structures.

Table 2. Geomagnetic susceptibilities and geometric parameters of the superimposed geomagnetic model.

Source/Label M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

x-Coordinate of the Center (m) 3000 5000 6500 6500 6500 4500 6500 8500 6500 10,000
y-Coordinate of the Center (m) 5000 8500 4000 4000 4000 1000 1000 1000 7000 5000

Prism Width (m) 1000 1000 4000 2500 1000 1000 1000 1000 500 500
Prism Length (m) 20,000 20,000 4000 2500 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000 4000

Depth of the Top (m) 450 450 600 300 200 200 300 400 400 500
Depth of the Bottom (m) 950 950 1100 500 220 220 350 450 450 550

Strike Azimuth (◦) 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 90 0
Magnetic Susceptibility (SI) 0.021 0.023 0.019 0.025 0.027 0.03 0.032 −0.024 0.025 −0.026
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Following the same processing procedure, we performed the 11 edge detectors on 
the RTP geomagnetic anomaly generated. Correspondingly filtered results are presented 
in Figure 7b–l, with the white dashed lines representing the true boundaries of all the 
causative bodies buried. Figure 7b–c displays the results of the THG and AS filters, show-
ing coherent conclusions generated in the 3-D gravity data experiment containing an im-
posed effect. The THG and AS filters cannot balance the amplitudes caused by sources 
buried at different depths; this feature makes them inapplicable for dealing with super-
imposed structures. Figure 7d shows the extracted edges using the TA method. Although 
the edges of some sources can be distinguished successfully by reading the zero contours 

Figure 7. Detailed comparison of the effectiveness of the aforementioned edge detectors via the
synthetic complex 3-D geomagnetic model displayed in Figure 6 (dashed white lines represent the
true boundaries of the sources buried): (a) synthetic RTP geomagnetic response derived from the
superimposed model with positive and negative magnetic susceptibilities, performed results of
(b) THG, (c) AS, (d) TA, (e) TA-THG, (f) TAHG, (g) ILF, (h) THVH, (i) TBHG, (j) FS, (k) GDT, and
(l) GDH.

Following the same processing procedure, we performed the 11 edge detectors on the
RTP geomagnetic anomaly generated. Correspondingly filtered results are presented in
Figure 7b–l, with the white dashed lines representing the true boundaries of all the causative
bodies buried. Figure 7b–c displays the results of the THG and AS filters, showing coherent
conclusions generated in the 3-D gravity data experiment containing an imposed effect.
The THG and AS filters cannot balance the amplitudes caused by sources buried at different
depths; this feature makes them inapplicable for dealing with superimposed structures.
Figure 7d shows the extracted edges using the TA method. Although the edges of some
sources can be distinguished successfully by reading the zero contours from the processed
map of TA, there are chances to generate false contours between buried sources, which
make the subsequent interpretation process inconvenient to continue. Also, the edges of M5
and M9 are faintly detected. Figure 7e shows the result created by applying the TA-THG
method. It can be seen that, in this case, the maximum amplitudes of TA-THG cannot
delineate the horizontal boundaries of M1-M10. Figure 7f presents the result of the TAHG
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method. Obviously, TAHG detects all the edge information via the maximal amplitudes in
the filtered map in a more effective way without causing false edges than the TA method.
The only problem with TAHG is that the coherent edges obtain low resolutions. Figure 7g
shows the recuperated edges of the synthetic 3-D complex geomagnetic model in Figure 6
using the ILF method. The edges are faint and drawn very diffusely, making this filter not
suitable for outlining the edges of the imposed and superimposed structures. Figure 7h–i
displays the edges detected from the THVH and TBHG methods, respectively. As depicted
in the two maps, the THVH and TBHG methods provide low-resolution edge information
related to the causative sources. Although the THVH method can locate all the true
boundaries, it inevitably produces fake positive contours around the sources M6, M7, M8,
and M10. The amplitude result of the FS filter is shown in Figure 7j. Compared to the results
mentioned above, the FS clearly outlines the horizontal boundaries of the ten superimposed
sources and simultaneously enhances the visibility and sharpness of the buried structures.
The final edge detection results of the GDT and GDH filters are displayed in Figure 7k–l,
validating that the newly designed GDT and GDH methods are distinguished in producing
balanced and coherent horizontal boundaries of the superimposed geomagnetic sources
without generating disturbing artifacts compared with the other methods discussed. The
FS, GDT, and GDH filters’ maximum values lie directly over the source edge and enhance
the horizontal boundaries to be more visible and sharper, compared to the THG, AS, TA,
TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, and TBHG methods.

5.4. The Geomagnetic Anomaly with Noise Corruption

This section discusses the performance of the involved filters in dealing with the noise-
corrupted RTP geomagnetic anomaly presented in Figure 8a. The random noise component
has an amplitude of 3% of the noise-free data. For the purpose of maintaining the coherence
of testing, the GDT and GDH filters are implemented on the noisy geomagnetic data with
the comparison of the selected nine filters (THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH,
TBHG, and FS).

Notably, the upward continuation method is utilized again regarding the noisy 2-D
geomagnetic anomaly at a height of 0.15 km prior to the filtering process of the involved
edge detectors in order to better simulate real applications.

Retrieved edge information with the noise effect using the THG and AS methods is
displayed in Figure 8b,c, which are still incapable of balancing the amplitudes induced
by sources situated at different depths. Instead, both of the filters are robust enough to
resist noise contamination. Figure 8d depicts the result of the TA technique, creating many
spurious edges that cannot reflect the true ones and showing less robustness in suppress-
ing the noise effect. Moreover, the TA-THG method is still unable to draw horizontal
borders via the maximum amplitudes in the noisy case. Relatively, Figure 8f depicts the
edges (maximal amplitudes) that can be extracted coherently but are partially affected
by the noise effect and low resolution by applying the TAHG filter. Especially, the ge-
omagnetic body M9 failed to be recovered. According to the filtered output shown in
Figure 8g, as expected, the ILF filter fails to delineate all the edges regardless of the thin,
deep, and shallow structures. Figure 8h–j shows the final results of implementing the
THVH, TBHG, and FS filters. All three filters yield corresponding results describing the
true edges in Figure 6. However, FS yields the most clear and compact signals, namely, FS
generates the highest resolution result with the most effective anti-noise ability amongst the
three filters, due to its unique mathematical structure. Finally, results from the imple-
mentation of the GDT and GDH filters are displayed in Figure 8k,l, respectively, showing
that the GDT and GDH filters provide successful estimations of all the boundaries of the
buried sources with different characteristics, even with the involvement of 3% degrees
of noise content. In other words, the GDT and GDH approaches are very useful for gen-
erating high-resolution, balanced amplitude results and are less sensitive to noise edge
detection results.
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Figure 8. Performing the filtering strategies within this study on the noise-corrupted geomagnetic
data (dashed white lines display the true edges of the buried sources): (a) the geomagnetic data of the
synthetic model with random noise with an amplitude of 3% of the anomaly amplitude, produced
results using (b) THG, (c) AS, (d) TA, (e) TA-THG, (f) TAHG, (g) ILF, (h) THVH, (i) TBHG, (j) FS,
(k) GDT, and (l) GDH.

6. Application to Field Aeromagnetic Data

This section emphasizes the test of the practicability of the aforementioned traditional
nine filters (THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, TBHG, and FS) and the proposed
GDT and GDH filters via a high-resolution field geomagnetic response belonging to the
Central Puget Lowland (C.P.L), in the northwestern United States, published in 1997 by the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Figure 9 displays the geological map of the C.P.L study area
and the adjacent area at a scale of 1 : 250, 000 (adapted from [32]). The study area is located
within the geological complex above the Juan de Fuca plate that is actively subducting
beneath the western margin of North America [5,33,34]. The high-resolution aeromagnetic
data of the study area are displayed in Figure 10a. The flight height was 300 m, and the
flight lines were in the E–W direction with a grid interval of 400 m [35,36]. The acquired
aeromagnetic data were reduced to the pole (RTP) using an inclination angle of 69.4◦

and a declination angle of 19◦, to reposition the anomalies from their casual sources, as
depicted in Figure 10b [5]. To attenuate the short-wavelength noise effects, the filter using
a 0.3 km upward continuation distance of the RTP aeromagnetic data was implemented
to stabilize the latter filtering process (Figure 11a). Figure 11b–l displays the results of the
THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, TBHG, FS, GDT, and GDH edge determination
filters, respectively.
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Figure 9. The location and the simplified geologic map of the Central Puget Lowland area (adjacent
regions are shown; adapted from [5,32]). EB Everett basin, SB Seattle basin, TB Tacoma basin, SU
Seattle uplift, PT Port Townsend, S Seattle, T Tacoma, WI Whidbey Island, CRBF Coast Range
boundary fault, OF Olympia fault, RMF Rattlesnake Mountain fault, SWIF Southern Whidbey Island
fault, SF Seattle fault, TF Tacoma fault, UPF Utsalady Point fault.
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Figure 10. (a) The acquired field aeromagnetic anomaly (nT); (b) the corresponding RTP result.

Figure 11b,c exhibits the edge information delineated by performing the THG and AS
filters on the upward continued RTP aeromagnetic data, respectively. As can be observed,
the THG and AS methods are dominated by the large amplitudes produced by shallow
structures buried, so the generated signals are not balanced effectively [5]. Figure 11d
illustrates the map obtained by the TA method. Although this technique can balance the
shallow and deep anomalies simultaneously, it cannot clearly determine the geological
edges within the study area. Figure 11e shows the filtered result of the TA-THG filter. TA-
THG fails to effectively delineate the horizontal boundaries via the maximum amplitudes;
this phenomenon shows high consistency with the synthetic tests. The filtered signals
using the TAHG filter are presented in Figure 11f, confirming that TAHG is an effective
method for highlighting the geometric distribution of the buried geological structures
within the study area. Figure 11g displays the output of the ILF filter. Considering the test
results generated synthetically and practically, ILF is not suitable for edge determination
and should not be considered as an edge detection tool in this study. Figure 11h–i keeps
the lateral boundaries estimated by the THVH and TBHG methods. Although the lateral
boundaries can be recognized clearly by the maximum contours of THVH and TBHG, the
THVH filter produces additional spurious contours, degrading the efficiency of subsequent
interpretations. Finally, Figure 11j–l shows the edges delineated by the FS, GDT, and GDH
edge determination filters. The FS filter is validated again to be a prominent filter that
is capable of equalizing the amplitudes caused by geological structures with different
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properties. Comparatively, the recommended Gudermannian-based GDT, GDH, and FS
approaches provide even better results than the other filters and display more details than
the filters of THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, and TBHG in terms of balanced
amplitude results and high-resolution edges without suspicious artifacts. These features
make the GDT, GDH, and FS methods valuable tools for quantitatively extracting edge
information from potential field data.
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(a) reduction-to-the-pole magnetic anomaly (the upward continuation height = 0.3 km), retrieved
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In addition to the detection of horizontal boundaries, the depth estimation of causative
bodies is also important for the interpretation of magnetic data [37]. In this work, to
estimate the top depth of the structures retrieved, we used the popular tilt-depth (TD)
technique [38]. The significant advantages of the tilt-depth method are that it does not
depend on the structural index (SI) or the window size (WS) and can automatically yield
depth information. Figure 12 shows the result of applying the tilt-depth method to the study
area. The histogram of the estimated depths is shown in Figure 12c, which describes that
50% of these structures obtained exist at 0.3–1.5 km depth. The depth of the majority of the
lateral boundaries varies between 0.2–5 km, being disturbed randomly all over the Central
Puget Lowland area. For detailed comparisons, the lateral boundaries in Figure 11k,l are
superimposed on the tilt-depth map. Clearly, the positions of the buried source points are
mostly correlated with the lateral boundaries determined by the GDT and GDH filters. Also,
we can see that many edges match the geological features. The determined boundaries
illustrate a good correlation with the trending faults and other anomalies in the western
and southeastern parts of the area. Therefore, with the help of the superimposed map from
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the processed results of the Gudermannian function filters and the tilt-depth method, it is
possible to make reliable interpretations of the study area qualitatively and quantitatively.
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7. Application to Field Gravity Data

This section emphasizes the test of the practicability of the aforementioned traditional
nine filters (THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH, TBHG, and FS) and the proposed
GDT and GDH filters via a real gravity anomaly belonging to the hematite ore body in the
Jalal Abad area, Iran. The study area is located in the southeast of Iran, Zarand city, Kerman
province, to the north of the Jalal Abad iron mine. Figure 13 shows the geological map of
the study area [39]. The host rock of this area is the Rizzo series of alluvial and volcanic
rocks [39]. Small masses of igneous rocks such as microgabbro and some dikes and sills,
together with diorite and diabase outcrops, can be seen in the area. The younger dikes and
sills intruded into alluvial and volcanoclastic rocks. It was found that dikes and sills are
older or occur simultaneously with iron mineralization in the area [40]. Iron mineralization
is deep in the Jalal Abad ore deposit, and very few outcrops of iron can be seen in the
entire area of the site. The general form of deposits around the mine site is similar to
the stretched lens along the northwest–southeast, which is located in a folded structure.
Hematite has been created mainly from magnetite through the secondary oxidation process
and is obvious in areas where abundant fractures are present. Pyrite and chalcopyrite
are sulfide minerals found in the Jalal Abad deposit [39]. Figure 14a shows the gravity
anomaly map of the area after the corrections and the required pre-processing tasks. The
gravity survey was conducted at a spacing of 20 × 40 m. In this map, a low-intensity
gravity anomaly can be seen, but due to the presence of iron outcrops, it is more likely
to be attributed to iron anomalies. This area was selected to show the efficiency of the
proposed methods for the edge detection of iron and hematite deposits. To attenuate the
short-wavelength noise effects, the filter using a 50 m upward continuation distance of the
gravity data was implemented to stabilize the latter filtering process (Figure 14b).

Figure 15a–k displays the results of the THG, AS, TA, TA-THG, TAHG, ILF, THVH,
TBHG, FS, GDT, and GDH edge determination filters, respectively.

As can be seen, THG and AS are dominated by anomalies in the Jalal Abad area,
possibly caused by the shallow structures. The maps of AS and THG are blurred and
unreliable for finding clear boundaries for subsurface sources. Figure 15c shows the
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images produced with the TA method. The TA is relatively insensitive to the depth of
a buried source and resolves shallow and deep source anomalies equally well, allowing
the anomalies to be identified in the study area. The TA method was used to determine
the horizontal location of shallow and deep sources in the Jalal Abad mine. Again, TA-
THG cannot delineate the boundaries of the buried sources (Figure 15d). In Figure 15e,
the maximum amplitude of the TAHG filter works well for shallow and deep sources.
TAHG can define the horizontal boundaries of the buried sources. However, one of the
disadvantages of this method is the generation of low-resolution boundaries. Again, ILF
cannot delineate the boundaries of the buried sources (Figure 15f). Figure 15g shows the
results of applying the THVH filter. This filter produces some false boundaries that are
inconsistent with the lateral boundaries. Figure 15h,i shows the results created with the
TBHG and FS techniques, respectively. The results obtained with these two filters are
of low resolution. Figure 15j,k shows the results obtained with the GDT and GDH edge
determination filters. It is clear that the proposed filters were much more successful than
the others in improving the source boundaries.
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In addition to the detection of horizontal boundaries, the depth estimation of causative
bodies is also important for the interpretation of gravity data [37]. In this paper, to es-
timate the top depth of the structures retrieved, we applied the popular tilt-depth (TD)
technique [21,41]. Figure 16 shows the result of applying the tilt-depth method to the study
area. The histogram of the estimated depths is shown in Figure 16c, which shows that
50% of these structures obtained exist at 10–40 m depth. The top depth of the majority
of the lateral boundaries varies between 5 and 120 m, being disturbed randomly all over
the Jalal Abad area. For detailed comparisons, the lateral boundaries in Figure 15i,k are
superimposed on the tilt-depth map. Clearly, the positions of the buried source points are
mostly correlated with the lateral boundaries determined by the GDT and GDH filters. Also,
we can see that many edges match the geological features. The determined boundaries
illustrate a good correlation with the trending structures and other anomalies within the
study area. Therefore, with the help of the superimposed map from the processed results of
the Gudermannian function filters and the tilt-depth method, it is possible to make reliable
interpretations of the study area both qualitatively and quantitatively. TD results are in
good agreement with the available drilling data and other works [39].
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8. Conclusions

We presented two effective edge enhancement methods, termed GDT and GDH, based
on the Gudermannian function and the second-order derivative of the field. The efficiency
of the two newly presented methods was testified using both synthetic potential data sets
with various assumptions and two field anomalies including a real aeromagnetic response
from the United States and ground-based gravity data from Iran. The processed results
from the application of the two filters were compared further with those of other existing
representative strategies. Synthetic experiments designed for different scenarios (2-D and
3-D; imposed and superimposed; noise-free and noise-contaminated) have verified that the
proposed filters can effectively balance the large and small amplitudes due to causative
sources situated at different depths, without compromising the resolution and accuracy
of subtle details. Furthermore, both GDT and GDH yield the merit of avoiding erroneous
artifacts when the anomalous bodies were assigned opposite-sign geophysical properties.
The retrieved results from the application of the two filters to the acquired aeromagnetic
and gravity data are in good agreement with the main geological structures within the
study areas and the determined lateral information via the popular tilt-depth method.
Hitherto, combining the conclusions generated from the theoretical experiments and field
applications, the GDT and GDH filters are valuable tools for producing reliable, accurate,
and robust edge detection results from processing potential field data sets. Both filters are
recommended for locating potential ore and mineral deposits.
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Mapping of the Structural Lineaments and Sedimentary
Basement Relief Using Gravity Data to Guide Mineral
Exploration in the Denizli Basin
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Department of Geological Engineering, Pamukkale University, Denizli 20160, Turkey; faltinoglu@pau.edu.tr

Abstract: The Aegean Graben System is a complex tectonic structure in Western Anatolia and the
Denizli Graben is a member of this system that hosts many geothermal springs, ore deposits, and
travertine areas. In this study, the gravity data were analyzed to determine the subsurface geological
structures and the depth model of the basin. The Bouguer gravity anomaly has a NW–SE pattern
that is consistent with the general trend of the Denizli Basin. The pre-Neogene basement depths
range from 0.1 km to 2.3 km. The Denizli Basin is composed of the Çürüksu Basin and the Laodikia
sub-basin. The basins have undulated structures with many depressions; the deepest depression
region is in the northern part of the Çürüksu Basin, which is close to the Pamukkale Fault Zone.
In addition, the new gravity lineament map was obtained by using new-generation edge detection
techniques: the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient amplitude (TAHG), and fast sigmoid-edge
detection (FSED) of gravity data. The new proposed lineament map shows that the Denizli Basin
has complex structures consisting of NW–SE, E–W, and NE–SE trending lineaments, and the major
NW–SE trending faults and NE–SW trending lineaments control the main structural configuration.
The uplifts and depressions in the basin deposit and the intersection area of lineaments are promising
prospective areas for mineral deposits and have energy resource potential.

Keywords: gravity; edge detection; Denizli Basin; structural mapping

1. Introduction

Researching mineral deposits, hydrocarbon and geothermal potential, hot springs, and
travertine occurrences requires knowledge of tectonic structures such as faults, fractures,
their interactions, intersection zones, and the progression of these structures at the subsur-
face. The potential field methods in geophysics are the widespread methods to identify
boundaries of subsurface structures and various techniques have been used to define the
edges of density and magnetization structures [1–5]. On the other hand, identifying the
presence and location of smooth depressions and uplifts in a sedimentary basin’s basement
relief may assist in locating stratigraphic and structural oil traps [6,7]. In such research,
potential field data on larger-scale surveys [8–10] and seismic data in more local target
areas are used very effectively [11–13].

Western Anatolia is one of the major continental extension regions in the world [14,15],
characterized by active extensional tectonics [16–19] and a thin continental crust [20,21]. Due
to the compression and extension regime in Western Anatolia, many horst-graben structures
extending in various directions called the Aegean Graben System, have been formed in the
region [22] (Figure 1a). On the other hand, the Aegean Graben System is also known as a
remarkable region in Western Anatolia that hosts many geothermal fields, mineral deposits,
oil, gas, and hydrocarbons. Therefore, the tectonic evolution and geological structure of the
region have attracted the attention of many researchers [14–18,20–33]. In this topic, there
are many studies in the literature investigating hydrocarbon resources [34–37], geothermal
potential [38–47], and travertine formation [48–53] in the Western Anatolian grabens.
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The research area of this study includes the NW–SE trending Denizli Graben as part
of the Aegean Graben System, which was formed as an extensional basin during the
Late Miocene-Quaternary neotectonic evolution of SW Turkey (Figure 1b). The area is of
great economic significance since it comprises geothermal areas, numerous hot springs,
travertines, and marble quarries. It has been subjected to a number of geological studies due
to its tectonic position [19,32,54,55]. However, geophysical studies focusing on determining
the depth structure of the basin and its subsurface geologic structural elements have
been few in the literature. A review of the results of previous research on this topic is
as follows: Sarı and Şalk [56] investigated the sedimentary thickness of Aegean grabens
using 2D and 3D analysis of Bouguer gravity anomalies and reported a sediment thickness
of over 2 km in the Denizli Graben. Altinoğlu et al. [57] provided the 3D topography
of the upper/lower crustal boundary of the Denizli Basin by inversion of gravity data
and used conventional edge detection methods such as the horizontal gradient, analytic
signal, and tilt angle to detect lineaments around the basin for the first time. Altinoğlu [58]
determined the topography of the sedimentary basement in the southeastern part of
the Denizli region and reported a thickness of 2–2.2 km in the Honaz region. Ekinci
et al. [59] determined the sediment topography along Aegean grabens by evaluating profile
gravity data, one of which is located close to the northeast boundary of the Denizli Basin.
They concluded that the maximum sediment thickness in the Aegean Graben System is
approximately 1.5 km. They have also used the geothermal wells drilled by MTA. The
lithological log of the geothermal well, which is drilled in the Denizli Basin [59,60], is given
in Figure 1c. Apart from the studies on the sedimentary depth structure of the study area,
some other studies investigated the deeper crust and thermal structure of the region. In
the study by Bilim [61], the tectonic and thermal structure of the eastern part of Western
Anatolia was examined using aeromagnetic and Bouguer gravity anomalies. In their study,
the northeast part of Denizli city has been determined with shallow CPD. Kaypak and
Gökkaya [62] investigated the upper crustal velocity structure in the Denizli basin with
3D local earthquake tomography and reported that the main geothermal fields in the
Denizli region are mostly located along graben systems and main fault systems. Irmak [63]
determined the focal mechanisms of the small earthquakes in the Denizli Basin. Erbek-
Kiran et al. [64] studied the upper crustal structure of the Denizli Graben using Bouguer
gravity data and seismic data. The Bouguer anomalies in their study were evaluated to
determine the basement topography of the upper-lower crust boundary by inversion of
gravity data. Based on the interpretation of two seismic reflection datasets, they concluded
that sedimentary sequences in the Denizli Basin can be considered oil traps.

Knowledge of the sediment base topography and interconnected lineaments may yield
significant gains in the course of the investigation of a region’s mineral deposits and energy
resources potential. Most of the previous geophysical studies in the Denizli Graben were
focused on deeper crustal architecture, and the studies regarding shallow sediments and
basement characteristics mainly address a narrow part of the basin area. This research aims
to determine the three-dimensional (3D) depth variation of the Denizli sedimentary basin
by inverting its gravity anomalies and delineating subsurface linear structural elements
such as faults or contacts using recent enhanced techniques of gravity data interpretation
with the expectation of providing key information for further mineral and energy resource
studies in the region. For this purpose, firstly, the 3D sedimentary basement topography of
the basin area was determined by an iterative inversion process of the gravity data utilized
in the frequency and space domain. Next, the gravity lineaments were obtained using two
different edge detector filters that are capable of balancing anomalies of shallow and deep
sources. Finally, some of the featured findings obtained from the study, which improve
previous geological information, are discussed in the context of potential sites for future
hydrocarbon, geothermal, and mineral explorations.
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ben, DG: Denizli Graben, UGB: Uşak-Güre Basin, AG: Acıgöl Graben, and BG: Baklan Graben. (b) 
The geological map of the study area, modified from [53,65]. (c) Lithological log of the geothermal 
well drilled by General Directory of Mineral Exploration and Research Company of Turkey (MTA) 
in Denizli Basin (modified from [59,60]). 
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Figure 1. (a) The simplified geological map of Western Anatolia, modified from [30,31]. The dashed
box shows the area coverage of the study area. GG: Gördes Graben, DG: Demirci Graben, SG: Selendi
Graben, AG: Alaşehir Graben, KMG: Küçük Menderes Graben, BMG: Büyük Menderes Graben,
DG: Denizli Graben, UGB: Uşak-Güre Basin, AG: Acıgöl Graben, and BG: Baklan Graben. (b) The
geological map of the study area, modified from [53,65]. (c) Lithological log of the geothermal well
drilled by General Directory of Mineral Exploration and Research Company of Turkey (MTA) in
Denizli Basin (modified from [59,60]).

2. Tectonic Settings of Denizli Basin

The Denizli Basin area is a transition region of Aegean grabens with various orientation
and extension directions: E–W trending Büyük Menderes Graben, Küçük Menderes Graben,
NW–SE-trending Alaşehir Graben, and NE-SW trending Baklan Graben, Acıgöl Graben
and Burdur Graben (Figure 1a). The NW–SE trending Denizli Basin is approximately
50 km in length and 7–28 km in width. The formation of the basin started around 14
million years ago, with an estimated average slip rate of 0.14–0.15 mm/year [15,19,66]. The
basin was developed on pre-Oligocene metamorphic rocks found in the Menderes Massif,
Lycian Nappes, and an Oligocene-Lower Miocene molassic sequence [66] (Figure 1a).
The sedimentary fill of the Denizli Basin comprises Early Miocene to Quaternary units,
including alluvial, fluvial, and lacustrine deposits, superimposed on the metamorphic
bedrock. The geological substrate of the region consists of Paleozoic schist-quartzite,
gneiss, and marbles, which form the pre-Neogene basement of the Western Anatolian
extensional province.

The Denizli Basin is bordered by the Çökelez Horst and Pamukkale Fault Zone to the
north, the Babadağ Horst and Babadağ Fault Zone to the SW, and Honazdağ Horst and
Honaz Fault to the south. The Kaleköy Fault Zone extending in the central part of the basin
divides the basin into two Quaternary basins, namely the Çürüksu Basin in the north and
the Laodikia sub-basin in the south [54] (Figure 1b).
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3. Data and Methods

The Bouguer gravity data of the study region were obtained from the General Directory
of Mineral Exploration and Research Company of Turkey (MTA) and Turkish Petroleum
Corporation (TPAO). No detailed information is available on instruments. The gravity
values were tied to MTA and General Command of Mapping base stations related to the
Potsdam 981260.00 mGal absolute gravity value accepted by the International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics in 1971. The latitude correction was carried out by using the
Gravity Formula of 1967 and the terrain reduction was carried out with the aid of the
Hammer tables out to Zone J. The Bouguer density was assumed to be 2.67 gr cm−3. Then,
the data were gridded over 1 km2 areas. The Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the Denizli
Graben with 10 mGal intervals is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the study area. The black lines indicate the active
faults in the region [67].

The Bouguer anomaly map indicates the entire impact of shallow and deep sources’
gravity responses due to the density heterogeneity of the subsurface. Therefore, regional-
residual separation for the relevant anomalies in determining the depth model of sedimen-
tary basins is the first step of the processing of Bouguer gravity data. Many techniques are
used in the literature to separate anomalies, such as subtracting a fixed value referenced
to a geological unit from the Bouguer anomaly, trend surface analysis, polynomial fitting,
and a variety of filtering schemes in both the time and Fourier domains. Due to the study
area being small and the basin bordered by pre-Neogene basements in the north and south,
the anomaly value passing through the basin boundary was determined. In the Bouguer
gravity anomaly map, −23 mGal contours pass through the basin boundary as shown with
the yellow contour line in Figure 2. To increase the impact of shallow geological features,
residual anomalies were created by subtracting these values from gravity anomalies. The
residual gravity anomaly map is given in Figure 3.
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In the inversion of gravity data to recover the sediment-basement relief, a constant
value of density contrast is often used for shallow basins, while varying density contrasts
with depth are considered for deep basins. As the Aegean grabens are not expected to be
a deep basin, a constant density contrast value of 0.5 g cm−3 was used in the inversion
process, based on the information obtained from the boreholes drilled for geothermal
exploration by MTA [56,59]. Due to the low density of sediments in comparison to a
surrounding rock density, a sedimentary cover is generally associated with negative gravity
anomalies [59]. Therefore, only the negative anomaly corresponding to the basin fill is
taken into consideration in the inversion scheme, whereas the positive anomalies in the
observed gravity anomaly are ignored.

3.1. Basin Depth Model

The gravity anomalies of the study area are inverted by using an iterative procedure
proposed in [68] which combines the advantages of both the frequency domain and space
domain techniques applied for the forward calculation of the gravity anomalies and the
modification of calculated depth values after each iteration. The algorithm consists of three
main steps to invert the gravity anomalies for the basement depth h.

The infinite horizontal slab equation is first used to generate an initial approximation
of the depth to the basement interface at each observation [69]:

h1
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where ∆gobs(i,j) is the observed field at a mesh point (i, j), ∆ρ = ∆ρ0e−λz is the density
model where λ is the decay constant of the decrease in density with depth z, and ∆ρ0 is the
density contrast at the surface. The FFT-based algorithm in [70] is used in the next step to
calculate the gravity response of the density interface of the initial model:
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where k is the wavenumber, γ is the gravitational constant, F[ ] and F−1[ ] represent the
Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms, respectively, and z0 is the mean depth of the
basement interface as a reference level in the sense that h = z0 + ∆h describes the depth of
the interface. The depth model is modified using the space domain relation in the final
stage found in [71]:

h(t+1)
(i,j) =

∆gobs(i,j)

∆gcalc(i,j)
h(t)
(i,j) (3)

where t denotes the number of iterations. When the desired fit between the calculated and
observed gravity fields, as measured by the root mean square error (RMS) between them,
occurs between the second and third steps, the gravity response of the modified depths is
calculated once more, and the process is repeated until the inverted model is satisfied.

3.2. Detection of Lineaments

To identify the lineaments from potential field data, edge detection techniques play an
important role, and they are generally based on vertical and horizontal derivatives of the
field. The total horizontal gradient amplitude (THG) [72] is a popularly used method to
highlight the boundaries of potential field sources. The authors of [73] showed that the use
of the maximum values of the total horizontal gradient can outline the source edges. The
THG filter is defined as:

THG =

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+

(
∂F
∂y

)2
, (4)

where ∂F/∂x and ∂F/∂y are the gradients of the field F in horizontal x and y directions,
respectively.

Some authors used higher-order derivatives to increase the resolution of the edge
detection results [74–76]. The main disadvantage of these methods based on the amplitude
of gravity gradients is that they cannot equalize the amplitudes of anomalies caused by
sources located at different depths.

Miller and Singh [76] showed that the phase-based methods that can produce balanced
results using the arctangent function of the ratio of the vertical gradient to the horizontal
gradient amplitude, called the tilt angle (TA), can equalize large and small amplitudes at
the same time. The TA filter is given as:

∅ = tan−1




∂F
∂z√[(

∂F
∂x

)2
+
(

∂F
∂y

)2
]




(5)

Ferreira et al. [77] proposed the use of the tilt angle of the horizontal gradient amplitude
(TAHG) method for balancing signals from shallow and deep structures more effectively.
This method represents an improvement over the tilt angle method. The TAHG filter is
defined as:

TAHG = tan−1
∂THG

∂z√(
∂THG

∂x

)2
+
(

∂THG
∂y

)2
(6)

where ∂THG/∂x, ∂THG/∂y, and ∂THG/∂z are the horizontal and vertical derivatives of
the total horizontal gradient of F. The technique offers the advantage of equalizing the total
horizontal gradient (THG) while being less dependent on depth considerations. This method
showcases superior resolution in detecting body limits compared to conventional approaches.

The other method called fast sigmoid-edge detection (FSED) by the authors of [78]
employs a modified fast sigmoid function of the ratio of the derivatives of the THG in order
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to improve the resolution and accuracy of estimated edges. The source edges are identified
using its maximum values. The formulation of the FSED is given as:

FSED =
R− 1

1 + |R| , (7)

where

R =
∂THG

∂z√(
∂THG

∂x

)2
+
(

∂THG
∂y

)2
(8)

The FSED filter can balance the large and small amplitude anomalies due to sources
of different depths and properties, as well as the edges of the sources being determined
with higher resolution and more accurately. As another advantage, this filter also does not
produce false edges when the anomalous sources contain opposite sign density contrasts
simultaneously [78].

4. Results

The Bouguer gravity anomalies range from −50 to 10 mGal, with a maximum ampli-
tude variation of 60 mGal (Figure 2). High positive anomalies are seen on the northern and
southern parts of the map, which is explained by the presence of metamorphic basement
units with a high density. The residual gravity anomaly map of the study area is given in
Figure 3, the NW–SE trending anomalies are consistent with trend of the Denizli Basin. The
anomaly contours at the northern and southern edges of the basin display a dense trend
corresponding to the basin’s extension. This type of contour arrangement in gravity maps
may indicate the presence of linear structures such faults or contacts. Here, the positive
residual anomaly pattern observed in the northern and southern boundaries along the
graben is consistent with the regional geology of pre-Neogene basement units.

4.1. Sedimentary Basin Depth Model

Mapping the sediment- pre-Neogene basement topography is an important aspect of
the geophysical investigation of oil, gas, and mineral resources. In the inversion of gravity
data, the iteration ends when the RMS between the calculated and observed gravity data at
any point of the iteration increases relative to the preceding step. In this case, the diver-
gence criterion in the RMS error is used as the algorithm’s termination model. A window
length of the three data points from the edges of the data was also not taken into considera-
tion throughout the calculations in order to prevent edge effects. The termination of the
iterative process has been achieved at the nineteenth iteration (Figure 4). The RMS error be-
tween the observed and calculated gravity anomalies of the initial depth approximation is
1.22 mGal and decreases to 0.32 mGal for the optimum solution. The obtained RMS error
of 0.32 mGal corresponds to approximately 1% of the maximum amplitude of the input
data. In gravity inversion depth modeling, this fit is a sufficient fit in terms of modeling.
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The 3D sediment-basement depth configuration map has been enhanced after the
nineteenth iteration was given in Figure 5. The pre-Neogene basement depths range
from 0.1 km to 2.3 km. The Denizli Basin consists of two basins [19,32]. In the Laodikia
sub-basin, there are two depression areas, D1 and D2, with a maximum thickness of
1.7 km and a ridge between these depressions. The Çürüksu Basin has an undulation
structure. Five depressions are observed within the basin. The deepest depression region,
D3, is located in the northern part of the basin with the largest areal extension settlement.
Pamukkale travertine, the largest and most famous travertine formation that gives the
name to Pamukkale Fault Zone, and many other geothermal field occurrences are close to
the D3 depression. Another notable feature is a ridge located between the depressions D3
and D4 in the sediment topography. This ridge has a relatively shallow burial depth (about
1.2–1.6 km) and may contain structural traps such as faulted anticlines and fault block traps.
This undulated structure was also given by the interpretation of seismic reflection data
in the study [64]. This area could be a promising prospective area for hydrocarbon and
geothermal exploration. The Çürüksu Basin narrows towards the Honaz district and three
other depressions (D5, D6, and D7) are observed within the basin. In previous studies, Sarı
and Şalk [56] analyzed the gravity anomalies of Western Anatolia with variable density
contrast by 2D and 3D inversion techniques and they reported a sediment thickness of
2 km in the Denizli Graben. Altinoğlu [58] studied in the SW part of the Denizli region
and reported a sediment thickness of 2–2.2 km in the Honaz region. In the study of
Ekinci et al. [59], the authors conducted a study using gravity data inversion with global
optimization to map basement reliefs of Western Anatolia Grabens. For a profile passing
through the Denizli Graben located close to the northern edge of the graben, they presented
an undulated structure and reported a basement depth of 1.4 km in the Pamukkale region
and 0.86 km in the west of the Honaz district. In this study [59], the lithological log of some
boreholes drilled by MTA for geothermal exploration in the Western Anatolian Grabens
is given. In the sediment-basement depth map, the basement depth value of 700 m at the
location corresponding to the W-1 borehole drilled in the Denizli Basin is very close to the
geological information obtained from the lithological log of this well (hW-1 = 640 m). The
gravity and seismic data of the Denizli region were studied by [64]. They determined the
sediment thickness as 2.64 km in the Çürüksu Graben by evaluation of two seismic profiles
in the Denizli Graben. The results of this study are relatively consistent with the results of
previous studies.
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The cross-section data from the inverted basin model, with the calculated and observed
gravity anomalies along two profiles, are shown in Figure 6. Profile A starts from the north
of Babadağ district and ends in the west of Pamukkale in the SW–NE direction. As
demonstrated in Profile A, the sediment thickness is thin in the southwest and thickens
towards the northeast. The NE boundary of the basin is steep. The observed and calculated
anomalies are mostly in accordance and the maximum difference between the observed
and calculated anomalies is 0.05 mGal in Profile A. Profile B starts from the west of Denizli
province and first passes the Laodeika sub-basin, then the Karakova Horst, separating the
Loadeika sub-basin and the Çürüksu Basin, and finally the Çürüksu Basin in the north.
The pre-Neogene basement surface is at 1.5 km in the Laodeika sub-basin (D1 depression)
and 2.2 km in the Çürüksu Basin (D4 depression). The pre-Neogene basement topography
has been uplifted as seen in the central part of the basin model. The maximum difference
between the observed and calculated anomalies is 0.2 mGal in Profile B.
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4.2. Lineament Detection

Lineaments are basically geological structures that represent faults, joints, lithological
contacts, and shear zones which are important locations for gathering data in regional
geological and tectonic investigations. Edge detection algorithms applied to gravity data
are particularly effective for mapping linear features and identifying the boundaries of a
geological structure [80–84]. The TAHG and FSED edge detection methods were applied
to the residual gravity anomaly map of the Denizli region to determine lineaments. The
maximum values of these maps are located at the boundaries of subsurface features and
causative source bodies [78,80]. These new-generation filters have a higher resolution than
traditional filters such as horizontal gradient, analytic signal, and tilt angle, which were
previously applied to Western Anatolia gravity data [85]. These traditional filters based on
the amplitude of the gravity gradients mainly have the disadvantage of being unable to
equalize the amplitudes of anomalies caused by source bodies located at different depths.
More detailed information about the filters can be found in [78].

The results indicate that the maximum positive anomalies of TAHG and FSED maps
(Figure 7a,b) are consistent with the regional NW–SE structural trend and indicate many
linear structures with different trends. On the other hand, the FSED map produced higher-
resolution lineaments than the TAHG map.
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Figure 7. (a) Tilt angle of the horizontal gradient amplitude (TAHG), (b) FSED map of the study area.
The black lines show the active fault of the region given by MTA [67].

The main boundary faults of the Denizli Graben, the Pamukkale Fault Zone in the
north, the Babadağ Fault Zone in the southeast, and the Honaz fault in the south, are well
delineated in the TAHG and FSED maps. Additionally, the Kaleköy Fault Zone, which
separates the Çürüksu Basin and Laodeika sub-basin, can easily be seen on the maps. The
newly identified linear structures will be referred to as “L” in the text. As a result of this
study, many lineaments were identified, but buried structures and intersecting lineaments
were emphasized. The new proposed lineament map of the study area is given in Figure 8.

Lineaments L1, L2, L3, and L4 are probably buried structures under the sedimentary fill
(Figure 8). Lineament L1 extends from the Sarayköy fault to the north in an approximately
N–S direction. The intersection of this new lineament with the Sarayköy fault is promising
for hydrocarbon and geothermal exploration. This is because there are many geothermal
fields and hot springs around this region (Kızıldere, Ortakçı, Umut thermal, Buldan, Yenice-
Kamara). Lineament L2 is located between Sarayköy and Pamukkale and is extended in
the N–S direction and borders the D3 depression in the sediment. The NW–SE trending
L3 lineament is extended from the north of the Kaleköy Fault Zone and also borders the
D3 depression from the south. The N–S trending lineament, L4, borders the Karakova
Horst from the west. Lineament L5 may have been the extension of the Kaleköy fault
towards the Honaz district, which was also suggested by [58]. This segment is probably
buried in the sediment fill and so is undefined in the active fault map. Another NE–SW
trending Lineament, L6, has been detected west of the Karateke village, in the western part
of the Honaz region. The existence of travertine occurrences and springs around this region
was mentioned in [44,86] when the authors declared that the travertine occurrences in the
Denizli Basin are related to the fault system. In addition, the L7 lineament may have been
the westward continuation of the Kaklık fault.
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Figure 8. The compiled structural lineament map of the study area is superimposed on a topographic
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The other NE–SW directional lineaments have been identified in the east-northeast
part of the study area, south of the Çökelezdağ Horst. Some other newly detected NE–
SW direction lineaments (L8, L9, and L10) are extended from south of the Çökelez Horst
to the Pamukkale Fault Zone. These NE–SW trending lineaments may have developed
under the influence of the NW–SE trending expansion phase, as suggested in [86]. The
intersection areas of these divergent linear structures can be possible sites for mineral
deposition investigations.

5. Conclusions

The Denizli Graben area is an important structure of the Western Anatolia Horst
Graben system. The basin hosts many geothermal areas, hot springs, and travertine
deposits. The Denizli Graben consists of Çürüksu Graben and Laodikia sub-graben, as
mentioned in previous geological studies. The sediment–pre-Neogene basement interface
topography of the whole Denizli Basin is established in this study. The deepest and the
largest areal depression region of Çürüksu Graben is in the Pamukkale region with a
2.3 km depth. The basin narrows towards the south. The ridges between two depressions
may be a tectonic uplift or basement ridge and could be the initial exploration area for
hydrocarbon or geothermal exploration. The produced lineament map of the region
includes many lineaments in different orientations which are unspecified in the active fault
map of MTA. These lineaments and their intersection points with each other or known
faults are suggested as the key structures to look for in geothermal, travertine, and mineral
exploration studies.
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Abstract: Random Forest classification was applied to create mineral prospectivity maps (MPM)
for orogenic gold in the Rainy River area of Ontario, Canada. Geological and geophysical data
were used to create 36 predictive maps as RF algorithm input. Eighty-three (83) orogenic gold
prospects/occurrences were used to train the classifier, and 33 occurrences were used to validate
the model. The non-Au (negative) points were randomly selected with or without spatial restriction.
The prospectivity mapping results show high performance for the training and test data in area-
frequency curves. The F1 accuracy is high and moderate when assessed with the training and test
data, respectively. The mean decrease accuracy was applied to calculate the variable importance.
Density, proximity to lithological contacts, mafic to intermediate volcanics, analytic signal, and
proximity to the Cameron-Pipestone deformation zone exhibit the highest variable importance in
both models. The main difference between the models is in the uncertainty maps, in which the high-
potential areas show lower uncertainty in the maps created with spatial restriction when selecting the
negative points.

Keywords: mineral prospectivity mapping (MPM); random forest; Rainy River; orogenic gold

1. Introduction

Mineral prospectivity mapping (MPM) has seen many advancements over the past
30 years, beginning with the original work by Bonham-Carter [1,2]. MPM involves the
use of geoscience data in the form of evidence or predictor maps representing vectors for
various types of mineralization. These data are input into machine learning algorithms
to produce maps that identify areas with higher probabilities for various types of mineral
deposits. These maps should not only accurately predict the known deposits in a given
study area but also reveal areas that are prospective for discovering new deposits. The
final stage of the MPM process is evaluating how predictive the map is with respect to
the training set of known deposits. This can be accomplished using cross-validation, the
efficiency of classification/prediction graphs [3], and receiver operator curves (ROC) [4,5].

Machine learning algorithms used to model the geoscience data comprise two basic types:
data-driven and knowledge-driven [1,2]. Data-driven techniques require a set of training data
(e.g., mineral deposits or prospects) for modeling. Meanwhile, knowledge-driven techniques
require the geoscientist to weigh each predictor map with a subjective weight; the predictor
maps are then summed to produce an MPM map. Many types of data-driven algorithms
exist, including weights of evidence [1,2,6–11], logistic regression [6,10,12,13], evidential belief
modeling [14,15], support vector machine (SVM) [16,17], neural networks [18–25], and random
forest, among others. Knowledge-driven techniques comprise algorithms such as Boolean,
index overlay, and fuzzy logic [1,2,26–29].

Recently, numerous studies have described the random forest algorithm [30,31] as a
highly powerful approach for producing MPM maps [32–46]. As such, this paper adopts
the random forest data-driven machine learning algorithm to produce an MPM map for
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a portion of the Rainy River greenstone belt in Ontario, Canada, based on orogenic gold.
The random nature of the random forest algorithm regarding bootstrapping and random
permutation of predictor maps through each decision tree prevents overfitting of the model.

This research is being conducted under the Metal Earth Project at the Laurentian
University in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. The fundamental objective is to elucidate why
some greenstone belts are fertile while others are essentially barren. This is accomplished
by collecting new 3D geophysical, seismic, lithogeochemical, and geochronological data, as
well as collecting and compiling existing geoscience data to produce mineral prospectivity
maps for various mineral commodities.

Gold deposits in the Superior geologic province exhibit a wide range of mineraliza-
tion as well as structural and geometric characteristics [47,48]. In the Abitibi geologic
subprovince, a significant portion of the gold deposits are syn-volcanic and synmagmatic,
formed during the volcanic construction of the Abitibi belt. However, over 60% of the
gold endowment originates from quartz-carbonate veins formed during late-stage tectonic
inversion of the extensional basins [49]. In the Wabigoon subprovince, many gold deposits
and prospects are interpreted as orogenic gold, including the areas of mineralization within
the Cameron Lake area hosted by the Cameron-Pipestone deformation zone [50,51]. This
type of gold mineralization is the focus of the present study.

2. Study Area

Figure 1 is an overview of the Wabigoon tectonic province and Rainy River transect.
Figure 2 presents the regional geology of the Rainy River transect and the study area in the
north [52]. This area was selected based on the availability of geoscience data used in the
modeling. Synvolcanic gold is present in the southern portion of the area. However, due to
insufficient synvolcanic gold bodies in the area to apply a data-driven method, we applied
the MPM—for the orogenic gold mineralization in the northern region.
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The area comprises volcanic lithologies organized as anastomosing belts surrounding
large granitoid batholiths [52,53]. These are divided into four main sequences [54]: (1) a
lower mafic tholeiitic unit; (2) intermediate to felsic volcanic rocks comprising volcaniclastic
rocks, intrusions, and calc-alkalic flows; (3) an upper unit comprising mafic tholeiitic flows;
and (4) an upper sequence of sedimentary rocks comprising turbiditic and alluvial/fluvial
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sedimentary rocks. All lithologies were affected by regional greenschist-grade metamor-
phism and amphibolite-grade metamorphism related to the emplacement of the granitoid
batholiths. There are also several major regional structures that -could act as potential
conduits for ore-bearing fluids [55].
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the Rainy River area [52]. Deformation zones: BLdz = Brooks Lake,
CPdz = Cameron-Pipestone, DPdz = DogPaw, HPdz = Helena-Pipestone, Kdz = Kakagi, MCdz =
Monte Cristo, PHdz = Phinney, Qdz = Quetico, SBdz = Sabaskong Bay, SRdz = Seine River. A blue
rectangle shows the study area selected for MPM.
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The volcanic units are bound in the north by the Sasbaskonk batholith and in the south
by the Quetico Fault (Figure 2). The volcanic units around the transect are intruded by the
Flemming-Kingsford and Jackfish Lake plutons [55]. The southern part of the Rainy River
area is bounded by the Quetico subprovince, which comprises metasedimentary rocks of
turbiditic origin and rare conglomerates. The east–west striking dextral and sub-vertical
Quetico shear zone forms the boundary of the Quetico subprovince and the Rainy River
greenstone belt [54,56,57].

The largest gold deposit in the area is the Rainy River deposit, operated by NewGold
Inc. This deposit is hosted by a subaqueous felsic volcanic complex with gold strongly
correlated with a sericite alteration assemblage [51,58,59]. Work by Pelletier et al. [58,59]
suggests that mineralization is early, pre-deformation, and likely synvolcanic in origin. The
mafic volcanic rocks host most of the orogenic gold mineralization [51,58,59], particularly in
the northern portion of the map area (Figure 2), which tends to have undeveloped mineral
occurrences. Launay et al. [55] provide additional details on the geology and mineralization
of the study area.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Random Forest (RF)

A random forest is an ensemble of individual decision trees [30,31] that can be used
for classification and regression. A decision tree is composed of several leaves (nodes)
and branches (edges). In each node, a decision is made, and a split is performed. The
splitting process is continued until the node is pure. To train the classifier, a bagging
procedure called bootstrapping is employed [60]. In this method, a subset of the training
data is randomly selected by each tree to train the classifier; the remaining data, also called
out-of-bag (OOB) data, are used for the validation [60]. Each tree uses a random subset of
all variables (predictor maps in this study) that helps reduce the correlation between the
trees. Combining the trees provides the majority vote. The final outputs are a classification
map (in the case of MPM a two-class map) and a probability map for each class. The
probability (prospectivity) is calculated by the number of trees that predicted gold divided
by the total number of trees at each data point (pixel); this yields a number between 0
and 1. For example, if there are 10 trees at location A and no trees predicted the presence
of gold, the probability would be 0; if 10 trees predicted gold, the probability would be
1. Additional details on the RF algorithm and how it can be applied to MPM have been
previously described [30,31,35,37,46].

We used EnMap-BOX 1.4 [60] to apply the RF classification. The number of features
was set to the square root of all features (i.e., 6), and the impurity function was set to the
Gini coefficient. We tested 300–1000 trees to assess the learning curves for each forest. In
most cases, the OOB was stabilized after 500 trees with an average accuracy of 72%–78%.

3.2. Predictor Maps

Based on the characteristics of orogenic gold mineralization in the area, the following
lithological, structural, and alteration criteria were considered as vectors to mineralization.
We also included the geophysical data to evaluate their potential predictive power for the
mineralization of interest.

3.2.1. Lithology

The main host rocks for mineralization in the area are mafic to intermediate and felsic
to intermediate volcanics (Figure 2). These units were extracted from the geology map [55]
and used as the lithologic predictor maps. As some of the gold occurrences were associated
with diorite-monzogranite granitoids, these rocks were also included as another predictor
map. Figure 3a–c shows the binary maps of the three lithologies used to create the MPM.
In addition, contacts between these rock units were selected, and proximity zones up to
500 m were created around them with an interval of 100 m (Figure 3d).
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points represent geochemical sample locations.

3.2.2. Structure

A structural compilation was obtained from the Ontario Geological Survey (OGS)
digital database. Several regional-scale structures exist in the Rainy River area [55]. Features
such as deformation zones (fault and shear zones) and fold hinges can act as potential
conduits and traps for the migration of mineralized fluids and the deposition of orogenic
gold, respectively. Hence, these features are considered important vectors to mineralization.
To create the structural predictive maps, proximity zones up to 4 km with an interval
of 200 m were created around the folds based on the field geologist’s expert knowledge
(Figure 3e). The same proximity zones of up to 3 km were created around the deformation
zones. Since the Cameron-Pipestone deformation zone appears to be more important than
the other zones (many gold prospects occur close to this deformation zone), we applied it
as an individual predictor map and extended the proximity zones up to 4 km (Figure 3f,g).

3.2.3. Alteration

The geochemical data for gold and its pathfinder elements were sparse and, thus,
excluded from the integration model. However, as more analyses were available on the
major elements, these data were extracted from the Metal Earth database and applied to
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calculate the chlorite-carbonate-pyrite alteration index (CCPI = 100 (MgO + FeO)/(MgO
+ FeO + Na2O + K2O)) using the ioGAS software, version 8.1. A centered log-ratio (clr)
transformation [61] was applied to the data to minimize the closure effects.

As the samples were not sufficiently dense to warrant interpolation, we employed a
zone of influence approach. Anomalous samples were selected using Q-Q plots, and prox-
imity zones up to 1 km with a 250 m interval were created around the samples (Figure 3h).

3.2.4. Airborne Magnetic Data

The airborne magnetic data used for this study was extracted from the Ontario Geologi-
cal Survey (OGS) Master Grid compilation [62]. The downloaded magnetic grid—originates
from a compilation of many surveys that were leveled to a common datum of 300 m with a
cell size of 200 m. In our MPM study, we used the total field reduced to the pole and the
analytical signal images (Figure 4a,b).
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Figure 4. Airborne magnetic data and a subset of susceptibility and density maps created by the
inversion of gravity and total magnetic anomalies. (a) Total magnetic intensity reduced to pole;
(b) Analytical signal; (c,e,g) density slices at elevations of −250 m, −6250 m, and −12,250 m, respec-
tively. (d,f,h) susceptibility at elevations of −250 m, −6250 m, and −12,250 m, respectively. Orogenic
gold is shown as yellow points.
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3.2.5. Susceptibility and Density Data

The analytical processing of geophysical data was carried out on 3D density and
susceptibility models. These models were inverted from the GSC gravity Bouguer anomaly
and the total magnetic anomaly [63] on a 1 × 1 km horizontal grid, respectively. To prevent
spatial aliasing artifacts, the total magnetic anomaly and digital elevation maps of the study
area were smoothed by a Gaussian window before sampling on a 1 × 1 km horizontal
grid. The vertical grids of the 3D density and susceptibility models were exponentially
increased toward the deeper parts of the model. Both gravity and magnetic inversions
were carried out by imposing model smoothness constraints. The inverted density and sus-
ceptibility 3D models were re-sampled/interpolated into a regular 500 × 500 × 500 m grid
to generate co-localized density and susceptibility volumes suitable for further data analy-
sis. Figure 4c,e,g depicts the density slices at elevations of −250, −6250, and −12,250 m,
respectively. Figure 4d,f,h depicts the susceptibility slices at elevations of −250, −6250, and
−12,250 m, respectively.

All predictor maps (totaling 36) were resampled to 50 m to ensure the retention of
details from the lithology maps when converting to the raster format. Table 1 provides a
summary of the predictor maps used in the RF modeling procedure.

Table 1. Summary of predictor maps.

Data Variable Source

Lithology (4 maps)

Mafic-intermediate volcanics
Felsic-intermediate volcanics

Diorite-monzogranite granitoids
Proximity to lithological contacts

Launay, 2021, Metal Earth [52]

Structure (3 maps)
Cameron-Pipestone DZ *

Deformation zones (other)
Folds

Launay, 2021, Metal Earth [52]

Alteration (1 map) Chlorite-carbonate-pyrite index (CCPI) Geochemical data, Metal Earth

Airborne Magnetic
(2 maps)

Total magnetic intensity (TMI) reduced
to pole,

Analytic signal
Ontario Geological Survey

3D geophysical data
(26 maps)

Density: −250 m to −12,250 m with a
1 km interval

Susceptibility: −250 m to −12,250 m
with a 1 km interval

Geological Survey of Canada

* Deformation zone.

3.2.6. Training (Au) Data

Mineral occurrence data were obtained from the Ontario Mineral Inventory database
(OMI). Our target variable was orogenic gold bodies, comprising 116 orogenic gold
prospects and occurrences available in the study area. We selected 83 gold prospects
and occurrences as the training data and retained 33 gold occurrences as the test data to
validate the MPM. Although random forest applies internal cross-validation, it is useful to
validate the model with test data that were not included in the model.

In addition to the location of gold deposits, random forest requires additional negative
or non-gold locations. However, selecting these points is relatively challenging. Rahimi
et al. [64] used a clustering algorithm and selected random points from unfavorable clusters.
Behnia [13] created random points from the low favorability zones of an MPM created using
the weights of evidence method. Meanwhile, Carranza and Laborte [34] and Sun et al. [65]
selected the negative points following a point pattern analysis. In this study, we selected the
negative points using two strategies. In set-1, 83 random points were created some distance
away from the known orogenic gold bodies, following a point pattern analysis. Figure 5
presents the results of the point-pattern analysis for orogenic gold prospects/occurrences in
the area. The distance between each deposit and its nearest neighbor and the corresponding
probability of finding a gold deposit within that distance were calculated and plotted. There
was a 100% probability that another deposit occurred within 7 km of a deposit (Figure 5).
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However, using this distance to create random points away from the existing deposits
causes the negative points to localize in a small area. Thus, instead, we selected a 2 km
distance, corresponding to an 84% probability of finding a neighboring deposit next to
any given deposit, to create 83 random points. For set-2, 83 random points were created
with no restriction. This was repeated five times for each set for a total of ten training data
sets, in which the gold prospects/occurrences were the same while the non-gold points
differed. Hence, each time the model was trained, it received 83 gold and 83 non-gold
points. Figure 6 shows how the two datasets were created. Locations of the known gold
prospects/occurrences (train and test) are also shown.
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4. Results
4.1. Probability Maps

A 10-fold repetition of the model, each using a different suite of randomly selected non-
gold points, resulted in ten probability maps. To better compare the two models, the mean
probability value for each set was generated, creating two MPMs (Figure 7a,b). Although
the two maps look similar, they also have certain differences. For example, some areas, such
as the northern regions and area (A) in Figure 7a, exhibit a higher probability in set-1, while
set-2 has a higher probability in the east–south area (B) in Figure 7b. Moreover, uncertainty
due to the use of different sets of training data was mapped based on the standard deviation
of each of the two sets comprising five MPMs (Figure 8a,b). The uncertainty range is similar
for the two sets; however, it is slightly lower in set-1 (0–0.274 vs. 0–0.287). As shown
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in Figure 8, the uncertainty is low in areas of gold mineralization and in areas with low
probability/prospectivity in the eastern and western regions. Set-1 has lower uncertainty in
high-probability areas where several gold prospects/occurrences exist, particularly in the
north–central (black circle, Figure 8) and north–eastern regions. Areas of high uncertainty
primarily correspond with areas lacking gold mineralization.
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To assess the correlation between the MPMs, Pearson correlation coefficients were
calculated. The correlations between the maps in set-1 and set-2 range from 0.881 to
0.955 and 0.867 to 0.923, respectively, showing a slightly higher correlation for set-1. The
correlations between all ten maps range from 0.835 to 0.955.

The variable importance can be measured using different methods, including the mean
decrease impurity and the mean decrease accuracy. Impurity-based feature importance
measures can be biased in favor of variables with high cardinality (i.e., variables with
many unique values). Hence, we used mean decrease accuracy or permutation feature
importance, which do not have such a bias [66]. In this method, accuracy is measured on
the OOB samples for each tree. The OOB values for a single variable are then randomly per-
muted, and the accuracy is recalculated. The average of the differences in the original and
permuted accuracies for a variable represents the raw importance of that variable [60,66].
The normalized variable importance is the raw importance value divided by the standard
deviation of the variable.

The variable importance in ten experiments (set-1 and 2 random points) was relatively
different. To better compare the results, we applied the average results from each set
(Figure 9). The density (depth: 5250–12,250 m) exhibits the highest predictive power in both
models. Proximity to lithological contacts and mafic to intermediate volcanics show high
predictive power, particularly in set-2, whereas felsic to intermediate volcanics and diorite-
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monzogranite granitoids exhibit low importance. Proximity to the Cameron-Pipestone
zone and to other deformation zones has medium to high importance. Moreover, the
analytical signal has high (set-1) to medium (set-2) predictive power, whereas the total
magnetic field shows lower importance. Susceptibility has medium to high predictive
power, while proximity to folds and alteration zones have the lowest prediction power. This
was expected as the alteration map lacked sufficient data throughout the study area; as such,
the values were missing for most of the area. The main difference between the two sets is
that in set-1, the analytical signal shows higher importance than the lithological contacts
and mafic to intermediate volcanics, while in set-2, the opposite occurs. Furthermore,
susceptibility shows higher variability in set-1, ranging from high to low, while in set-2,
excluding an elevation of −250 m, medium to low predictive power is observed.
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4.2. Validation

Area–frequency curves were used to assess the MPM performance. In these graphs,
the cumulative frequency percent of the training/test data is plotted against the cumulative
area percent of the probability map from high to low values. Figure 10 shows the efficiency
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of the classification and prediction curves for the RF mineral prospectivity maps. More
specifically, Figure 10a presents plots for mean set-1 and mean set-2, whereas 10b shows
a plot for the mean of all ten prospectivity maps. Figure 10b shows that the area under
the curve (AUC) is high for classification defined by the original training points used for
classification (0.958) and prediction (0.904) defined by an independent test set not used
for classification indicating that the models do not suffer from overfitting. Approximately
80% of the gold occurrences are predicted within 6.4% of the most prospective areas on the
probability map; this falls to 15% when examining the prediction rate.
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The classification accuracy was assessed using cross-validation. The average F1 ac-
curacy is high, ranging from 0.952 to 0.982 when assessed by the training data and 0.814
to 0.893 when assessed by the test data. Although the accuracy changes slightly in each
experiment, significant differences do not exist between the two training sets.

5. Discussion

The probability maps created using different non-deposit sites (set-1 and 2) are similar
in appearance, with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.835 to 0.955. Based on the
efficiency of classification curves (Figure 10), the probability maps created using the two
sets of training data (5 maps for each set) have similar performances. Moreover, based
on cross-validation, considerable differences do not exist in the F1 accuracy of the ten
classification maps. The F1 accuracy for all the maps is very high when assessed by the
training data used in the model (95.2%–98.2%) and moderate when assessed by the test
data (81.4%–89.33%).

The variable importance for the two sets of training data is similar, with certain
differences. Density (depth: 5250–12,250 m) has the highest predictive power in both
models, followed by the analytic signal, susceptibility, proximity to lithological contacts,
and Cameron-Pipestone deformation zone in set-1 and proximity to lithological contacts
and mafic to intermediate volcanics in set-2. The high correlation with density is likely
related to the presence of mafic-ultramafic intrusions in the Kakagi Lake area that localize
the deformation corridors and, thus, the mineralization.

One main difference between the two sets is in the uncertainty maps. That is, the
uncertainty in set-1 compared to set-2 is lower in areas of high probability where several
orogenic mineralizations occur. This is likely due to restricting the creation of random
points to 2 km from the known gold mineralization in set-1.

Figure 11a,b exhibits the most prospective areas (top 5%) based on the MPM produced
from the average of set-1 and set-2 data points, respectively, overlaid on the lithology map.
The prospective areas (A to H) are common in both models, except that areas G, H, and
small patches in the south–east do not show up on the map created using set-1 training data.
These areas have fewer or no gold prospects/occurrences in the vicinity, suggesting that
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selecting non-gold points a certain distance away from the mineralized bodies results in
higher probabilities in the areas surrounding these bodies compared to other areas. Table 2
presents a geologic description of each prospective zone (A–H). Mafic to intermediate
volcanics are present in all areas except C, in which mafic and ultramafic intrusions and
felsic to intermediate volcanics predominate. All areas are associated with deformation
zones. Although density does not exhibit a clear pattern, it is approximately medium to
high and corresponds with higher values with increased depth. Moreover, the uncertainty
is very low to low in all areas, and all but area H and small patches in the south–east have
associated gold prospects/occurrences.
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Table 2. Geologic description of the prospective areas in Figure 11.

Area Geology Deformation Zone Density Uncertainty Gold
Mineralization

A

Mafic-intermediate volcanics,
felsic-intermediate volcanics,

mafic and ultramafic intrusions,
diorite-monzogranite granitoids

Cameron-Pipestone,
DogPaw

Medium near surface,
higher in

deeper parts
Very low Yes

B Mainly mafic-intermediate
volcanics, and mafic intrusions DogPaw Medium to high in

medium depths Very low to low Yes

C
Mainly mafic and ultramafic

intrusions, as well as
felsic-intermediate volcanics

Kakagi Medium to high Very low to low Yes

D

Mainly mafic-intermediate
volcanics, felsic-intermediate

volcanics, mafic intrusions, and
diorite-monzogranite granitoids

Monte Cristo High Very low to low Yes

E

Mainly mafic intrusions,
felsic-intermediate volcanics,
mafic-intermediate volcanics,

and felsic intrusions

Helena-Pipestone,
Phinney

Medium to high,
higher

in deeper parts
Very low to low Yes

F

Felsic-intermediate volcanics,
diorite-monzogranite

granitoids, and
mafic-intermediate volcanics

Cameron-Pipestone Variable Very low to low Yes

G
Mafic-intermediate volcanics,
felsic-intermediate volcanics,

and mafic intrusions
Cameron-Pipestone Very high (in deeper

parts) to medium Very low Yes

H Mafic-intermediate volcanics Phinney Medium Very low No

6. Conclusions

Random forest classification was applied to orogenic gold mineralization using 36 predictor
maps and two sets of training data. The AUC of the area-frequency curves for classification
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and prediction is high, indicating that the model is not overfitted. The two models, despite
visual similarity and very close accuracies, have differences regarding uncertainty, feature
importance, and top prospective areas, indicating that the way in which the negative points
are selected is important and affects the results. Further studies are required to determine
how to select these points. Selecting mineralized bodies other than the mineralization of
interest with different geological, geochemical, and geophysical characteristics may be a
better option for selecting the negative points.

Based on the variable importance values, the presence of mafic to intermediate vol-
canics and lithological contacts are important vectors to mineralization. Moreover, proxim-
ity to deformation zones, particularly the Cameron-Pipestone, shows high predictive power.

Most of the orogenic gold bodies are within the top 5% of high prospectivity areas
(A–F in Figure 11). However, some high-probability areas have fewer (G) or no gold
mineralization (H) and can, thus, serve as targets for further exploration.
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Abstract: The particle swamp optimization procedure was applied to high-quality magnetic data
acquired from the Precambrian Obudu basement complex in Nigeria with the object of estimating
the distinctive body parameters (depth (z), index angle (θ), amplitude coefficient (K), shape factor
(Sf), and location of the origin (x0)) of magnetic models. The magnetic models were obtained from
four profiles that ran perpendicular to the observed magnetic anomalies within the study area.
Profile A–A’ with a length of 2600 m is characterized by inverted model parameters of K = 315.67 nT,
z = 425.34 m, θ = 43◦, Sf = 1.15, and x0 = 1554.86 m, while profile B–B’ with a length of 5600 m is
described by K = 257.71 nT, z = 543.75 m, θ = 54◦, Sf = 0.96, and x0 = 3645.42 m model parameters.
Similarly, profile C–C’ with a length of 3000 m is defined by K = 189.53 nT, z = 560.87 m, θ = 48,
Sf = 1.2, and x0 = 1950 m. Profile D–D’, which is well-defined by a 2500 m length, started at the crest
of the observed magnetic anomaly and displays inverted model parameters of 247.23 nT, 394.16 m,
39◦, 1.26, and 165.41 m. Correlatively, the estimated shape factor of the four models (Sf = 1.15, 0.96,
1.2, and 1.26) shows that the magnetic models are linked to thin sheets. Furthermore, quantitative
interpretations of the models show that the PSO operation is rapid and proficient.

Keywords: particle swarm optimization; magnetic; mineral exploration

1. Introduction

High-resolution magnetic data analysis has been applied extensively to mineral and
ore explorations worldwide [1–3]. Additionally, it can be used in the investigation of
hydrocarbon [4], engineering surveys [5,6], detection of UXO [2], mapping of geothermal
anomalies [7,8], archaeological investigations [9], and delineation of subsurface hydrologi-
cal structures [3,5]. Moreover, almost all magnetic data analysis procedures are performed
believing that the subsurface features are simple geometrical structures, such as thin sheets,
horizontal cylinders, spheres, and faults (caused by diverse ore and mineral-bearing bodies,
as well as structural hydrocarbon traps), which are buried at various depths [5,10].

A number of inversion procedures are used in general to evaluate parameters con-
nected with simple geologic models, such as geologic contacts, cylinders, spheres, and thin
sheets [11–13]. In several tasks, these models assume notable roles [13]. However, while it
may be challenging to precisely define the geological origins of these models resulting from
subsurface magnetic bodies, they still hold significant utility in magnetic analysis for the
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determination of body parameters [13,14]. Many calculable inversion procedures were cre-
ated to evaluate magnetic data across diverse geologic features [12,13]. Previous procedures
applied to analyze the magnetic data have included parametric curves [15], the Werner
deconvolution [16], and Euler deconvolution [17]. Additionally, linear least-squares [14],
layered model inversion [18], gradient [19], and fair-function minimization [20] methods
have been used. Nonetheless, some of these conventional inversion methodologies pro-
duce a significant number of unacceptable results because of misinterpretations between
magnetic sources, noise sensitivity, and window sizes [21]. Furthermore, some of these
procedures require the use of initial model parameters derived from geological information,
rely on a limited dataset along a profile, assume knowledge of the shape factor, and have a
longer processing time [21].

In recent years, global optimization procedures have been applied as an alternative
to geophysical inversion techniques. These techniques include PSO [22], genetic algo-
rithms [23], simulated annealing [24], and differential evolution [25,26]. Other notable
inversion procedures involve simulated annealing [27], social spider optimization [28], ant-
colony optimization [29], hybrid genetic algorithm [30], and hybrid genetic algorithm [30].
Genetic algorithms (GAs), proposed by [31], mimic the process of natural evolution to
search for optimal solutions. GAs utilize populations of individuals representing potential
solutions, subjecting them to selection, crossover, and mutation operations to evolve fitter
solutions over generations. Simulated annealing (SA), as introduced by [32] in optimiza-
tions performed by simulated annealing, draws inspiration from the annealing process in
metallurgy. This method explores the solution space by allowing temperature-controlled
transitions between solutions, gradually reducing the exploration intensity to converge
towards optimal solutions. Differential evolution (DE), a simple and efficient heuristic
for global optimization over continuous spaces [33], operates through the mutation and
recombination of parameter vectors to generate new candidate solutions. DE employs a
population-based approach that prioritizes the best-performing solutions while maintain-
ing diversity. The PSO is an efficient optimization technique for precisely and dependably
resolving challenging issues [28]. The PSO technique developed by [34] is a stochastic
computation tool. It focuses mostly on simulating the natural behavior of fish, insects, and
birds as they look for food. The PSO algorithm uses a population of particles that traverse
the solution space while adapting their trajectories based on historical information and the
best-performing solutions encountered [35]. Location vectors that signify the parameter
value and a speed vector are both present in every particle. Each particle or person, for
instance, will have a position in a five-dimensional space that serves as a solution for
the optimization issue [36]. In the realm of optimization, researchers and practitioners
continually seek innovative methods to efficiently tackle complex and high-dimensional
optimization problems across various domains [35]. The PSO has gained considerable
attention due to its simplicity, ease of implementation, and effectiveness in solving a wide
range of optimization challenges. It enhances exploration and exploitation capabilities by
incorporating environmental factors that simulate real-world conditions [35].

The PSO technique has been applied to the inversion and modeling of geophysical
data [37]. It also has connections to a wide range of problems, including machine learn-
ing [38], electromagnetic optimizations [33,39], model building [40], inverse scattering [41],
biomedical imageries [42], hydrological issues [43], etc. In this research, the PSO procedure
is applied to the inversion of magnetic data over causative bodies noticeable in observed
magnetic data obtained from Obudu Precambrian basement rocks. The model parameters
approximated involve the depth (z), index angle (θ), amplitude coefficient (K), location of
the origin (x0), and shape factor (Sf), and they are determined to be reliable and resolvable.

2. Location and Geology of the Investigated Area

The studied location was situated within the Precambrian Obudu basement complex
(Figure 1), and it was located between longitude values of 9◦00′ E and 9◦30′ E and lati-
tude values of 6◦30′ N and 7◦00′ N. According to [44], a series of tectono-thermal events
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with about three or more stages of distortion are responsible for the formation of the
Nigerian basement complex. Three lithologic assemblages—the migmatite–gneiss com-
plex, schist belts, and older granite sets—generally characterize the basement complex.
In structurally regulated basins, the Cretaceous-Recent sedimentary sequence has been
successfully maintained. The main rocks in the Nigerian basement complex are believed to
be migmatite–gneiss complexes [45]. Age values related to the Kibaran ranged from 900
to 450 Ma, indicating the influence of the Pan-African occurrence that produced gneisses,
migmatite, older granites, and connected lithological components [45].
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There were no magmatic or depositional events that occurred during the middle-to-
late Paleozoic era. Younger Jurassic granites are among the alkaline, anorogenic, shallow
sub-volcanic intrusive materials that characterize the Mesozoic era. They are found in a
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north–south thin belt in the western part of the eastern region and extend northward into
the Republic of Niger. One of Nigeria’s Precambrian basement outcrops is located in the
Obudu Plateau, a section of the Bamenda Massif [46]. High-grade metamorphic rocks,
including migmatized schists and gneisses that have been affected by granites, quartzo-
feldspathic veins, and unmetamorphosed dolerites, are to blame for the region’s unusual
lithology [46]. Amphibolites, metaquartzites, and metagabbro are also present in these
rocks in traces. According to [47], the rocks in this area date to the Archaean, Eburnean,
and Pan-African eras. Researchers arrived at the conclusion that the Southeast Nigerian
basement evolutionary history is connected to the Pan-African mobile belt in Central Africa
because of the relatively close agreement between the lithology of the rocks and ages
of the Southeast Nigeria, Northern Cameroon, and Central African Fold Belt basement
complexes [47]. The Adamawa-Yade and western Cameroon domain served as the active
margin during the continent-to-continent collision that created to the Pan-Central African
belt in Central Africa, whereas the northern Congo Craton border served as the passive
margin [48]. According to [46], migmatitic gneiss, also known as garnet–sillimanite gneiss,
garnet–hornblende gneiss, or simply migmatite gneiss, compose the majority of the OP.

3. Methodology
3.1. Two-Dimensional Magnetic Forward Problem

After carefully examining the magnetic anomaly expressions of horizontal cylin-
ders [49], thin sheets [50], and spheres, [51,52] summarized the general new formula of
the two-dimensional magnetic anomaly (T) profile for simple geometric bodies, which is
defined as:

T(xi ,z) = K
Az2 + B(xi − x0) + C(xi − x0)

2

[
(xi − x0)

2 + z2
]S f , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . . . . , N (1)

where K is the amplitude coefficient, z is the depth of the buried body, and A, B, and C are
described as follows:

A





3sin2θ − 1
2sinθ
−cosθ
cosθ
cosθ

z

, B





−3zsinθ
−3zcosθ

−3zsinθ, C
2zsinθ
−sinθ





3cos2θ − 1
−sinθ
2cosθ

0

• For a sphere (total field);
• For a sphere (vertical field);
• For a sphere (horizontal field);
• For a horizontal cylinder, FHD of thin sheet, and SHD of geological contact (all fields);
• For a thin sheet and FHD of geological contacts (all fields).

θ is the angle of effective magnetization [51,53] in the spheres. Additionally, ref [54]
defines the cases of thin sheets and horizontal cylinders as follows: x0 is the coordinate of
the source body’s center, FHD and SHD are the first and second horizontal derivatives of
the magnetic anomaly, respectively; N is the number of data points; and Sf is the shape
factor, with values of 2.5 for spheres, 2 for horizontal cylinders, and 1 for thin sheets [55].

3.2. Magnetic Inverse Problem

In geophysics, the inversion technique is an optimization process aimed at identifying
the model parameters of concealed geological features that are most suitable for explaining
the measured data. To solve the inverse problem, it is necessary to perform this with
an initial model [56]. This preliminary model can be established using drilling, other
geophysical methods, and prior geological knowledge [57]. Every iteration step involves
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progressively refining the initial model until the theoretical and observed data are the
best match.

According to the two-dimensional magnetic formula (Equation (1)), the model’s
unidentified parameters are the origin’s location (x0), depth (z), index angle (θ), shape
factor (Sf), and amplitude coefficient (K). Due to its ease of use and speedy operation by
merging fewer operators, the PSO technique was utilized to resolving the inverse problem.
Furthermore, it is stable in terms of both numbers and mathematics. The model parameter
values that would minimize the discrepancies between the collected field data and the
theoretical model are determined using the following simple objective function:

Q =
2∑N

i=1
∣∣Tm

i − Tc
i

∣∣
∑N

i=1
∣∣Tm

i − Tc
i

∣∣+ ∑N
i=1
∣∣Tm

i − Tc
i

∣∣ (2)

where N is the number of data points, Tm
i is the observed magnetic anomaly at the point xi,

and Tc
i is the approximated magnetic anomaly at the point xi.

3.3. Particle Swarm Optimization

Ref [34] suggested the PSO technique as a global optimization algorithm. It depends
on creatures (represented as particles) in the environment imitating natural processes, such
as fish schooling and birds flocking. A point in M-dimensional space has an equivalent
competitive solution for each particle in a PSO algorithm. In the inquiry space of the objec-
tive function, the computation is introduced freely and the initial solutions are established
arbitrarily [58]. The PSO algorithm effectively guides researchers to achieving a global
optimum value. The PSO algorithm’s main model structure is that the most likely answers
are developed before the best ones. Figure 2 shows a basic flowchart. The PSO algorithm
starts by assigning each particle in the swarm a random position and speed in the problem
search space. Every bird, which represents a particle or model, has a velocity vector and a
position vector that reflect the parameter value. PSO explains a swarm of particles (models)
in an M-dimensional space. Each particle retains the position and speed of its previous
optimal state. The best location of the swarm and the previous best position, often referred
to as the Tbest model inhabited by the particle, are utilized to jointly estimate the speed
modification of the particle at each iteration phase. The modified velocity is then utilized to
calculate a new position for the particle using the Jbest model [59]. The following equations,
according to [60], describe the update:

Vk+1
i = c3Vk

i + c1rand ()(Tbest − Pk+1
i ) + c2rand ()[(Jbest − Pk+1

i )Pk+1
i ] = Pk

i + Vk+1
i (3)

xk+1
i = xk

i + vk+1
i (4)

where Pk
i is the current i model at the kth iteration, vk

i is the speed of the ith particle at the
kth iteration, and rand() is an identical random number in the rang (0, 1). c1 and c2 are
the positive consistent numbers that control individual and social behaviors [61]. c3 is the
inertial coefficient that controls the particle velocity. xk

i is the position of the particle i at the
kth iteration.

The magnetic anomaly from Equation (1) is computed every iterative phase for each xi
using the PSO algorithm. To estimate the quality of the data fit at each iteration phase of
the inversion process, the RMS is given as:

RMS =

√
∑N

i=1
[
Tm

i (xi)− Tc
i (xi)

]2

N
(5)

This is taken as the misfit between the observed and theoretical anomalies.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the PSO algorithm applied to magnetic anomalies’ interpretations.

4. Data Acquisition and Selection of Profiles

The aero-magnetic data that were used in this work (Figure 3) were collected and
filtered between 2005 and 2010 by Fugro Airborne Services, Canada. These data were
collected by means of a Flux-Adjusting Surface Data Assimilation System with a flight-line
space of 0.1 km, tie line space of 0.5 km, and terrain clearance ranging from 0.08–0.1 km
along 826,000 lines. The mean total field, inclination value, and declination value were
32,851.9 nT, −14.6◦, and −2.4◦, respectively. The magnetic data have the potential to map
small geologic anomalies, and when compared to the aero-magnetic data from 1970, they
were found to be of good quality. In order to obtain associated PSO parameters, including
the origin position (x0), depth (z), amplitude coefficient (K), and index angle (θ), the profiles
used in the PSO operation were carefully chosen across notable anomalies of the magnetic
data (Figure 4).
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5. Interpretation and Discussion of Results

The PSO algorithm was used for magnetic data interpretations over the Obudu Pre-
cambrian basement complex in Nigeria. The area that is situated in the eastern flank of
Nigeria’s border with the Republic of Cameroon is predominantly composed of metamor-
phic rocks that have been invaded by unaltered granites, dolerites, and quartzo-feldspathic
veins [3,46,62–65]. The profile of A–A’ (with a distance of 2600 m) and its related signature
(Figure 4a’) were obtained from the magnetic data. Table 1 displays the results of the
inverted model parameters (depth, amplitude coefficient, index angle, shape factor, and
location of origin) over A–A’. The optimum results of the model parameters from the
magnetic anomaly are observed as K = 315.67 nT, z = 425.34 m, θ = 43◦, Sf = 1.15, and
x0 = 1554.86 m.

Profile (B–B’) in Figure 4 shows the component of the magnetic anomaly with a profile
length of 5600 m. The model parameters are displayed in Table 2, which were obtained
from the observed geologic anomaly. Table 2 reveals the evaluated model parameters
as K = 257.71 nT, z = 543.75 m, θ = 54◦, Sf = 0.96, and x0 = 3645.42 m. Furthermore, the
parameters of the third anomaly (Table 3) obtained from the profile length of 3000 m (Fig-
ure 4; profile C–C’) were K = 189.53 nT, z = 560.87 m, θ = 48, Sf = 1.2, and x0 = 1950 m.
The fourth magnetic anomaly profile with a length of 2500 m and associated signature
(a’) (Figure 4) revealed the inverted model parameters (Table 4) of 247.23 nT, 394.16 m,
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39◦, 1.26, and 165.41 m, respectively, for amplitude coefficient, depth, index angle, shape
factor, and location of the origin over D–D’. It can be noticed that profile D–D’ (Figure 4d’)
originates from the peak of the noticed magnetic anomaly and, as a result, the profile
signature assumes the shape of a quarter cycle. From the obtained shape factor results
involving the four models (Sf = 1.15, 0.96, 1.2, and 1.26), it can be established that the four
magnetic anomalies are generated by thin sheets. Similar results were reported by [21]
(Sf = 0.89 and 0.93) in their comparative study involving the application of PSO to real
and synthetic data. On the contrary, Sf values of 2.5 and 2.0 were reported for the sphere
and horizontal cylinder, respectively [21]. These geologic structures are created by the
invasion of older granite suites by younger granite suites, resulting in a series of metamor-
phisms [66], folds, faults, and shear zones [67,68] linked to the Pan-African orogeny and
succeeding post-orogenic events [67]. According to several published studies, geological
structures within tectonically active regions act as depositional zones for igneous-related
minerals and migratory pathways for hydrothermal fluids [69–71]. Magmatism and miner-
alization are linked, according to several investigations [3,45,69,71]. Therefore, it is believed
that vast quantities of metallogenic minerals in the study area are under the influence of
magmatic intrusions.

Table 1. Numerical results of magnetic anomaly for profile A–A’.

S/N Parameter Range PSO Result GA Result

1 K (nT) 0–3000 315.67 297.54

2 z (m) 200–1200 425.34 417.69

3 θ (◦) −90–90 43 47

4 Sf (dimensionless) 0.5–2.5 1.15 1.05

5 x0 (m) 1100–1900 1554.86 1527.97

6 RMS (nT) 6.43 8.59

Table 2. Numerical results of magnetic anomaly for profile B–B’.

S/N Parameter Range PSO Result GA Result

1 K (nT) 0–3000 257.71 278.28

2 z (m) 200–1200 543.75 549.14

3 θ (◦) −90–90 54 50

4 Sf (dimensionless) 0.5–2.5 0.96 0.89

5 x0 (m) 2500–3800 3645.42 3654.87

6 RMS (nT) 4.81 6.28

Table 3. Numerical results of magnetic anomaly for profile C–C’.

S/N Parameter Range PSO Result GA Result

1 K (nT) 0−3000 189.53 208.35

2 z (m) 200–1200 560.87 569.26

3 θ (◦) −90–90 48 52

4 Sf (dimensionless) 0.5–2.5 1.2 1.13

5 x0 (m) 500–3000 1950 1962

6 RMS (nT) 5.95 9.62
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Table 4. Numerical results of magnetic anomaly for profile D–D’.

S/N Parameter Range PSO Result GA Result

1 K (nT) 0−3000 247.23 219.59

2 z (m) 200–1200 394.16 384.15

3 θ (◦) −90–90 39 45

4 Sf (dimensionless) 0.5–2.5 1.26 0.97

5 x0 (m) 50–1250 165.41 170.57

6 RMS (nT) 8.92 11.53

The validity of the PSO algorithm was tested on real data obtained from the Pima
copper mine, United States of America, and the Hamrawein zone, Egypt [21]. The Pima
copper mine field is characterized by minerals related to Laramide Paleozoic igneous
activity [72]. The magnetic anomaly profile (696 m length) over a thin sheet-like fea-
ture is well-defined by these model parameters (K = 600 nT, z = 71.08 m, h = −47.83,
Sf = 0.92, and x0 = −0.49) [50]. The correlation between the measured and theoretical
data, including drilling information [73], indicates a relatively strong match [50]. Similarly,
the PSO algorithm was used for magnetic data acquired from Hamrawein, Egypt. This
region is located at the western flank of the Red Sea and is dominated by sedimentary and
metavolcanic rocks [74]. The observed anomalies were characterized by inverted model
parameters of 507.64 nT, 623.05 m, 57.04◦, 0.89, and 4255.98 m (amplitude coefficient, depth,
index angle, shape factor, and location of origin, respectively) and 427.38 nT, 494.14 m,
37.27◦, 0.93, and 14,823.96 m (amplitude coefficient, depth, index angle, shape factor, and lo-
cation of origin, respectively) for the first and second anomalies [21]. Previous studies have
shown the strong correlations of theoretical and observed anomalies [21]. Likewise, the
PSO procedure, when compared with the very fast simulated annealing method (VFSAM),
generated good results in a shorter time period [75].

The inversion outcomes for the four profiles (A–A’, B–B’, C–C’, and D–D’), presented
in Tables 1–4, utilizing the particle swarm optimization method were juxtaposed with those
obtained through the genetic algorithm. This comparison reveals that the results achieved
via the PSO approach exhibit greater stability and efficiency, primarily attributable to their
lower root mean square (RMS) values.

6. Conclusions

In this research, the PSO algorithm was employed in approximating the distinctive
model parameters (K, z, θ, x0, and Sf) of the models. These models were generated from
four profiles drawn for high-quality airborne magnetic data obtained from the Precambrian
Obudu basement complex in Nigeria. Magnetic anomaly profile A–A’ with a distance
of 2600 m generated inverted model parameters of K = 315.67 nT, z = 425.34 m, θ = 43◦,
Sf = 1.15, and x0 = 1554.86 m. The second profile (B–B’) of a length of 5600 m had associated
model parameters of K = 257.71 nT, z = 543.75 m, θ = 54◦, Sf = 0.96, and x0 = 3645.42 m.
Likewise, the parameters of the third anomaly obtained from a profile length of 3000 m
(profile C–C’) were K = 189.53 nT, z = 560.87 m, θ = 48, Sf = 1.2, and x0 = 1950 m. The fourth
profile (with a length of 2500 m) that originated from the peak of the magnetic anomaly
produced inverted model parameters of 247.23 nT, 394.16 m, 39◦, 1.26, and 165.41 m,
respectively, for the amplitude coefficient, depth, index angle, shape factor, and location of
the origin. On the whole, the obtained shape factor values of the four models (Sf = 1.15,
0.96, 1.2, and 1.26) suggest the magnetic anomalies are initiated by thin sheets. The model
results show that the PSO procedure is rapid, stable, and proficient for analyzing magnetic
data for quantitative interpretations. The observed geological structures from the PSO
results reveal depositional zones for igneous-related minerals and migratory pathways for
hydrothermal fluids. As a result, it is believed that vast quantities of metallogenic minerals
in the study area are associated with magmatic intrusions.
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Abstract: This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
(AMS) and paleomagnetic data from Quaternary basalt outcrops along the Hantangang River, Korea.
A total of 554 samples were collected from 20 sites, representing three distinct units, Unit I, Unit II,
and Unit III. Paleomagnetic data reveal a difference in the timing of eruptions between Units I and II,
suggesting distinct periods by volcanic episodes. The mineral magnetic analysis identified titanomag-
netite as the dominant magnetic carrier in the samples. AMS results indicated weak anisotropy and
scattered AMS directions, indicating a low degree of preferred orientation of grains within the basalt
rocks. The inverse AMS fabrics observed at specific sites are attributed to single-domain (SD) grains.
Comparing the AMS data with the anisotropy of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (AARM) data,
three distinct types of magnetic fabrics (normal, intermediate, and inverse) were discerned. The
magnetic fabric was utilized to ascertain the flow direction based on the findings obtained from the
AMS results. The findings suggest that the Quaternary basalts in this study’s area were primarily
confined to the Hantangang River channel and its immediate vicinity during lava flow. However,
distinct flow patterns are observed in the southwestern region, implying the presence of unknown
volcanic sources.

Keywords: magnetic minerals; anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility; Quaternary basalt; lava flows

1. Introduction

The Hantangang River, located in the central part of the Korean Peninsula, is unique
in South Korea and known for its distinct geologic and geomorphologic features resulting
from basalt erosion. Despite extensive research, the exact eruptive origin of the Quater-
nary Hantangang River Volcanic Field (HRVF) [1] remains uncertain, with two proposed
possibilities [2–8]. Ori Mountain (38◦23’25”N, 127◦16’01”E) and Upland (680 m) in North
Korea have been identified as potential sources, suggesting that low-viscosity basaltic lava
may have erupted multiple times and flowed through ancient river channels, resulting in
the formation of the HRVF, which extends for 110 km and varies in thickness from 3 to
40 m [2–4,6,7]. The erupted lava undergoes cooling processes, resulting in the formation
of columnar jointed structures and pillow lavas. Subsequently, these formations undergo
erosion by reformed river systems, giving rise to waterfalls and other distinct features along
the channel walls. These geologic valuations led to the establishment of the Hantangang
River National Geopark in 2015, later certified as a UNESCO Global Geopark in 2020.

The HRVF has been the subject of ongoing research to determine the origin of the
lava [2,6,7,9]. However, accurate research on the origin has been challenging due to the
presumed location in North Korea. In such cases, one of the methods employed to infer
the origin of lava flows is the analysis of anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS).
AMS is a technique that examines the preferred orientation of minute magnetic minerals in
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volcanic or sedimentary rocks, allowing for the estimation of the direction of lava flow or
paleocurrents. This technique has been proven valuable in geologic studies [10,11] and has
been extensively utilized in many research effects [12–26].

Although several previous studies have examined the paleomagnetic characteristics
of the Hantangang River [3,27–29], none have utilized AMS analysis. In this study, we
conducted a rigorous AMS analysis of Quaternary basalt outcrops along the Hantangang
River to determine the source of the lava and gain insights into the paleo-river channels in
this study’s area.

2. Geological Setting

This study’s area, where the Hantangang River is situated within the Chugaryeong rift
valley, also known as the Chugaryeong Fault Zone, is a geological feature in the central part
of the Korean Peninsula. It consists of several parallel fault lines trending from northeast to
southwest (Figure 1). The Chugaryeong rift valley formed approximately 25–30 million
years ago during the late Cenozoic era as a result of the movement of the Eurasian and
Philippine Sea plates [30–32]. Stretching for about 250 km in length and varying in width
from 20 to 60 km, the Chugaryeong rift valley holds significant geologic and tectonic
importance for the Korean Peninsula. It has profoundly influenced the region’s landscape,
geology, and natural resources. The valley is also an active seismic zone, occasionally
experiencing earthquakes along the fault lines.
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and North Korea. (c,d) Satellite maps of this study’s area with sampling site locations.
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The basement rock in this study’s area consists of a Precambrian metamorphic complex
intruded by Jurassic and Cretaceous granite, where the fault zones have intersected [4].
The Quaternary alkali olivine basalts in this study’s area erupted during the latest volcanic
activity in the Chugaryeong rift valley, following the volcanic eruptions of acidic volcanisms
during the Cretaceous period [3]. The Cretaceous silicic volcanic rocks occupy an oval-
shaped region bound by the Dongducheon and Dongsong faults. At the same time, the
tholeiitic basalt outcrops are sparsely distributed in the lower part of the acidic volcanic
rock outcrops. The Quaternary basalts exhibit a narrow and elongated distribution along
the Hantangang River, covering the process of the Dongducheon and Dongsong faults.

In this study, the term “Hantangang basalts” will be used to refer to all the basalts
distributed around the Hantangang River, even though these Quaternary basalts are com-
monly known as Jeongok basalts in the Jeongok region. The Hantangang basalts are
characterized by short eruption intervals, as inferred from their chemical composition.
However, their precise eruption history remains unknown [2,3].

Based on the volcanic stratigraphy analyzed in this study’s area, the Hantangang
basalt has been classified into three units. Unit I represents the lowermost part of the basalt
outcrop along the Hantangang River, with an observed thickness of about 3 to 4 m. This
unit displays either weakly developed or poorly observed columnar fractures. Pillow lava
is also a typical feature of this unit. Evidence suggests that the lava unit experienced a
relatively slow cooling process, indicated by the development of vertical and horizontal
segregation textures within the lava flow. The lava flow appears massive and void-free
exposures, with a K-Ar dating estimate of 0.51 ± 0.07 Ma [33] (Danhara et al., 2002 [33]).

Unit II is characterized by prominently exposed lava flows along the Hantangang
River, exhibiting well-developed vertical columnar fractures. This unit can be further
classified into lower, middle, and upper parts. The upper part of Unit II is distinguished by
the presence of multiple layers of lava, with thicknesses ranging from 20 to 30 cm and a
total thickness from 1 to 1.5 m.

During a volcanic eruption, the lower part of the lava flow is in contact with the
Earth’s surface, while the upper part is exposed to the atmosphere and gradually cools.
As a result, it is likely that the relatively dense lower part of Unit II primarily cooled
through heat conduction in contact with the Earth’s surface. In contrast, the upper part of
Unit II represents the surface portion of the lava flow that cooled upon contact with the
atmosphere. This cooling process, combined with fluctuations in the thickness of the lava
flow, led to the development of multiple layers of lava. The absence of distinct features,
such as paleosols, sedimentary layers, or erosion surfaces at the upper part of Unit II,
indicates a temporal gap, making it challenging to differentiate between the upper part of
Unit II and Unit III in the field.

Several age estimates have been reported for this basalt unit, including 1.08± 0.158 Ma [34],
0.40 Ma [35], and 0.51 ± 0.01 Ma [36]. The lower part of Unit II was estimated to have a
burial age of 0.48 Ma [37] based on cosmic-origin isotopes of the Baekui-ri layer, while the
upper part was estimated to be 0.09 ± 0.03~0.18 ± 0.03 Ma [36] based on K-Ar dating.

Unit III is a lava flow unit that typically rests atop a scarp. Although thinner than
Unit II, its thickness varies considerably between outcrops and locations, measuring up
to 5 to 6 m in some areas. The lava flows in Unit III generally lack columnar fractures
but display well-defined pores in the upper and lower parts, along with clear segregation
structures. Lee et al. [38] estimated that this unit formed approximately 40,000 years ago,
likely representing the most recent eruption of Hantangang basalt.

3. Methods

A total of 554 samples were collected from 20 sites in this study’s area, five sites from
Unit I, thirteen sites from Unit II, and three sites from Unit III (Figure 1). All samples were
cored with a gasoline-powered portable rock drill and oriented with a Brunton compass in
the field. In the laboratory, the samples were subsequently sliced into 25 mm diameter and
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22 mm long cylinders and stored in mu-metal shield boxes to prevent the acquisition of
viscous remanence caused by the external magnetic field, such as the Earth’s field.

AMS data for each sample were measured in fifteen positions [39] using a Bartington
magnetic susceptibility meter (Model MS-2) connected with an MS-2B susceptibility bridge.
Eigen parameters for each AMS data were calculated using the Hext statistic [40]. The data
were visualized by an ellipsoid with the principal susceptibility axes labeled Kmax > Kint
> Kmin, which were calculated using the PmagPy program [41]. The mean magnetic
susceptibility (Km) for a single sample is calculated by Km = (Kmax + Kint + Kmin)/3. The
magnitude and shape of the susceptibility ellipsoid are expressed by the corrected degree
of anisotropy (P’) and the symmetry of shape on the vertical axis (T), respectively, proposed
by Jelinek [42].

The anisotropy of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (AARM) of pilot samples from
each site was measured in fifteen different orientations on a Molspin spinner magnetometer.
This was carried out to determine the orientation distribution of remanence-bearing or
ferromagnetic (sensu lato) minerals and to test the possibility of an inverse fabric influenced
by single-domain magnetite (SD effect; [43]). The ARM was imparted using a Molspin AF
demagnetizer and an ARM attachment with a 0.05 m TDC bias field and a peak alternating
field of 90 mT. The tensor of the AARM was then calculated using the Hext statistic [40].

Magnetic remanence measurements for paleomagnetic analysis were performed using
a Molspin spinner magnetometer. Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) was measured
and demagnetized stepwise up to a peak field of 90 mT in 5~10 mT intervals. The palaeo-
magnetic data from all specimens were projected onto the orthogonal vector diagram [44].
The characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) direction of each specimen was deter-
mined using principal component analysis with the anchored line fit method [45] from at
least three or more points.

Low-field thermomagnetic measurements (K-T curves) at low and high temperatures
were conducted on bulk rock samples using a Bartington MS2 susceptibility meter equipped
with an MS2WF furnace. Twenty cylindrical subsamples of 15 mm in height were made
from residual fragments of core samples. Low-temperature measurements were carried out
by heating the samples cooled to about −170 ◦C in liquid nitrogen to room temperature.
Then, the samples underwent a gradual heating process, reaching temperatures of up to
700 ◦C at a rate of 20 ◦C/min, followed by cooling to room temperature at the same rate.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were taken at intervals of 1 ◦C during the process.

To determine the grain size of magnetic minerals, hysteresis parameters were measured
on 80 cylindrical subsamples (8 mm in diameter and 10 mm in height) using a Molspin
vibrating sample magnetometer (Model VSM Nuvo) calibrated by a paramagnetic standard
sample containing 0.6 g of FeSO4.

4. Results
4.1. Paleomagnetic Results

The NRMs of the basalt samples accepted by the selection criteria [46] vary from
140.8 to 5386.2 mA/m in intensity, with predominantly northerly positive directions. Most
samples display a simple decay of a northerly and moderately steep down component
toward the origin above 15 mT or 20 mT, indicating the effective isolation of the ChRM
component through the AF demagnetization method (Figure 2). This observation suggests
that a low-coercivity ferrimagnetic mineral, such as titanomagnetite, is the predominant
magnetic mineral. Field observations reveal that the lava flows in this study’s area exhibit
very gentle dips from 1◦ to 6◦ toward the flow direction, indicating a topographic origin
rather than a tectonic origin. Previous petrographic investigations also support these find-
ings, reporting no evidence of tectonic movement following lava eruptions [3]. Therefore,
in this study, we did not correct for tilting in the paleomagnetic directions.
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Figure 2. Demagnetization behaviors of representative samples. Orthogonal vector diagrams with
normalized intensity are shown in geographic coordinates. Steps of AF demagnetization are labeled
with M below the sample number. The horizontal and vertical projections are plotted with cross (red)
and solid (blue) symbols, respectively.

The site-mean paleomagnetic directions were calculated from 427 samples, excluding
35 samples that showed anomalous directions likely due to the acquisition of isothermal
remanence or chemical alteration (Table 1). The ChRM directions within each site cluster
demonstrate high precision parameters (k ≥ 118.5) and narrow 95% confidence limits
around the mean direction (α95 ≤ 3.2◦). The unit-mean directions are as follows: Unit I,
D/I: 6.8◦/60.4◦ (α95 = 1.8◦); Unit II, D/I: 2.3◦/58.7◦ (α95 = 1.5◦); Unit III, D/I: 0.2◦/60.8◦

(α95 = 5.9◦) (Figure 3). F-test results indicate that the directions of Unit I and Unit II are
statistically distinguished from each other at a 5% confidence level, suggesting different
timing of remanence acquisition for these two units. The direction of Unit III is not
statistically distinguishable from those of Units I and II at a 5% significance level due to
the large 95% confidence circle of Unit III. However, it is interpreted that the acquisition of
remanent magnetization in Units I and III could not have occurred simultaneously.
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Table 1. Paleomagnetic results in this study’s area.

Unit Site n/N
Dec
(◦)

Inc
(◦) k

α95
(◦)

Sampling Site Location

Lat
(◦N)

Long
(◦E)

Elev
(m)

I

KH01 17/18 6.0 59.6 162.2 2.6 38.2466 127.2864 188.1
KH06 33/33 10.8 60.8 640.6 1.0 38.0803 127.2236 106.0
KH07 22/24 8.5 62.4 227.7 2.0 38.0789 127.2178 113.0
KH09 20/21 1.2 60.5 118.5 2.9 38.0628 127.2069 143.0
KH10 26/26 7.4 58.5 761.1 1.0 38.0617 127.2003 143.0

Unit Mean 6.8 60.4 1262.2 1.8

II

KH02 18/20 0.1 59.2 277.5 2.0 38.2105 127.2658 150.2
KH03 11/12 352.8 57.4 584.3 1.8 38.2105 127.2658 150.2
KH04 17/18 6.6 58.2 246.2 2.2 38.1907 127.2887 125.3
KH08 14/16 356.9 61.2 350.4 2.0 38.0655 127.2047 96.7
KH11 15/16 3.8 61.1 131.1 3.2 38.0241 127.1375 61.6
KH12 8/10 6.9 60.0 249.0 3.1 38.0256 127.1372 61.8
KH13 5/17 4.6 58.1 741.0 2.3 38.0405 127.1134 50.7
KH15 28/31 8.5 59.1 497.2 1.2 38.0614 127.1166 49.3
KH16 25/25 357.3 55.7 373.1 1.5 38.0449 127.0577 29.1
KH18 19/23 1.8 56.7 476.1 1.5 38.0112 127.0727 39.1
KH19 24/24 8.1 58.3 713.7 1.1 38.0300 127.0602 43.4
KH20 32/32 1.1 58.5 131.1 2.2 38.0283 127.0481 54.3

Unit Mean 2.3 58.7 700.1 1.5

III
HK05 35/35 9.5 62.4 671.2 0.9 38.1072 127.2688 124.6
KH14 30/30 347.4 59.5 694.8 1.0 38.0625 127.1201 80.5
KH17 28/31 4.4 59.5 317.1 1.5 38.0455 127.0575 63.1

Unit Mean 0.2 60.8 187.0 5.9

n/N: number of accepted/measured samples; Dec: declination; Inc: inclination; α95: 95% confidence level; Lat:
latitude; Long: longitude; Elev: elevation.
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4.2. Mineral Magnetic Results
4.2.1. Thermomagnetic (K-T) Curves

Figure 4 displays representative thermomagnetic curves (K-T curves). The low-
temperature K-T curves exhibit a gradual increase in susceptibility as the temperature
rises from −200 ◦C, with a sharp increase occurring at the inflection point ranging from
−42 ◦C to −74 ◦C. This behavior agrees with the findings of [47] using synthetic titanomag-
netite (Fe3-xTixO4) samples with a Ti-rich composition (x > 0.5). The high-temperature K-T
curves of all samples reveal irreversible heating and cooling curves, indicating a magnetic
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phase alteration during the thermal treatment. In the heating curve, the susceptibility peaks
around 0 ◦C, followed by a rapid decrease within the range of 64 ◦C to 88 ◦C, suggest-
ing a relatively low Curie temperature (Figure 4). These observations strongly support
that Ti-rich titanomagnetites (x ≈ 0.7) are major magnetic carriers in the samples [48].
Furthermore, the heating curves exhibit a gradual rise above ~300 ◦C, followed by two
subsequent decreases at 467~505 ◦C and 553~565 ◦C, indicating the possible presence of
Ti-poor titanomagnetite or metastable titanomaghemite resulting from the low-temperature
oxidation of titanomagnetite during the heating process [19,49]. During the cooling cycle, a
significant increase in susceptibility is observed at approximately 550 ◦C (Figure 4), sug-
gesting the formation of new magnetic minerals such as Ti-poor titanomagnetite through
the transformation of Ti-rich magnetite during the heating process [48,50].
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4.2.2. Hysteresis Parameters

Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured for 80 samples, and paramagnetic correc-
tions were applied using the best-fitting high field slope (KHF). Hysteresis parameters, such
as coercivity of remanence (Bcr), coercive force (Bc), saturation remanence (Mrs), and satu-
ration magnetization (Ms), were obtained (Table S1). For the magnetic grain size analysis,
the hysteresis ratio of Mrs/Ms versus Bcr/Bc was plotted on a Day diagram, as shown in
Figure 5 [51,52].
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Figure 5. (a,b) Examples of slight wasp-wasted hysteresis loop. A blue solid line is paramagnetic
corrected curve and a red dotted line is uncorrected curve. Samples KH04-04b and KH18-10a
correspond to the Intermediate Group I of AMS fabric type. (c) Hysteresis ratios (Mrs/Ms versus
Bcr/Bc) for 20 sites (four samples for each site) classified by AMS fabric type are plotted on the
modified Day diagram [51,52]. The theoretical curves indicated by the solid lines represent the mixing
lines of single-domain (SD), multi-domain (MD), and SD- superparamagnetic (SP) mixtures [52].

Day diagrams can be ambiguous due to the presence of various variables [53]; nonethe-
less, we have chosen to adopt them for quantitative rock magnetism interpretation. The
distribution of these hysteresis ratios ranges from single domain (SD) to pseudo single do-
main (PSD) particle size. More than half of the data points fall in the PSD region, indicating
a predominance of PSD particles in samples.

On the other hand, about a quarter of the data points fall in the SD region. The rest of
the points are close to the SD/PSD boundary and the theoretical curve for a mixture of SD
and 10 nm superparamagnetic (SP) particles proposed by [52] (Figure 5c). These results
suggest that the magnetic particles in most samples are predominantly composed of SD or
PSD grains.
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In contrast, a subset of samples contains a dominant population of SD grains with
some presence of SP grains. Hysteresis loops in these samples are slightly wasp-waisted
(Figure 5a,b), supporting the presence of SP grains [54]. Because the data distribution is far
from the multi-domain region or the theoretical curve for the mixture of SD-MD grains [52],
the content of MD grains in samples is negligible.

4.3. Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) Results

The site-mean magnetic susceptibility (Km) ranges from 0.97× 10−3 SI to 6.53× 10−3 SI,
with an overall average of 2.36 × 10−3 SI (Table 2). These values are relatively lower than
the expected range for basaltic rocks (> 5 × 10−3 SI). The lower Km values can be attributed
to two factors, the small grain size falling within the SD-PSD range and the mineralogy
of the magnetic grains, primarily composed of Ti-rich titanomagnetite [10,55]. Sites domi-
nated by SD grains (KH01, KH02, KH03, KH04, KH8, KH11, KH12, KH18, KH20) generally
exhibit lower Km values compared to other sites (Table 2), providing further evidence of
the influence of grain size on the observed lower Km values.

Table 2. AMS results in this study’s area.

Site
(Unit) N

Km
(10−3 SI)

Mean AMS
parameters Kmax Kint Kmin

P’ T Dec (◦) Inc (◦) Dec (◦) Inc (◦) Dec (◦) Inc (◦)

KH01(I) 30 1.282 1.016 −0.4366 207.2 38.5 14.6 50.8 112.3 6.2
KH02(II) 24 1.437 1.015 −0.2760 133.4 39.3 248.9 27.7 3.3 38.2
KH03(II) 22 1.296 1.010 −0.0893 182.0 52.7 57.7 23.2 314.8 27.4
KH04(II) 18 1.493 1.009 0.0885 198.1 35.1 108.1 0.1 17.9 54.9
KH05(III) 35 3.300 1.010 0.2804 337.1 22.7 69.0 4.4 169.4 66.9
KH06(I) 33 3.147 1.009 −0.1903 312.3 34.0 52.2 14.2 161.4 52.3
KH07(I) 24 1.903 1.011 −0.3391 151.2 12.5 56.8 19.0 272.6 67.0
KH08(II) 27 0.974 1.012 −0.6346 234.6 43.3 355.2 28.5 106.2 33.4
KH09(I) 23 3.783 1.010 −0.3054 65.2 23.8 155.6 1.0 247.9 66.2
KH10(I) 33 6.532 1.006 −0.1616 15.6 33.6 281.2 6.6 181.6 55.6
KH11(II) 30 1.293 1.012 −0.2887 158.3 47.8 336.4 42.2 67.2 1.0
KH12(II) 22 1.112 1.009 −0.1227 173.4 47.4 353.3 42.6 83.4 0.1
KH13(II) 22 1.881 1.008 −0.0523 284.5 18.1 17.8 10.1 135.7 69.1
KH14(III) 30 2.315 1.007 −0.0719 318.8 42.0 225.2 4.1 130.7 47.7
KH15(II) 31 2.060 1.006 0.1137 295.4 13.4 203.3 8.8 81.1 73.9
KH16(II) 25 4.856 1.017 −0.2017 342.4 17.9 249.3 9.7 132.2 69.5
KH17(III) 31 2.315 1.007 −0.0924 186.2 12.1 94.4 8.4 330.4 75.2
KH18(II) 23 2.075 1.009 0.0528 11.0 19.5 117.3 38.4 260.1 45.1
KH19(II) 24 2.130 1.005 0.0696 170.3 9.7 263.8 19.7 55.4 67.8
KH20(II) 32 2.140 1.011 −0.3096 84.2 2.2 174.2 0.6 279.7 87.7

N: number of samples measured; Km: mean magnetic susceptibility; P’/T: degree of magnetic anisotropy/shape
parameter; Kmax/Kint/Kmin: mean AMS eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum/intermediate/minimum
susceptibility; Dec/Inc: declination/Inclination.

Lava flows typically exhibit a low degree of anisotropy and a scattered distribution of
AMS directions due to the weak preferred orientation of grains [56,57]. Table 2 presents the
mean values of the degree of anisotropy (P’), which range from 1.005 to 1.017, indicating
very low anisotropy. When projected on a stereonet, the AMS principal directions display
significant scattering (Figure 6). Despite the weak anisotropy and scattered directions, the
axial clusters of AMS ellipsoids can provide valuable information on the flow direction [58].
The mean directions for the principal eigenvectors (Kmax, Kint, and Kmin) calculated using
bootstrap statistics are listed in Table 2. In certain sites (KH15, KH17, and KH20), the Kmax
axes are nearly horizontal, while the Kmin axes are predominantly vertical (Figure 6). Al-
though the mean Kmax and Kmin directions exhibit slight deviations (less than ~20 degrees)
from the horizontal and vertical orientations, respectively (Table 2), these deviations do
not appear statistically significant, considering the relatively large scatter in the principal
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AMS directions. For these sites, the flow directions of lava flows can be inferred from the
magnetic lineation.

On the other hand, the remaining sites show mean Kmin axes plunging at angles of 50
to 70 degrees from the horizontal axis (Table 2), indicating magnetic imbrications. The flow
directions for these sites can be deduced from the imbricated sense of elongated grains.
However, some of these sites (KH01, KH02, KH03, KH04, KH08, KH11, and KH12) exhibit
anomalously horizontal to sub-horizontal Kmin axes (Figure 6 and Table 2). We attributed
this phenomenon to the interchanged principal axes resulting from inverse components in
the AMS fabrics, as discussed further in Section 5.2.

The site-mean shape parameters (T) are plotted on the Jelinek diagram [42] in Figure 7.
Some sites (KH01, KH02, KH06, KH07, KH08, KH09, and KH16) are predominantly prolate
(T < 0), indicating an elongated ellipsoidal shape. Only KH05 exhibits a predominantly
oblate shape (T > 0), indicating a flattened ellipsoidal shape. The remaining sites exhibit
a minimal site-mean T value due to a wide range of T values. This result reflects the
significant scatter in the AMS ellipsoid axes and the measurement uncertainties resulting
from the low anisotropy.
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4.4. Anisotropy of Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (AARM) Results

Four representative samples from each of the 20 sites were subjected to AARM mea-
surements, and the results are shown in Table 3. The site-mean degree of anisotropy (P’)
of the AARM ellipsoids ranges from 1.072 to 1.230 (Table 3), which is higher than that of
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the AMS ellipsoids (from 1.005 to 1.017). This result supports the general observation that
remanence is generally more anisotropic than susceptibility [43,59,60]

Table 3. AARM results in this study’s area.

Site
(Unit) N

Mean AARM
Parameters AARMmax AARMint AARMmin AMS

Fabric
TypeP’ T Dec (◦) Inc (◦) Dec (◦) Inc (◦) Dec (◦) Inc (◦)

KH01(I) 4 1.117 0.0419 351.6 29.4 95.2 22.8 216.9 51.4 Int (Group 2)
KH02(II) 4 1.078 0.2234 0.7 26.9 262.4 15.7 145.4 58.2 Inverse
KH03(II) 4 1.144 0.0351 296.8 32.0 45.5 27.2 167.2 45.6 Inverse
KH04(II) 4 1.117 0.1781 108.3 3.1 199.5 21.3 10.4 68.4 Int (Group 1)
KH05(III) 4 1.119 −0.1809 322.3 26.1 227.4 9.9 118.3 61.8 Normal
KH06(I) 4 1.078 0.0130 336.4 14.5 240.5 21.8 97.5 63.4 Normal
KH07(I) 4 1.134 0.1216 161.7 4.5 69.8 22.6 262.3 66.9 Normal
KH08(II) 4 1.204 0.4252 108.6 18.0 10.3 24.1 231.7 59.2 Inverse
KH09(I) 4 1.157 0.2560 50.8 5.7 141.5 6.8 281.4 81.1 Normal
KH10(I) 4 1.154 0.1694 342.9 21.6 251.1 4.5 149.9 67.9 Normal
KH11(II) 4 1.199 0.0820 0.8 38.7 261.2 11.7 157.5 48.9 Inverse
KH12(II) 4 1.134 0.0102 2.9 30.1 272.0 1.6 179.3 59.9 Int (Group 2)
KH13(II) 4 1.095 −0.2983 121.7 4.5 29.8 22.6 222.3 66.9 Normal
KH14(III) 4 1.142 −0.4803 321.0 17.7 53.5 7.9 166.7 70.5 Normal
KH15(II) 4 1.112 −0.3199 279.4 4.6 188.1 15.6 25.6 73.7 Normal
KH16(II) 4 1.124 0.1711 191.8 5.1 283.6 19.8 88.1 69.5 Normal
KH17(III) 4 1.079 −0.3168 165.4 14.6 73.3 8.1 315.1 73.2 Normal
KH18(II) 4 1.230 −0.1969 113.5 17.0 11.0 35.3 224.6 49.6 Int (Group 1)
KH19(II) 4 1.072 −0.0241 138.2 9.6 45.9 13.5 262.6 73.3 Int (Group 1)
KH20(II) 4 1.154 −0.0587 74.0 22.3 164.8 2.0 259.7 67.6 Normal

N: number of samples measured; P’/T: degree of magnetic anisotropy/shape parame-
ter; AARMmax/AARMint/AARMmin: mean AARM eigenvectors corresponding to the maxi-
mum/intermediate/minimum intensity; Dec/Inc: declination/Inclination; Int: Intermediate.

As with the AMS data, the principal eigenvectors (AARMmax, AARMint, and AARMmin)
for all sites were plotted on a stereonet (Figure 8), and the mean directions were calculated
(Table 3). The fabric types of AMS were determined by comparing the directional data
between AMS and AARM. Most sites (KH05, KH06, KH07, KH08, KH09, KH10, KH13,
KH14, KH15, KH16, KH17, KH20) were classified as having normal AMS fabrics, as the
mean principal axes of the AMS ellipsoid were nearly coaxial with those of the AARM
ellipsoid. Four sites (KH02, KH03, KH8, and KH11) were identified as having inverse AMS
fabrics, as the mean Kmax and Kmin orientations were sub-parallel to those of AARMmin
and AARMmax, respectively. These inverse components of AMS fabrics can mix with
normal components, resulting in an “intermediate” AMS fabric [61,62]. In our samples,
intermediate AMS fabrics are observed in five sites (KH01, KH04, KH12, KH18, KH19).
Two sites (KH01, KH12) exhibit an interchange of all three principal axes of the AMS
ellipsoid compared to the AARM fabrics, while three sites (KH04, KH18, KH19) show an
interchange between two axes (Kint and Kmax). When considering both AMS and AARM
results, anomalous AMS fabrics (KH01, KH02, KH03, KH8, KH11, KH12) with highly
tilted Kmin axes from the vertical orientation were found to be associated with the inverse
components of the AMS ellipsoid.

In most sites, the site-mean T values indicate a tendency toward oblate AARM ellipsoid
shapes (Table 3). Some sites exhibit prolate AARM ellipsoid shapes (KH05, KH13, KH14,
KH15, KH17, KH18, KH19, KH20). However, when comparing the T values between AMS
and AARM, no consistent relationship was observed with the AMS fabric types. It is likely
due to the weak preferred orientation of the magnetic grains and the interference from the
inverse components of the AMS ellipsoids.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Paleomagnetic Implications for the Age of Eruption

The paleomagnetic data from each site met the data selection criteria proposed by
McElhinny and McFadden [63]. These criteria included obtaining mean ChRM components
from more than five samples per site, maintaining a sufficiently small radius of the 95%
confidence circle (α95 ≤ 3.2◦), and ensuring that the virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) latitude
for each site exceeded 50◦.

As discussed in Section 4.1, the mean directions of Unit I and Unit II were statistically
distinguished. At the same time, Unit III did not pass the significance test with the other
units due to the limited number of sites and a larger α95 value. However, the F-test results
comparing Unit I and Unit II indicate different lava eruption times for these two units.

The VGP positions for each unit are as follows: Unit I, 83.8◦N/183.0◦E (A95 = 2.5◦);
Unit II, 87.7◦N/179.0◦E (A95 = 1.7◦). These VGPs are located close to the geographic North
Pole, suggesting that any significant tectonic movement has not influenced the basalts in
this study’s area since the time of the lava eruption. Furthermore, the primary flow fabrics
(which will be discussed in Section 5.2) support that tectonic correction is not necessary for
determining the ChRM directions.
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Previous studies on eruption ages for Quaternary basalts in this study’s area reported
the following: Unit I, 0.51 Ma [33]; Unit II, 1.08 Ma to 0.09 Ma [34–37]; Unit III, 0.04 Ma [38].
Notably, these basalts exhibit only normal polarity, suggesting eruption during the Brunches
Epoch, namely, after 0.78 Ma. Additionally, the significantly large k-value (700.1) and small
α95 value (1.5◦) of the mean direction of Unit II indicate that the sampled basalts erupted
over a relatively short geologic time. The paleomagnetic directional data derived from this
study are expected to contribute to a global geomagnetic field database as more detailed
and precise dating data on basalts in this study’s area are accumulated in the future.

5.2. Single Domain Effect on Magnetic Fabrics

The occurrence of inverse AMS fabrics, characterized by the interchange of Kmax
and Kmin axes, can be attributed to mainly two causes: (1) secondary processes such
as hydrothermal alteration [64] and tectonic overprinting [65]; (2) the presence of SD
grains [66,67]. Our samples exhibit predominantly sub-horizontal AARMmax axes and
sub-vertical AARMmin axes (Figure 8 and Table 3), indicating that the original fabrics
are associated with the primary lava flow and have no significant subsequent alteration.
Although some sites show inclined AARMmin axes of up to 50◦ from the horizontal axis
(Table 3), this can be attributed to the imbrication of the magnetic foliation plane.

Our mineral magnetic results suggest that SD grains are responsible for the observed
inverse AMS fabrics. Figure 5c presents the grain sizes of the dominant AMS carriers for
each site, classified according to the AMS fabric type. Sites exhibiting inverse AMS fabrics
display hysteresis parameters (white circles) within the SD range (Figure 5c), providing
evidence of SD grains’ influence on the inverse fabric. Conversely, sites with normal
AMS fabrics predominantly exhibit hysteresis ratios (grey circles) within the PSD range,
indicating that SD grains did not significantly contribute to the normal fabric.

The hysteresis ratios vary across the SD to PSD range for sites displaying intermediate
AMS fabrics (white and grey triangles). They are distributed near the boundary between
the SD and PSD regions (Figure 5c). These data points align closely with the SD-SP mixing
line proposed by Dunlop [52] (Figure 5c), indicating the presence of SD grains mixed with
some SP grains, as indicated by slightly wasp-waisted hysteresis loops (Figure 5a,b). Thus,
the intermediate fabrics observed in our samples might arise from a combination of inverse
components resulting from the SD effect mixed with the normal components.

5.3. Inferred Lava Flow Direction

Flow directions were determined for sites with normal AMS fabric. For these sites,
the flow direction is inferred from the magnetic lineation. One of them, site KH20, exhibits
a mean Kmin axis nearly vertical with a slight tilt of 2.3◦ (Table 2), indicating minimal
imbrication. In contrast, the remaining sites with normal AMS fabrics show an oblique
orientation of the mean Kmin axes, ranging from 14.8◦ to 42.3◦ from the vertical (Table 2).
Most sites have mean Kmin axes plunging approximately at 20◦ (14.8◦~24.6◦) from the
vertical axis, while a few sites (KH06, KH10, KH14) exhibit highly inclined mean Kmin axes,
deviating by around 40◦ (34.4◦~42.3◦).

In this study, mean Kmin axes plunging at 70◦ are considered nearly vertical based on
the significant scattering of the principal AMS directions and the poor grouping of Kmin
axes. However, mean Kmin axes with high obliquity (20◦~45◦) from the vertical indicate
magnetic imbrication of elongated grains. This imbrication is likely caused by a parabolic
velocity profile within the lava flow between the ground surface and a solidified roof [13,14].
As the roof solidifies, the flow velocity in the upper and lower parts of the lava becomes
lower compared to the central part, resulting in the opposite imbrication of elongated
grains [13,14,68,69]. In opposite imbrications, the plunge direction of the magnetic foliation
pole (Kmin azimuth) indicates the flow direction [14,70]. Given that our samples were
collected from the lower half of the lava flow, the azimuth of the Kmin axes could be parallel
to the flow vector [13,17,70].
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The determined lava flow directions were shown on the geologic map (Figure 9). Three
sites (KH15, KH17, KH20) used bidirectional lineation as the flow direction indicator. For
the remaining sites, flow directions were determined using magnetic imbrication (Figure 9).
The inferred flow directions, pointing toward the south–southwest, are consistent with
previous work that utilized vesicle structure in the field [3]. This agreement is observed at
sites KH09 and KH20.
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Figure 9. (upper left) A satellite map showing this study’s area. MDL: Military Demarcation Line
between South and North Korea. (lower left/right) Inferred lava flow directions with 95% confidence
level on the map in the downstream/upstream regions of Hantangang River. DF: Dongduchen Fault,
DSF: Dongsong Fault, JF: Jeongok Fault, KF: Kimhwa Fault, DTF: Damteo Fault, SF: Singo Fault, and
PF: Pochen Fault.

The lava flow directions were determined for four sites (KH02, KH03, KH08, KH11)
exhibiting an inverse fabric (Kmax-Kmin interchange). The direction of Kmax axes, which
deviates from the vertical axis, was taken as the direction of imbrication. For three sites
(KH04, KH18, KH19) showing intermediate fabric (group 1; Kmax-Kint interchange), the
direction of the Kmin axes deviated from the vertical axis by from 22.2◦ to 44.9◦. Therefore,
this deviation was considered magnetic imbrication. In the case of two sites (KH01, KH12)
with intermediate fabric (group 2), where all three axes interchanged, the axes’ distribution
was considered. In the case of site KH01, the direction of Kmax axes was estimated as the
magnetic lineation (Figure 9).

In this study, lava flow directions were determined from a total of 20 sites. However,
due to the limited number of sampling sites, it has not been possible to identify specific lava
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sources definitively. Nonetheless, the lava flow directions obtained for each Unit provide
valuable information about the past topography during the lava eruption.

Unit I, the oldest basalt in this study’s area, is exclusively found in the upstream region
of the Hantangang River (the northeastern part). The lava flow directions observed at five
sites (KH01, KH06, KH07, KH09, and KH10) consistently point toward the southwest or
southeast, indicating a downstream flow direction. These observations suggest that the
Unit I lavas originated from a previously proposed source within North Korea, such as
Mt. Ori and the 680 m Upland [2]. Similarly, both Unit II (KH02 and KH03) and Unit
III (KH05) demonstrate a strong alignment with the current channel of the Hantangang
River (Figure 9). These findings imply that the paleo-channel and surrounding topography
of the Hantangang River during the time of lava flows were largely consistent with the
present-day configuration, providing further support for the work by Hakim et al. [9].

However, the Jeongok region in the southwestern part of this study’s area shows a
different pattern compared to the northeastern part. Although most lava flows from Units
II and III follow the Hantangang River channel, the flow directions suggest that they may
have originated from other directions to the north or northwest rather than upstream in
the northeastern region (e.g., KH14, KH15, KH16, KH19). Therefore, the possibility of
potentially unknown volcanic sources in the surrounding area cannot be ruled out.

In summary, the distribution of Quaternary basalts in this study’s area is predomi-
nantly confined to the channel of the Hantangang River and its immediate vicinity during
lava flow. The sampling sites are limited to the outcrops located within the current channel
of the Hantangang River, as much of the larger area has been eroded or buried. Furthermore,
the complete stratigraphic relationship of the lava flows has yet to be fully elucidated, em-
phasizing the need for a more robust eruption history related to the source regions. Given
several faults with a north–south orientation in this study’s area (as shown in Figure 9),
further comprehensive investigations are required to identify potential volcanic sources
throughout the area.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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representative sample of the site.
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Abstract: Recently, multi-trace impedance inversion has attracted great interest in seismic exploration
because it improves the horizontal continuity and fidelity of the inversion results by exploiting the
lateral structure information of the strata. However, computational inefficiency affects its practical
application. Furthermore, in terms of vertical constraints on the model parameters, it only considers
smooth features while ignoring sharp discontinuity features. This leads to yielding an over-smooth
solution that does not accurately reflect the distribution of underground rock. To deal with the above
situations, we first develop a low-dimensional multi-trace impedance inversion (LMII) framework.
Inspired by compressed sensing, this framework utilizes low-dimensional measurements in sparse
space containing the maximum information of the signal to construct the objective function for
multi-trace inversion, which can significantly reduce the size of the inversion problem and improve
the inverse efficiency. Then, we introduce the elastic half (EH) norm as a vertical constraint on
the model parameters in the LMII framework and formulate a novel constrained LMII model for
impedance inversion. Because the introduced EH norm takes into account both the smoothness
and blockiness of rock impedance, the constrained LMII model can effectively raise the inversion
accuracy of complex strata. Finally, an efficient alternating multiplier iteration algorithm is derived
based on the variable splitting technique to optimize the constrained LMII model. The performance
of the developed approaches is tested using synthetic and practical data, and the results prove their
feasibility and superiority.

Keywords: multi-trace impedance inversion; low-dimensional space; elastic half norm; compressed
sensing; variable splitting

1. Introduction

Impedance is a critical parameter to describe the properties of underground rock,
and its accurate estimation is essential for mineral zone prediction and deposit charac-
terization [1–3]. In mineral exploration, seismic inversion is a major tool to obtain the
impedance of subsurface rocks. Affected by the band-limited nature of seismic data, in-
complete data coverage, and noise interference, seismic inversion is usually ill-conditioned.
Generally, it is difficult to obtain a stable and unique impedance profile [4,5]. To overcome
the ill-conditions of impedance inversion and obtain reliable inversion results, regularized
inversion techniques that introduce additional prior information have been extensively
studied by exploration geophysicists.

Currently, the regularized inversion methods available for impedance prediction can
be divided into two main categories: Type one is Tikhonov regularization inversion. This
kind of method employs the L2 norm [6,7] or Gaussian prior distribution [8] to constrain the
solution and force it to satisfy the smoothness condition. Unfortunately, these methods can
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blur sharp impedance edges and produce over-smooth solutions [9,10], which is detrimen-
tal to fine reservoir characterization. Another type is sparsity regularized inversion. This
type of approach constrains the solution by using sparse norms or long-tailed distributions,
imposing it to exhibit blocky features. Typical sparse regularization for impedance inver-
sion includes total-variation regularization [11–14], L0 norm [15], L1 norm [16,17], L1-2
norm [18,19], Lp (0 < p < 1) norm [20], and Cauchy distribution [21,22]. Although sparse
regularization preserves important edge information, it is inadequate for describing the
prior information of rock impedance. The reason is that subsurface strata usually contain
edge discontinuities that separate two smooth regions [9,10], while sparse regularization
can only identify a single sharp property and cannot effectively characterize the smooth
structures of stratigraphy. Similar to sparse regularization, Tikhonov regularization is also
unable to model both smooth and sharp features of subsurface strata. Therefore, the regular-
ized inversion methods mentioned above are ineffective in obtaining unbiased impedance
estimation [14,23]. Additionally, these methods perform a trace-by-trace inversion, which
ignores the lateral coherence between seismic traces [24–28].

Recently, several multi-trace impedance inversion (MII) methods were developed to
eliminate the lateral instability problem caused by trace-by-trace inversion. Hamid and
Pidlisecky present a laterally constrained MII algorithm [24], which constructs a constraint
term in the horizontal direction using a second-order derivative operator to improve the lateral
continuity of the inverted impedance. Karimi discusses the limitations of the MII method in
the presence of tilted layers [29]. Hamid and Pidlisecky integrate seismic dip information into
the impedance inversion and develop an MII method with structural constraints [26]. This
method rotates the derivative operator by employing dip information to force the inversion
results to honor the local structure, which enhances the adaptability of the MII method to
high-steep layers. Yin et al. propose a cross-correlation-driven MII method that uses cross-
correlation to describe the structural characteristics of stratigraphic reflections and raises the
stability of impedance inversion [30]. Zhang et al. extract the local structural direction using
the structure tensor and design a structure-oriented regularization method for impedance
inversion [31]. Although the above MII techniques have made important contributions to
improving the spatial continuity and stability of inversion results, there are still two critical
issues to be addressed. One is the efficiency issue. The above MII approaches need to
expand the forward operator via the Kronecker product to construct the objective function.
Since the size of the forward operator is exponentially related to the number of traces and
sampling points, the inverse problem has a large scale when both are enormous. Solving
the large-scale inverse problem is so time-consuming that the MII method is challenged
in practical application. Another one is the accuracy issue. The above MII approaches all
construct the constraint terms with the L2 norm, which implies these methods only consider
the smoothness and ignore the sharp discontinuity features in terms of vertical constraints
on the model parameters. Thus, these methods cannot produce an optimal solution that
accurately reflects the impedance distribution.

To address the above issues as much as possible, we propose a low-dimensional
multi-trace impedance inversion (LMII) method with elastic half (EH) norm constraints in
this paper. Specifically, we first develop a novel LMII inversion framework. Enlightened
by compressed sensing [32,33], this framework uses low-dimensional measurements in a
sparse domain containing the maximum information of the signal to construct the objective
function for multi-trace inversion, which can effectively reduce the size of the inversion
problem and improve the inversion efficiency. Subsequently, we introduce the sum of
L1/2 norm and L2 norm, called EH norm [34], as a vertical constraint on the model
parameters in the LMII framework to obtain an unbiased impedance estimation. As a
combination of sparse regularization and Tikhonov regularization, the EH norm is able
to characterize both blocky and smooth features of underground rock. Therefore, the
LMII model constrained by the EH norm can effectively raise the inversion accuracy
compared with the traditional MII method that only considers smoothness. Then, based
on the variable splitting technique [35,36], we derive an efficient alternating multiplier
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iteration algorithm to optimize the constrained LMII problem. Finally, the effectiveness
and superiority of the developed methods are verified by synthetic and field data.

2. Methodology
2.1. MII Method

According to the Robinson convolution model [37], seismic records can be represented
as a convolution of source wavelet and reflection coefficient series:

s = w ∗ r + n, (1)

where s ∈ RM denotes the seismic record, w ∈ RM denotes the source wavelet, r ∈ RM

denotes the reflection coefficient series, and n ∈ RM denotes the noise. Reformulating
Equation (1) as matrix-vector product yields:

s = Wr + n, (2)

where W ∈ RM×M is the circular matrix formed by source wavelet time-shifting. Under
the small reflection coefficient hypothesis [37], the following linearized relationship exists
between the subsurface impedance and reflection coefficient:

r(t) =
1
2

ln
(

z(t + 1)
z(t)

)
=

1
2
(ln(z(t + 1))− ln(z(t))), (3)

where z denotes impedance and t represents time. By arranging the reflection coefficients
along the time axis, one obtains:

r =
1
2

Dz, (4)

where D is the first-order derivative operator in the time direction and z represents the nat-
ural logarithm of the stratigraphic impedance. Combining Equations (2) and (4) produces
the following forward problem

s =
1
2

WDz + n = Gz + n. (5)

In the multi-trace case, Equation (5) can be expanded to the following form




s1
s2
...

sN




︸ ︷︷ ︸
S

=




G1 0 0 0
0 G2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 GN




︸ ︷︷ ︸
G




z1
z2
...

zN




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z

+




n1
n2
...

nN




︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

. (6)

To obtain the subsurface impedance, a common method is to formulate a least-square
optimization problem:

Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2
‖S−GZ‖2

2, (7)

where Z∗ denotes the optimal estimation of natural logarithmic impedance Z. Due to the
ill-conditioning feature of G and the presence of noise, Equation (7) is often ill-posed. Thus,
Equation (7) needs to introduce prior information through regularization terms to obtain a
stable and reliable solution. In the conventional MII method [24], lateral structure as well
as reference model constraints are inserted to improve the inversion accuracy. Specifically,
the objective function of the conventional MII method can be expressed as
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Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2‖S−GZ‖2

2 + λ‖Zre f − Z‖2
2 + µ‖CZ‖2

2,

= argmin
Z

1
2‖

¯
S−GZ‖

2

2

(8)

where
¯
S =




S√
2λZre f

0


 ∈ R3MN , G =




G√
2λI

−
√

2µC


 ∈ R3MN×MN , Zre f is the low-frequency

reference model constructed from geological knowledge or well log, I is the identity matrix,
C is the second-order difference operator in the spatial direction, λ and µ are the weight
factors. Equation (8) has an analytical solution, that is:

Z* =

(
¯
G

T ¯
G

)−1
¯
G

T¯
S, (9)

where
¯
G

T

represents the transpose of
¯
G. Equation (9) involves the inverse operation of

large-scale matrices and using it directly for impedance inversion is very time-consuming.
Alternatively, the conjugate gradient method [38], which does not involve an inverse matrix,
is usually adopted to solve Z*. However, it still suffers from computational inefficiency due
to the limitation of matrix scale. In order to address this issue, a novel LMII framework is
developed in this paper.

2.2. LMII Framework

Given an orthogonal transform matrix Φ, whose columns are orthogonal atoms
{ϕi}M

i=1, any M-dimensional discrete signal can be represented as a linear combination of
these atoms:

x =
M

∑
i=1

ϕiαi = Φα, (10)

where αi = 〈ϕi, x〉 is the projection coefficient of signal x on the i-th atom and 〈•, •〉 denotes
the Euclidean inner product operator. Compressive sensing [32,33] proved that, if the
projection α is sparse, then K (K � M) non-adaptive measurements of α observed by a
measurement matrix satisfying certain conditions are sufficient to accurately recover x.
Mathematically, the above K-dimensional measurements can be expressed as:

f = Ψα, (11)

where f ∈ RK is the low-dimensional measurement and Ψ ∈ RK×M is the measurement
matrix. Theoretically, the condition to be satisfied by the measurement matrix can be
described by the restricted isometry (RIP) property [39] as follows:

(1− δK)‖α‖2
2 ≤ ‖Ψα‖2

2 ≤ (1 + δK)‖α‖2
2, (12)

where δk ∈ [0, 1] is the isometry constant of Ψ. Essentially, δk quantitatively describes the
preservation for the information contained in the original signal by low-dimensional mea-
surements. δK = 0 indicates complete preservation, while δK = 1 indicates no preservation.
To recover the signal exactly, δK needs to be as small as possible, which means that the
subsets of K columns of Ψ are close to a set of standard orthogonal basis [40].

Inspired by the above idea, we develop a novel LMII framework in sparse space. Con-
cretely, by employing orthogonal transform to convert the multi-trace inversion objective
function from the spatio-temporal domain to sparse space, one can obtain:

Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2
‖S’ − F1GZ‖2

2 + λ‖Z′re f − F2Z‖2
2 + µ‖CZ‖2

2, (13)
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where F1 = kron(IN×N , Φ1), F2 = kron(IN×N , Φ2), kron(•, •) denotes the Kronecker
product operator, Φ1 and Φ2 denote the employed sparse transform, and S’ = F1S and
Z′re f = F2Zre f denote projections of the seismic profile and the low-frequency reference
model in sparse space, respectively. Afterwards, the measurement matrix is designed
according to the RIP property and the low-dimensional measurement is performed in the
sparse space to obtain the following LMII framework:

Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2‖Ŝ−M1F1GZ‖2

2 + λ‖Ẑre f −M2F2Z‖2
2 + µ‖CZ‖2

2

= argmin
Z

1
2‖S̃− G̃Z‖2

2

(14)

where M1 = kron(IN×N , Ψ1), M2 = kron(IN×N , Ψ2), Ψ1, and Ψ2 denote the designed
measurement matrix and Ŝ = M1S’ and Ẑre f = M2Z′re f represent the low-dimensional
measurements of seismic profile and low-frequency reference model in the sparse space,

S̃ =




Ŝ√
2λẐre f

0


 ∈ R(κ1+κ2+1)MN , G̃ =




M1F1G√
2λM2F2
−
√

2µC


 ∈ R(κ1+κ2+1)MN×MN , κ1, κ2 ∈ (0, 1]

denote the measurement ratios of seismic profile and reference model, respectively. Since
both κ1 and κ2 are less than 1, the scale of the LMII problem is significantly smaller than
that of the traditional MII problem. Obviously, this provides a reliable guarantee for the
efficient inversion of rock impedance.

2.3. Constrained LMII Model via EH Norm

Although the developed LMII framework effectively improves solution efficiency,
it still has limitations in accuracy (the conventional MII method also has this problem).
Concretely, in terms of vertical constraints on the model parameters, this method only
considers smooth features and ignores sharp discontinuity features, which leads to its
solution being too smooth to accurately reflect the distribution of underground rock. To
address this issue, we introduce the EH norm [34] in the LMII framework as a vertical
constraint on the model parameters and formulate a constrained LMII model for impedance
inversion. Since the introduced EH norm takes into account both the smoothness and
blockiness of the rock impedance, the constrained LMII model can raise the inversion
accuracy of complex stratigraphy. Formulaically, the constrained LMII model can be
written as:

Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2
‖S̃− G̃Z‖2

2 + µ‖CZ‖2
2 + γ‖BZ‖1/2

1/2 + β‖BZ‖2
2, (15)

where
_
S =

[
Ŝ√

2λẐre f

]
,
_
G =

[
M1F1G√
2λM2F2

]
, B = kron(IN×N , D), ‖•‖1/2

1/2 denotes the L1/2

norm and γ and β are weighting factors. Equation (15) can be equivalently converted into
the following optimization problem:

Z∗ = argmin
Z

1
2
‖
_
S −

_
GZ‖

2

2 + µ‖AZ‖2
2 + γ‖BZ‖1/2

1/2, (16)

where A = C +
√

β/µB. To optimize Equation (16), we derive an efficient alternating
multiplier iteration algorithm based on variable splitting technique. Specifically, with
the aid of the variable splitting technique [35,36], the following constrained minimization
problem is generated by introducing an auxiliary variable T = BZ into Equation (16)

(Z∗, T∗) = argmin
Z,T

1
2
‖
_
S −

_
GZ‖

2

2 + µ‖AZ‖2
2 + γ‖T‖1/2

1/2 s.t. T = BZ. (17)
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Equation (17) can be minimized in an unconstrained manner by formulating it as an
augmented Lagrangian function. To be specific, its augmented Lagrangian function is:

L(Z, T, c) = min
Z,T,c

1
2
‖
_
S −

_
GZ‖

2

2 + µ‖AZ‖2
2 + γ‖T‖1/2

1/2 + 〈BZ− T, c〉+ ς

2
‖BZ− T‖2

2, (18)

where c is a Lagrangian multiplier and ς is a non-negative parameter that controls the
convergence rate of the algorithm. The minimizer of Equation (18) is the saddle point of
function L(Z, T, c), which can be computed by the following iterative steps:

Z(k+1) = argmin
Z
L
(

Z, T(k), u(k)
)
= argmin

Z

1
2
‖
_
S −

_
GZ‖

2

2 + µ‖AZ‖2
2 +

ς

2
‖BZ− T(k) + u(k)‖2

2, (19)

T(k+1) = argmin
T
L
(

Z(k+1), T, u(k)
)
= argmin

T
γ‖T‖1/2

1/2 +
ς

2
‖BZ(k+1) − T + u(k)‖2

2, (20)

u(k+1) = u(k) + BZ(k+1) − T(k+1), (21)

where u = c/ς is the scaled Lagrangian multiplier and k denotes the iteration index.
Equation (19) is a quadratic equation whose solution can be obtained by first order necessary
conditions. Specifically, letting its derivative of variable Z be zero yields

−
_
G

T(_
S −

_
GZ
)
+ 2µATAZ + ςBT

(
BZ− T(k) + u(k)

)
= 0. (22)

By simplifying Equation (22), the optimal solution of Equation (19) can be obtained:

Z(k+1) =

(
_
G

T_
G + 2µATA + ςBTB

)−1(_
G

T_
S + ςBT

(
T(k) − u(k)

))
. (23)

Equation (20) is a typical L1/2 norm optimization problem [41], whose solution can be
computed by the following half-threshold function:

T(k+1) = Hλ

(
BZ(k+1) + u(k)

)
, (24)

where

Hλ(x) =

{
fλ(xi) , |xi| > 3 3√2

4 λ
2
3

0, otherwise
, (25)

fλ(xi) =
2xi
3

(
1 + cos

(
2π

3
− 2ϕλ(xi)

3

))
, (26)

ϕλ(xi) = arccos

(
λ

8

( |xi|
3

)−3/2
)

, (27)

where λ = γ/ς. Updating the variables Z, T, u by Equations (21), (23), and (24) until the
change of objective function is below the threshold level, we attain the optimal natural
logarithmic impedance Z∗. Note that the computational bottleneck of Equation (23) is the
matrix inversion. Similar to solving Equation (9), this equation also needs to be solved
by the simple and efficient conjugate gradient algorithm. Finally, perform the following
exponential operation:

z = exp(Z∗), (28)

and the final predicted rock impedance can be obtained.

3. Examples

In this section, we implement two experiments (one synthetic and one field) to evaluate
the feasibility and effectiveness of our presented methods. For our methods, it is a critical
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task to select appropriate sparse transforms and measurement matrices. In all examples,
we employ the discrete Hartley transform (DHT) [42] as a tool for domain conversion
because it can concentrate signal energy in the low-frequency part of the spectrum (see
Figure 1). Meanwhile, we employ a binary matrix with orthogonal rows as the measurement
matrix, which greatly avoids the loss of information contained in the original signal and can
effectively maintain the accuracy of impedance inversion. For comparison, the conventional
MII method is used as a benchmark. To be fair, the parameters of comparison methods are
carefully tuned several times to yield optimal inversion results in each case.
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Figure 1. Verification of the validity of DHT domain conversion: (a) Impedance model; (b) Low-
frequency reference model; (c) Synthetic seismic data; (d,e) DHT coefficients of low-frequency
reference model and synthetic seismic data, respectively. The DHT coefficients for both the low-
frequency reference model and the synthetic data are distributed at the low-frequency end. This
indicates that DHT can concentrate signal energy in the low-frequency part of the spectrum.

3.1. Synthetic Example

First, we check the effectiveness of the developed methods with the SEG/EAGE over-
thrust impedance model (Figure 2a). Figure 2b depicts the noise-free seismic profile syn-
thesized by convolving a 30 Hz Ricker wavelet with the reflection coefficients calculated
in Figure 2a. This profile contains 801 traces and 373 sampling points with a sampling in-
terval of 2 ms. The conventional MII, LMII, and constrained LMII methods are used for
impedance inversion, and their inversion results are presented in Figure 3a–c, respectively.
For the above methods, they are set to the same stopping criterion, i.e., the algorithm stops
when the number of iterations is greater than 500 or the tolerance error is less than 10−6. It
should be noted that the low-frequency reference model (Figure 2c) utilized in the above three
methods is obtained by performing 10 Hz low-pass filtering on Figure 2a. In addition, the
measurement ratios of seismic data and reference model are set to 0.45 and 0.1 in the LMII
and constrained LMII methods, respectively. As shown in Figure 3a–c, all these methods
effectively recover small-scale geological information such as thin layers, lenses, pinch-outs,
and channels. Figure 3d–f depicts the difference between the results inverted by the above
three methods and the true impedance. As observed from Figure 3d–f, the residuals of the
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conventional MIII method and the LMII method are basically the same, while the residuals
of the constrained LMII method are significantly smaller than the other two methods. This
indicates that introducing the EH norm effectively improves inversion accuracy. In other
words, the EH norm is more accurate than the conventional Tikhonov regularization in char-
acterizing the subsurface structure. To visually compare the advantages and disadvantages
of the three methods, Figure 4 displays the zoomed-in views of the true impedance and the
inversion results of Figure 3. Figure 4 demonstrates that the inversion results obtained by the
MII and LMII methods are oversmooth, blurring the stratigraphic boundaries and producing
additional pseudo-layer interferences (as shown by the arrows). In contrast, the inversion
results yielded by the constrained LMII method show stratigraphic boundaries more clearly,
while greatly avoiding erroneous pseudo-layer interferences.
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Figure 2. Synthetic example: (a) Theoretical overthrust impedance model; (b) Synthetic noise-free
seismic profile; (c) Low-frequency reference model.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the reliability of these inverted results, root mean
square error (RMSE) defined by the following equation is used as the evaluation index:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
M× N

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(
zij − yij

)2
(29)

where y denotes the true impedance, z denotes the predicted impedance, M and N represent
the number of sampling points and the number of seismic traces, respectively. Note that
a smaller RMSE means higher reliability of the predicted impedance. The quantitative
comparison of the inverted results of Figure 3 is listed in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, the
constrained LMII method achieves a smaller RMSE value than the other two methods.
This further demonstrates that the constrained LMII method can recover the impedance
of subsurface rock more precisely. Moreover, the RMSE values obtained by the MII and
LMII methods are basically consistent, but the calculation time of the conventional MII
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method is obviously longer than that of the LMII method. This provides reliable proof
that the LMII method can effectively improve inversion efficiency while maintaining
inversion accuracy. It should be pointed out that although the constrained LMII method
uses an efficient alternating multiplier iteration algorithm to solve its objective function,
it is slightly longer than the LMII method in terms of computational time due to the non-
convex optimization involved. Notwithstanding, the constrained LMII method still has an
advantage in computational efficiency compared to the conventional MII method.

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation index and running time of the inversion results of Figure 3.

Method RMSE (×10−3) Time (s)

MII 46.10 261.89
LMII 46.11 135.13

Constrained LMII 29.06 161.17
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Figure 3. Comparison of the inversion results obtained by different methods in the noise-free case:
(a) Inversion results by MII; (b) Inversion results by LMII; (c) Inversion results by constrained LMII;
(d) Difference between (a) and the true impedance; (e) Difference between (b) and the true impedance;
(f) Difference between (c) and the true impedance.
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Figure 4. Zoomed-in view of the inversion results shown in Figure 3: (a) Zoomed-in view of the true
model; (b–d) Zoomed-in views of Figure 3a–c, respectively.

To test the stability of the developed LMII and constrained LMII methods, we add
Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 3 (whose mean is 0 and standard
deviation is one-third of the root mean square of the signal) to Figure 2b and obtain a noisy
seismic profile for impedance inversion (Figure 5). In this case, the reference model and
the setting of measurement ratios are the same as in the noise-free experiment. Figure 6a–c
presents the results inverted by MII, LMII, and constrained LMII methods, respectively.
Figure 6d–f presents the residuals between these inversion results and the true impedance,
respectively. Note that the maximum number of iterations and tolerance error for the above
methods are set to 500 and 10−3. As observed from Figure 6, all inversion methods can
recover impedance from noise-contaminated seismic data. Nevertheless, the constrained
LMII method is significantly better than the other two methods in terms of accuracy since
the constrained LMII method achieves a smaller residual. For better comparison, a zoomed
window of the true impedance and the inverted results of Figure 6 are shown in Figure 7. At
the same time, Figure 8 compares the impedance curves of the 300th trace of the inversion
results shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the impedance interfaces
of the MII and LMII methods are blurred, while the pseudo-layer interferences are obvious
(as shown by arrows). In contrast, the impedance inverted by the constrained LMII method
is much better than the other two methods, where the prediction errors are lower, and the
layer interfaces are clear. To quantitatively evaluate the inversion quality, we calculate the
RMSE values of the three inversion results and show them in Table 2. Also, the elapsed time
of the above three inversion methods is listed in Table 2. From Table 2, it can be found that
the inversion accuracy of the LMII method is essentially the same as that of the traditional
MII methods, while the elapsed time is reduced by nearly half. This further illustrates the
advantage of the LMII method in improving inversion efficiency. Besides, it can also be
found from Table 2 that the constrained LMII method has a smaller RMSE value than the
other two methods, which again effectively proves that the constrained LMII method is
effective in improving the inversion quality. At the same time, this result also validates that
the constrained LMII method has better robustness under noise circumstances.
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Figure 6. Comparison of inversion results by different methods in the noisy case: (a–c) present
inversion results by MII, LMII, and constrained LMII, respectively; (d–f) present their residuals with
the true impedance, respectively.
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Table 2. Quantitative evaluation index and running time of the inversion results of Figure 6.

Method RMSE (×10−3) Time (s)

MII 79.93 269.31
LMII 79.94 138.28

Constrained LMII 57.92 165.80

3.2. Field Example

In this subsection, we apply the developed algorithms to the field data to test their
practicability for real data inversion. Figure 9a shows 2D field post-stack data, which
consists of 901 traces, each containing 300 sampling points with an interval of 1 ms. Therein,
a blind well at the 288th trace (shown as the gray line) to judge the reliability of the
predicted result. Note that this blind well does not participate in the inversion procedure.
Figure 9b displays the low-frequency reference model used for impedance inversion, which
is derived by interpolation from the 12–14 Hz high-cut filtered log data within the work area.
Figure 10a–c presents the results predicted by the MII, LMII, and constrained LMII methods,
respectively. In this case, the maximum number of iterations and the tolerance error of the
above methods are set to 500 and 10−5, respectively. In addition, the measurement ratios of
the seismic record and reference model are set to 0.25 and 0.1 in the LMII and constrained
LMII methods, respectively. It is evident from Figure 10 that the inversion results obtained
by all three methods well reflect the lateral extension and lithological variation patterns
of the geological bodies. Nevertheless, one notices that the constrained LMII method
performs better than the other two methods in identifying the stratigraphic boundaries.
Specifically, the results inverted by the constrained LMII method (Figure 10c) have obvious
blocky characteristics and show clear geological boundaries, while the results inverted by
the other two are over-smooth, blurring the lithological boundary features and leading
to difficulties in layer identification. Additionally, the conventional MII method and the
LMII method also produce additional pseudo-layer interferences (as shown in the elliptical
zone). To better illustrate this point, Figure 11a–c presents the measured well logging curve
at the 288th trace and the predicted impedance by the above three inversion methods,
respectively. Herein, the green line represents the low-frequency reference curve, the black
line represents the logging data, and the red line represents the predicted impedance
curve. It is clear from Figure 11 that these inversion results show similar trends to the
well log, but the inverted curve by the constrained LMII approach is more consistent
with the well log (as shown by the arrows). In addition, as seen in the logging curve, a
low-impedance shale layer exists near 3.23 s. After inversion by the conventional MII
method and the LMII method, pseudo-layer interferences are generated in their results,
which led to the appearance of false sand-shale interbeds. In contrast, the constrained
LMII method effectively avoids the pseudo-layer interferences and correctly identifies this
stratum. It reveals that the constrained LMII method outperforms the other two methods
in terms of inversion reliability, which is consistent with the synthetic examples. In this
case, the running times of the MII method, the LMII method, and the constrained LMII
method are 298.74, 138.19, and 152.21 s, respectively. Clearly, both LMII and constrained
LMII methods have smaller computing costs compared with the MII method, which
further demonstrates that it is effective to compress the size of the inverse problem by
low-dimensional measurements in sparse space.
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low-frequency reference model, well log, and inverted impedance curve, respectively. The well
log shows a low-impedance shale layer at the green circle. The MII and LMII methods produce
pseudo-layer interferences, resulting in false sand-shale interbeds at this location. The constrained
LMII method effectively avoids the pseudo-layer interferences and correctly identifies this formation.

4. Discussion

Investigating the sensitivity of the impedance inversion algorithm to the estimation
accuracy of the source wavelet has important guiding significance for its subsequent
practical application. Herein, we take Figure 2 as an example to study the sensitivity of
the proposed methods to the source wavelet. Figure 12 shows the relationship curves
between the quantitative evaluation index (RMSE) of inversion results by the proposed
algorithms and wavelet estimation accuracy. As shown in Figure 12, the smallest RMSE
value is obtained when the exact wavelet (i.e., frequency of 30 Hz) is used as the input of
the LMII and constrained LMII algorithms. This means that both LMII and constrained
LMII algorithms achieve the highest inversion accuracy at this time. With the decrease
in the wavelet estimation accuracy, the RMSE value of inversion results yielded by the
LMII and constrained LMII methods gradually increases. This result demonstrates that
the performance of the LMII and constrained LMII methods has a strong dependence on
the estimation accuracy of the source wavelet. Therefore, in order to achieve a satisfactory
inversion result, the exact source wavelet must be extracted before applying the LMII and
constrained LMII methods for impedance inversion.
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Although the developed method effectively improves the computational accuracy and
efficiency of the multi-trace impedance inversion, it is not flawless and is prone to suffering
from lateral smearing when dealing with highly dipping structures. The reason is that
the lateral constraint term constructed by the second-order difference operator only forces
lateral smoothing and ignores the morphology of underground structures [26]. Recently,
structure-oriented multi-trace impedance inversion methods [26,30,31] have effectively solved
the lateral smearing problem and can be better adapted to inversion work in regions with
large dips. However, similar to the traditional multi-trace impedance method, these methods
also suffer from insufficient inversion efficiency and accuracy. Fortunately, the inversion
framework presented in this paper has excellent expansibility. Therefore, combining the
proposed inversion framework with structure-oriented multi-trace inversion methods to
develop a series of novel impedance inversion algorithms that can adapt to highly dipping
structures with high computational efficiency and accuracy will be a future research direction.
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5. Conclusions

To address the issues existing in the conventional MII method with low efficiency and
accuracy, a low-dimensional multi-trace inversion method with elastic half norm constraints
is proposed. First, we develop an LMII inversion framework that efficiently reduces the
scale of the MII inversion problem and thus achieves efficient inversion. Concretely, this
framework converts the seismic data and reference impedance into the sparse space by
an orthogonal transformation and constructs the objective function with a smaller size
for multi-trace inversion using the low-dimensional measurements in the sparse domain.
Subsequently, on the basis of the developed LMII framework, we introduce the EH norm as
a vertical constraint on the model parameters and propose a novel constrained LMII model
for inverting the subsurface impedance. Since this inversion procedure considers both
the smoothness and blockiness of the subsurface strata, it can significantly improve the
inversion precision compared with the traditional MII method, which considers smoothness
only. Finally, based on the variable splitting technique, we derive an alternating multiplier
iteration algorithm to efficiently solve the constrained LMII problem. Two experiments are
conducted to investigate the performance of the developed algorithms. The results indicate
that the LMII framework can effectively improve the multi-trace inversion efficiency while
keeping the inversion accuracy constant. Meanwhile, it is also shown that the constrained
LMII model can evidently promote the quality of impedance inversion while inheriting the
efficiency of the LMII framework. In addition, it should be pointed out that the proposed
methods have good scalability and can be extended to gravity inversion, magnetic inversion,
and other fields to provide new insights for solving more geophysical problems.
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Abstract: To further explore the geological structure and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic hydrocarbon
prospects in the northern area of the South Yellow Sea (SYS), multiple geological and geophysical
data were systematically gathered and compiled, including gravity and magnetic data, seismic
surveys, drilling data, and previous research results. The characteristics and genesis of the gravity
and magnetic anomalies are examined. This study employs residual gravity anomalies and multiple
edge detection methods to identify fault lineament structures and assess the tectonic framework.
Moreover, the study utilizes 2.5D gravity-seismic joint modellings and regression analysis to estimate
the basement depth. Additionally, the study examines the basement characteristics and discusses
the thickness of the Mesozoic–Paleozoic strata. Finally, the study further identifies prospects for
hydrocarbons in the Mesozoic–Paleozoic. Our findings show that the faults are incredibly abundant
and that the intensity of fault activity weakens gradually from NW to SE. Specifically, NE (NEE)
trending faults are interlaced and cut off by NW (NWW), near-EW, and near-SN trending secondary
faults, which form an en-echelon composite faults system with a dominant NE (NEE) orientation.
Thick Mesozoic–Paleozoic strata are preserved, but we observe distinct variations in basement
characteristics and the pre-Cenozoic structural deformation along the N-S direction. Therefore,
the Northern Basin of SYS (NBSYS) and the Middle Uplift of SYS (MUSYS) are characterized by
alternating sags and bulges in the S-N direction and in the E-W direction, respectively, forming a
chessboard tectonic framework. Considering the oil and gas accumulation model, we identify three
target hydrocarbon prospects in the NBSYS and two favorable hydrocarbon prospects in the MUSYS.

Keywords: gravity modelling; gravity and magnetic anomalies; tectonic characteristic; hydrocarbon
prospect; the northern area of the South Yellow Sea

1. Introduction

The northern area of the South Yellow Sea (SYS) is mainly located in the Lower Yangtze
Plate (LYP) east of the Tancheng–Lujiang fault zone (TLFZ), the north of which is close
to the Shandong Peninsula (SP). This belongs to the Sino–Korean Plate (SKP), and the
south of the SKP is tightly connected to the South China Plate (SCP) (Figure 1). Large
numbers of geological and geophysical investigations for hydrocarbon exploration have
been conducted in the SYS since the 1960s. Over the years, considerable geological and
geophysical data have been collected. Exploration practices and research results indicate
that the SYS is rich in hydrocarbons and other potential resources [1–13]. However, since
the pre-Sinian period, the Mesozoic-Paleozoic marine sedimentary basin of the SYS has
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experienced the forceful action of multi-period tectonic movements, including the Caledo-
nian, Hercynian, Indosinian, Yanshan, and Himalayan movements [4–7,14,15]. Moreover,
the strata have experienced multiple tectonic events, including extrusion uplift and de-
nudation, extensional rift sedimentation, and igneous rock intrusion across different ages,
resulting in large structural fluctuations, fault development, significant lateral variations,
and substantial heterogeneity. The pre-Cenozoic residual basins developed through these
processes, creating a complex sedimentary system, fault system, and distinctive tectonic
evolution characteristics [5,6,15–18]. As a result, these processes have made it significantly
more challenging to understand the geological structure and to prospect for hydrocarbon
resources in the pre-Cenozoic residual basins.
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Figure 1. Map of geotectonic locations in the SYS and adjacent areas: (a) geological sketch map of
the study area modified from [18]; (b) modified from [19]; topography and bathymetry data were
derived from SRTM30_PLUS V11, which is sourced from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the
University of California San Diego [20]. 1© Tancheng–Lujiang Fault zone (TLFZ); 2© Wulian–Qingdao–
Rongcheng Fault zone (WQRFZ); 3© Qianliyan Fault zone (QLFZ); 4© Jiashan–Xiangshui Fault zone
(JXFZ); 5© Jiangshan–Shaoxing Fault zone (JSFZ). SKP—Sino-Korean Plate; LYP—Lower Yangtze
Plate; SCP—South China Plate; LNP—Lingnan Plate; GP—Gyeonggi Plate; LLP–Langlin Plate;
SYS—the South Yellow Sea. YLU—Yanliao Uplift; BBB—Baohai Bay Basin; LDU—Liaodong
Uplift; HYU—Haiyangdao Uplift; AZB—Anzhou Basin; NYSB—the North Yellow Sea Basin;
LGU—Liugongdao Uplift; JDU—Jiaodong Uplift; LXU—Luxi Uplift; JLB—Jiaolai Basin; SOB—Sulu
Orogenic Belt; LOB—Linjinjiang Orogenic Belt; QLU—Qianliyan Uplift; NBSYS—the Northern Basin
of the South Yellow Sea; MUSYS—the Middle Uplift of the South Yellow Sea; SBSYS—Subei-the
Southern Basin of the South Yellow Sea; WNSU—Wunansha Uplift.

In recent years, several studies have utilized seismic and drilling data to investigate
geological structures, sedimentary layers, and oil and gas potential [2–7,10,11,16,17,21–28].
However, the Paleozoic can suffer from low reflectivity in deep seismic imaging due to the
strong shielding effect of the carbonate’s powerful reflection interface in a seismic profile,
the weak reflection amplitude of the target strata, the low signal-to-noise ratio, and the
poor lateral resolution. Although the results of two wide-angle seismic profiles have also
been applied to the research of the SYS [29–32], they have only revealed the distribution of
sediments, structural characteristics, and the splicing relationship between the plates in the
local area. Furthermore, the geological features of the Mesozoic–Paleozoic are challenging
to reveal due to the scarcity of drillings, which only comprise 26 wells with shallow depths.
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Thus, all these factors have hindered the effective determination of geological features,
such as fault structures, tectonic evolution, the Mesozoic–Paleozoic distribution, and
basement properties.

On the other hand, gravity and magnetic data play significant factors in regional geo-
logical structures and hydrocarbon exploration research. Refs. [33–35] effectively detected
oil and gas potential areas by employing the normalized full gradient (NFG) method, which
has been commonly used in structural studies. For example, Ref. [36] used the improved
gravity NFG method to detect hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Shengli oil field in eastern
China. Ref. [37] conducted a comprehensive investigation of the geological structure and oil
and gas properties of the Hasankale Horasan petroleum exploration province, employing
the NFG method in conjunction with the Filon method. Ref. [38] identified the hydrocarbon
exploration targets in the Tabas basin in Yazd province, eastern Iran, utilizing the gravity
NFG method.

Furthermore, significant progress has been achieved in studying geological structures
and other aspects by applying gravity and magnetic data. For instance, Ref. [39] applied
gravity and magnetic data to study the structural characteristics and oil and gas prospects
in the Tobago Basin. Ref. [40] analyzed the geological structure of the Red Sea region
through the use of gravity and magnetic data. Ref. [41] used gravity data and multiple
field boundary detectors to map the detailed structure of the Wadi Umm Ghalqa area in
the southeastern desert of Egypt. Ref. [42] described the lineament of the Thua Thien Hue
area using Bouguer Gravity anomaly data. Ref. [43] used gravity and magnetic data to
determine the structural characteristics of the Qattara Compression area in Egypt. Ref. [44]
utilized Bouguer gravity data and 15 field boundary enhancement techniques to better
understand the structural features of the southern Red Sea. Ref. [45] interpreted the gravity
data of the study area to investigate the sedimentary cover and structural configuration
in the eastern portion of the Suez area, Sinai, and Egypt. Ref. [46] employed advanced
gravity edge detection methods to map the structural configuration of the western part of
the Gulf of Guinea. Likewise, significant progress has been made in researching geological
structures, hydrocarbon potential, and other aspects in the SYS using gravity and magnetic
data [14,47–57]. Nevertheless, considerable controversies still exist in understanding the
fault characteristics, basement structure, and stratigraphic distribution due to the long-time
span, inconsistent quality, data precision, poor short-wave signal, and single or limited
gravity and magnetic data processing methods.

Exploration for industrial hydrocarbon resources in the SYS remains challenging,
despite substantial geophysical and geological research on faults, basement structure,
stratigraphic distribution, and oil and gas prospects. Several fundamental reasons underlie
this stagnation: there is relatively insufficient geophysical work; the target layers for oil
and gas prospecting are not yet thoroughly determined; and little attention is paid to uplift
areas or bulge belts. Furthermore, a unified understanding of geological problems such as
fault systems, basement structure, and stratigraphic distribution is lacking. It is imperative
to carry out comprehensive geological-geophysical research to study these geological
features, including structural characteristics, basement structure, and the distribution of
the Mesozoic–Paleozoic, and reduce the ambiguity of geophysical methods. Therefore, we
integrate recent gravity and magnetic data with existing aero-gravity data (1:250,000) [54]
for corresponding geophysical and geological interpretation. This study redetermines and
constructs the faults system using high-precision geopotential field separation methods and
edge detection techniques. By combining this information with known seismic constraint
data, the regression analysis method is used to calculate the basement depth, from which
the Mesozoic–Paleozoic thickness is obtained. In addition, we analyze the stratigraphic
development characteristics and structural contact relationship. Then, based on these
analyses, the oil and gas prospecting areas are determined. Hence, our findings provide
the primary geophysical basis for exploring the structure and new strata resources of the
Mesozoic–Paleozoic in the SYS.
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2. Geological and Geophysical Setting
2.1. Geological Setting

The study area is predominantly situated in LYP in the east of the Sulu Orogenic
Belt [58]. It has undergone the consolidated diagenesis and reactivation of the Late Sibao
Movement in the Mesozoic–Proterozoic and the Jinning Movement in the Neo-Proterozoic,
forming a two-layer crystalline basement of Meso-Neo-Proterozoic shallow metamorphic
rock and Archean–Paleo-Proterozoic deep metamorphic rock [59,60]. Under the influence of
the multi-period tectonic movement reformations and the action of various tectonic stresses,
the study area has successively experienced various types of tectonic activity, such as stable
sedimentation, gradual collage, oscillation migration, collision orogenesis, extrusion folds,
compressive stress and tensile stress conversion, extensional fault depressions, and strike-
slip subsidence [17]. Overall, it represents a marine-continental multi-cycle superimposed
petroliferous basin formed based on a pre-Sinian metamorphic basement [5,6,14,17,21,25].
Simultaneously, frequent tectonic-magmatic activities and sustained magmatism have led
to the development of multi-period igneous rocks. These strata and rocks are extensively
distributed in the surrounding areas in the northern region of the SYS, of which Archean
and Proterozoic magmatic rocks dominate basement igneous rocks, and igneous rock
masses in the sedimentary layers are mainly rock stocks and rock branches. Although rocks
of various properties are present, acidic and medium-acidic rocks remain dominant [17]. In
addition, the complex fault development and tectonic patterns determine the distribution of
various geological features, such as uplift and depression structures (secondary sag-bulge
structures), strata, igneous rocks, and hydrocarbon resources.

Until now, according to drilling and seismic data, three sets of tectonic sequences have
been revealed in the SYS: marine strata such as the Sinian, Paleozoic, and Middle–Lower
Triassic; continental faulted formations such as the Upper Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous,
Paleogene; and the Neogene depression sedimentary layer and Quaternary marine sedimen-
tary structural layer. Ref. [61] studied the geothermal field characteristics and determined
that the average heat flow value was 67.0 mW/m2, which is slightly higher than the global
average heat flow value of 65.0 mW/m2. The study also revealed the thermal background
characteristics of “cold crust and hot mantle”. The heat flow value formed by the com-
bination of various sedimentary layers was 5.85 mW/m2, which comprised 8.9% of the
surface heat flow. These chiefly influences the maturity of organic matter in the sedimen-
tary layers, which is conducive to forming hydrocarbon resources. Extensive research has
shown that the Mesozoic–Paleozoic provides excellent material foundation and geological
structure conditions for hydrocarbon accumulation. Hence, it holds considerable potential
for hydrocarbon exploration [5–12,17,62–67]. Moreover, this paper also summarizes the
features of the sources, reservoirs, and cap layers in the Mesozoic-Paleozoic. As a whole,
the tectonic activity over multiple periods contributed to the formation of five sets of source
rocks, three sets of reservoirs, and five sets of cap layers in the Mesozoic–Paleozoic. These
formations formed three sets of complete source-reservoir-cap assemblages, which exhibit
characteristics of multi-source and multi-period oil and gas accumulations.

2.2. Physical Properties

The physical property data of the northern area of the SYS are principally sourced
from the neighbouring SP and northern Jiangsu region, while some physical properties
are acquired from the drillings and the conversion of seismic wave velocity and density
in the sea (Figure 2) [17,50–52,54,55,68,69]. Based on previous research, we propose that
the density of the strata (rocks) in the study area gradually decreases with sedimentary
age, from old to new, and with depth, from deep to shallow (Figure 2a). However, there
is a reverse phenomenon in the Mesozoic and Paleozoic. Igneous rock densities increase
gradually from acidic to ultrabasic, ranging from 2.63 to 2.82 × 10−3 kg/m3 (abbreviated
as 2.63~2.82, the same below) (Figure 2b). Metamorphic rock densities increase with the
degree of metamorphism, and the density values of shallow and deep metamorphic rocks
range from 2.67 to 2.86 (Figure 2b). However, strata (rocks) densities in different structural
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units are different in horizontal and vertical directions according to the comprehensive
statistical analysis of this study, which is prone to cause a strong gravity effect. While the
macro density models exhibit general similarities across the northern region of the SYS and
its surrounding areas, the simple density model can better represent the actual situation
of the major density interfaces causing gravity anomalies. The strata can be, therefore,
divided into four density layers and three density interfaces (Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Histogram of strata (rocks) density and susceptibility in the northern area of the SYS:
(a) histogram of sediment density; (b) histogram of igneous rocks density; (c) histogram of sediment
susceptibility; and (d) histogram of igneous rocks susceptibility.

The Cenozoic, Mesozoic, and Paleozoic normally have either weak or no magnetiza-
tion, and only a few strata have moderate to strong magnetization (Figure 2c). For example,
the susceptibility of the Upper Jurassic andesite is as high as 3410 × 10−6 × 4π SI (abbre-
viated as 3410, the same below), which is classified as a relatively strong magnetization.
In contrast, the pre-Sinian crystalline basement composed of the Mesozoic–Paleozoic–
Proterozoic and Archean has medium to strong magnetization. In addition, medium and
shallow metamorphic rocks ordinarily present either negligible or weak magnetization,
whereas deep metamorphic rocks generally display strong magnetization, with a suscepti-
bility value exceeding 3000. In addition, the susceptibilities of igneous rocks are usually
strong and vary greatly (Figure 2d). For instance, ultrabasic, basic, neutral intrusive rocks,
and extruded rocks possess strong susceptibilities (especially basic and ultrabasic rocks
have the strongest susceptibility), ranging primarily between 1000 and 3000. However, the
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susceptibility of acidic igneous rocks is commonly between the range of 500 and 1000, while
granite porphyry reveals very weak magnetization, with a susceptibility of 5~500, and the
magnetism of medium-acid igneous rocks is between that of the neutral and acid rocks.
In addition, the Cenozoic and Mesozoic have weak or no magnetization in the eastern
Shandong area on the land, while the Mesozoic Qingshan Group is composed of eruptive
volcanic rocks with uneven susceptibility and significant variations. In igneous rocks, the
ancient basic and ultrabasic complexes manifest strong susceptibility, and the Mesozoic
igneous rocks present the characteristics of uneven susceptibility; however, the susceptibil-
ity dispersion of basic, medium and acid igneous rocks vary widely. The susceptibility of
various intrusive rocks in the Yanshanian Period is uneven and varies widely, while the
susceptibility of intrusive rocks in the Indosinian and Sinian Periods is weak and uniform.

3. Data and Methodology
3.1. Data

The gravity and magnetic data obtained from the National Geological Archives of
the China Geological Survey are grid longitude and latitude. When integrating data, re-
searchers perform various correction processes to remove deviations from between types of
data. Gravity data consists of aero-gravity, land gravity, and marine shipborne gravity data.
Among these, aero-gravity data are the major type (blue dashed range, Figure 3), and land
gravity and marine shipborne gravity data supplement at the periphery. The magnetic data
consist of aeromagnetic and marine magnetic survey data. In addition, WGS84 coordinate
conversion is conducted on the gravity and magnetic data, in which the Gauss-Krüger
projection is used to project to a plane coordinates system. Using the minimum curvature
method, gravity and magnetic data are interpolated into a 2 km × 2 km grid Bouguer
gravity anomaly (Figure 3a) and magnetic anomaly, and the magnetic anomaly data are
reduced to the pole (RTP parameters: geomagnetic declination: −6.09◦, geomagnetic
inclination: 52.14◦) (Figure 4a). Finally, the gravity and magnetic data are evaluated. The
resolution of the gravity and magnetic data is equivalent to 1:500,000, which is higher than
previously (1:1,000,000).
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Figure 3. Map of Bouguer gravity anomaly: (a) original zoning map; (b) zoning comparison map. The
blue dashed line represents the aero-gravity range; the purple line represents the gravity modelling
profile; the grey line represents the latitude and longitude; the white line represents the zoning result
of [52]; and the black line represents the result of this zoning.
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Figure 4. Map of RTP magnetic anomaly: (a) original zoning map; (b) zoning comparison map.
The purple line represents the gravity modelling section; the grey line represents the latitude and
longitude; the white line represents the zoning result of [52]; and the black line represents the result
of this zoning.

3.2. Methodology

The methods applied in this paper include regularization filtering (RF), vertical second
derivative (VSDR), normalized vertical derivative of total horizontal derivative (NVDR-
THDR), normalized standard deviation (NSTD), enhanced gradient amplitude (EHGA),
improved logistic filter (IL), the constrained inversion of the 2.5D gravity profile, and
regression analysis (RA).

3.2.1. Regularization Filtering (RF)

RF is a geopotential field separation method proposed by Ref. [70] based on the
regularization theory [71]. The stable regularization factor can be expressed as follows:

f mn
α = 1/

{
1 + αeβ( f− f0)λx

}
(1)

where β ≥ 2; f0 refers to the minimum wavenumber of the high-frequency interfer-
ence to be eliminated, which is equal to the reciprocal of its largest horizontal size λ−1

0 .

f =
√

m2 + n2·
(
λx/λy

)
/λx, λx and λy are the fundamental wavelengths; the wavenum-

bers are u = m
λx

, v = n
λy

, f =
√

u2 + v2, (m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1). In
addition, the regularization parameter α is determined through theoretical model tests and
practical data applications [39,71], and in the 2D stable regularizing filter, α usually can be
set as 2–3 (2 ≤ α ≤ 3). In this paper, α is set as 2.0, and β ≥ α.

This method uses regularization stable filtering factors to perform low-pass filtering
on the geopotential field data, which can obtain anomalies with different filter scales (the
size of the local field to be eliminated) from the gravity and magnetic geopotential field.
Then high-frequency and low-frequency signals can be separated. The filter has an ideal
low-pass filtering feature that can be used to filter the high frequency for all physical
quantity evaluations when using the discrete Fourier transform. On the other hand, the
filter can obtain a stable approximation, and the actual data processing effect is relatively
good [67,69]. Therefore, it is a method with ideal low-pass filtering characteristics and
strong adaptability.
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3.2.2. Vertical Second Derivative (VSDR)

The calculation of vertical derivative is widely used in the geological interpretation of
gravity and magnetic fields. Theoretical models prove that the calculation results of VSDR
can more accurately describe the edge position of the geological body than the calculation
results of the first vertical derivative. VSDR can suppress the anomaly influences caused
by deep regional geological factors, thus highlighting the anomaly characteristics of small
and shallow structures and distinguishing the superimposed anomalies caused by different
sizes and depths of anomaly bodies. The position of the zero value can be used to detect
the edge position of anomaly bodies [72,73].

There are many different numerical formulas for calculating VSDR. The derivation
principles of these formulas are all approximate solutions using the technical approximation
method, and only the processing methods are different, which causes the effect of the
calculation results to be different. In particular, the Rosenbach formula retains the R4 term
in the derivation and directly solves VSDR, which has the advantage of high calculation
accuracy. Therefore, the Rosenbach formula [74] is applied in this study:

gzz =
1

24R2

[
96g(0)− 72g(R)− 32g

(√
2R
)
+ 8g

(√
5R
)]

(2)

where R refers to the number-picking radius, and g refers to the gravity and magnetic
geopotential field.

3.2.3. Normalized Vertical Derivative of Total Horizontal Derivative (NVDR-THDR)

The NVDR-THDR edge detection method is proposed by Ref. [75]. This method
integrates the characteristics of the total horizontal derivative, n-order vertical derivative,
and total horizontal derivative peak methods. Firstly, the n-order vertical derivative is
obtained by calculating the total horizontal derivative, and a threshold value greater than
zero is applied to calculate the peak value of the total horizontal derivative. Secondly, the
ratio of the peak value of the normalized total horizontal derivative to the total horizontal
derivative is used to calculate the total horizontal derivative. The detailed calculation
process is as follows:

(1) Total horizontal derivative (THDR) of gravity and magnetic data is calculated:

THDR(x, y) =

√
∂ f (x, y)

∂x

2
+

(
∂ f (x, y)

∂y

)2
(3)

where f (x, y) refers to the gravity and magnetic field.
(2) n-order vertical derivative (VDRn) of total horizontal derivative (THDR) is calculated:

VDRn(x, y) =
∂nTHDR(x, y)

∂zn (4)

n refers to the order of vertical derivative, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Moreover, the larger the
order, the higher the lateral resolution. Theoretically, it is more appropriate for gravity and
magnetic anomalies when n is 2.

(3) Threshold values greater than 0 are used to calculate the peak value of total
horizontal derivative (PTHDR):

PTHDR(x, y) =
{

0, VDRn(x, y) < 0
VDRn(x, y) ≥ 0

(5)

(4) The ratio of total horizontal derivative peak (PTHDR) to total horizontal derivative
(THDR) is calculated:

VDR− THDR(x, y) =

{
0, PTHDR(x, y) < 0

PTHDR(x,y)
THDR(x,y) , PTHDR(x, y) ≥ 0

(6)
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(5) The maximum value of the vertical derivative of the total horizontal derivative
(VDR− THDRmax) is calculated, and the maximum value is used to normalize the vertical
derivative of a total horizontal derivative. Eventually, NVDR-THDR is acquired.

NVDR− THDR(x, y) =
VDR− THDR(x, y)
VDR− THDRmax

(7)

The NVDR-THDR method identifies the fault structures with the position of the
maximum values and improves the lateral resolution of the total horizontal derivative.
Threshold technology is used to eliminate the information outside the edge of the geo-
logical body, making the lineament structure anomaly simple, straightforward, and easy
to determine.

3.2.4. Normalized Standard Deviation (NSTD)

The NSTD method is a new method proposed by Ref. [76] from the perspective of
mathematical statistics. The standard deviation is slight when the data are relatively
smooth; the anomaly will be immense when data varies greatly (such as in the presence of
boundaries). Therefore, this method is also essential for enhancing the edge of gravity and
magnetic anomalies and has received extensive attention. The formula can be expressed as:

NSTD =
σ
(

∂∆ f
∂z

)

σ
(

∂∆ f
∂x

)
+ σ

(
∂∆ f
∂y

)
+ σ

(
∂∆ f
∂z

) (8)

where ∆ f refers to the gravity and magnetic field, and σ( ) refers to the standard deviation
of the correlation quantity in a moving window of size m × n. The calculation result of
the centre point in the current filter window is further determined by taking the ratio of
the standard deviation of the vertical first derivative to the sum of the standard deviations
of the first derivative in the x, y, and z directions. Its essence is to detect and enhance the
field source boundary by utilizing the characteristics of the boundary position with the
drastic change in gravity and magnetic anomalies and the significant standard deviation.
The sliding window is traversed on the whole grid data to obtain the calculation results of
all grid points. Finally, the maximum value positions of the results are obtained, which are
the edge positions of the identified geological body.

3.2.5. Enhanced Gradient Amplitude (EHGA)

Ref. [77] proposed EHGA (Enhanced Gradient Amplitude) to accurately determine the
horizontal boundary of the field source. This method is based on calculating the derivatives
of the gradient amplitude of the gravity data. The maxima in the EHGA map is used
to delineate the horizontal boundary of the source. The formula for the edge detector is
as follows:

EHGA = Re


asin


p




∂HG
∂z√(

∂HG
∂x

)2
+
(

∂HG
∂y

)2
+
(

∂HG
∂z

)2
− 1


+ 1





 (9)

with

HG =

√(
∂F
∂x

)2
+

(
∂F
∂y

)2
(10)

where Re refers to the real part, and p is a positive dimensionless scalar number defined by
the interpreter and is a constant greater than or equal to 2 [77]. This study used p = 3 to
yield the best results [41,46,78].
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3.2.6. Improved Logistic Filter (IL)

Another method introduced by Ref. [79] is based on the logic function of analyzing
signals [80] to balance differential signals, using maxima to delineate the horizontal source
boundaries. This is called the improved logic function (IL) and is represented by the
following formula:

IL =
1

1 + exp[−p(RHG − 1) + 1]
(11)

where RHG is the ratio of the vertical gradient to the horizontal gradient amplitude of HG,
given by the equation formula:

RHG =
∂HG

∂z√(
∂HG

∂x

)2
+
(

∂HG
∂y

)2
(12)

and p is a normal number defined by the interpreter. Model validation shows that an
p-value between 2 and 5 will yield the optimal results [79].

3.2.7. Constrained Modelling of 2.5D Gravity Profile

The modelling technology of the 2.5D gravity anomaly profile is an important method
for identifying structural features, stratigraphic densities, and rock mass distributions.
This method employs a group of 2.5D prisms to simulate underground geological body
structures with different densities. The technique combines model parameters modified
through human-machine interactions and automatic computer iterative calculation to invert
and forward the gravity anomalies of the profile. Moreover, the methodology involves
forward calculating gravity field modelling through human-computer interaction and
nonlinear optimization inversion solutions. A nonlinear optimization method is based
on linearizing the inversion residual objective function, which applies the generalized
inverse theory and solves the linear equations using singular value decomposition. Thus,
this process yields physical properties and morphological corrections of the model, which
are then updated to fulfill the inversion purpose. In practice, we first construct the initial
geometry density model using preliminary geometric modelling obtained from seismic
data and initial physical property information. The geometric and physical parameters
of the model are then iteratively modified by using the residual between the measured
gravity and the forward gravity. When the residual between the measured gravity and
the forward gravity of the initial model is gradually reduced to the set threshold, the
modification is stopped, and the geometric shape and physical properties of the model are
obtained. Finally, the technique forms the gravitational geological interpretation profile in
combination with the existing geological data.

3.2.8. Regression Analysis (RA)

The Parker-Oldenburg interface inversion method [81,82] is widely used to estimate
the continuous density interface of horizontally uniform density strata; however, the
stability of this method significantly decreases in the presence of complex tectonic structures.
Since the Cenozoic sediments remain stable in the study area, the fluctuation and physical
properties of strata change insignificantly. Therefore, the depth of the Cenozoic interface
is calculated by the Parker-Oldenburg inversion method. Nevertheless, the Mesozoic–
Paleozoic structures are characterized by complex features with numerous faults, and
the basement fluctuation and physical properties across the north-south direction are
significantly different; thus, the Parker-Oldenburg inversion method is not applicable. RA
is a simple and effective method for calculating strata interface inversion, which is ideal
for use in areas with complex structures and a lack of constraints. Refs. [39,83] used RA
to calculate the basement depth of the Tobago basin and Pannonian basin, respectively,
achieving good results. We found that the Bouguer gravity anomalies exhibited a significant
correlation with the basement depth in the study area. Consequently, we utilized RA
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to estimate the basement interface of the study area and further acquire the Mesozoic–
Paleozoic thickness.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Characteristics and Geological Significance of Gravity and Magnetic Anomalies
4.1.1. Characteristics and Geological Significance of Bouguer Gravity Anomaly

The Bouguer gravity anomaly (Figure 3) indicates that the study area exhibits anomaly
zoning characteristics; the northern part has high gravity anomaly features, while the
southern part has lower values. Notably, the edge regions of the study area display large-
area mass high anomaly values, while the basin anomalies show low values. Moreover,
the high and low anomalies exhibit significant fluctuation, with an amplitude contrast of
64 mGal. Furthermore, different sizes of horizontal gradient zones form apparent zoning
characteristics, which mainly trend to the NE direction, as well as locally NW, near-EW,
and near-SN directions. Based on the shape of the anomaly and the gradient zone range, it
can be divided into three gravity anomaly zones: the western complex anomaly zone (I),
the central high anomaly zone (II), and the eastern high–low alternating anomaly zone (III).
These are generally similar to the zoning results of [52].

The western complex anomaly zone (I) is in the eastern part of the southwestern
Shandong Uplift Fold Belt. It is characterized by low regional anomalies, accompanied
by alternating high and low anomalies locally. In addition, the primary anomaly trend
is towards the NE direction, with NW trending anomalies locally present. According to
Ref. [84], the NE trending anomalies stem from the large-scale strike-slip activity of the
TLFZ, while the NW trending anomalies are due to the tectonic transition from extrusion
to tension. Hence, by analyzing the configuration and orientation of extensive gravity
anomalies on land, the evolution of the regional tensile stress field, and the alteration of
the strike-slip direction within the TLFZ, we infer that the NE trending structures likely
formed at an earlier stage, whereas the NW trending tectonic deformations emerged at a
relatively later stage.

The central high anomaly zone (II) is located in the holding area of TLFZ and JXFZ,
and the overall anomaly trend is in the NE direction, with a regional high–low interphase
distribution. A high anomalies area predominates this anomalies zone, and the anomaly
shapes manifest wide and gentle features and large amplitudes. Low anomalies along
Rizhao–Qingdao–Qianliyan–Rongcheng are mainly composed of mass low anomaly traps
and NE trending beaded low anomalies, which roughly correspond to the Sulu ultra-high
pressure (UHP) metamorphic belt. Large igneous rocks are in this anomaly area, and
eclogites are exposed in many places on the surface (Figure 1b). Therefore, the consensus is
that the positive anomaly zone may be the evidence of collision and splicing between the
SKP and LYP, combined with the joint geological interpretation results of the wide-angle
seismic profile velocity model and gravity [32].

The eastern high-low anomaly interphase zone (III) is located southeast of JXFZ, which
is the principal research goal. The anomalies in this area are characterized by large-area
regional low anomalies and the alternate distribution of high and low anomalies in part.
In light of the anomaly characteristics, it can be further divided into the Northern Basin
of SYS (NBSYS) anomaly area (I I I1) and the Middle Uplift of SYS (MUSYS) anomaly area
(I I I2) (Figure 3). In the NBSYS (I I I1), the gravity anomalies mainly present as low, and the
anomaly trends mostly show NE–NEE and near-EW directions. The gradient zones are
arranged in parallel, resembling a string of beads, and are alternatingly distributed. The
massive low anomaly traps are apparent. The anomalies converge towards the west and
radiate towards the northeast, producing a ‘trumpet-shaped’ figure that opens to the east.
However, the overall anomalies of the MUSYS (I I I2) manifest as relatively stable. They
are mainly characterized by the gentle block high anomalies, and the anomaly gradient
zone is rarely developed or undeveloped. In addition, the anomaly trends of the MUSYS
gradually turn from NNE (NE) to SN directions, and are separated by a near-SN trending
low anomaly in the middle. The anomaly trends in the west are primarily in the NE
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direction, and the anomalies in the east turn into NW and near-EW directions. In general,
it is considered that the structural deformation of the MUSYS is weaker than that of the
NBSYS. Therefore, combined with the seismic profiles [17,85], it is revealed that the tectonic
stress decreases along the SN direction and gradually turns to EW-trending tectonic action
in this area.

4.1.2. Characteristics and Geological Significance of the Magnetic Anomaly

The magnetic RTP anomaly of the study area (Figure 4) reveals belt-shaped anomalies
mainly trending toward the NE direction in the northwest part. Moreover, the local anoma-
lies in the northwest part manifest NW directions. Conversely, blocky-shaped anomalies
characterize the southeast region, and the trend of the anomaly is complex and variable. In
addition, the anomalies in the depression of the sea area present low-negative magnetic
anomalies surrounded by high-positive anomalies. Overall, high-positive and low-negative
magnetic anomalies change visibly and display apparent zoning. Similarly, the magnetic
anomaly can be divided into four anomaly zones: a low-negative anomaly zone in East
Shandong (I), a high-positive anomaly zone in the Sulu UHP (II), a central low-negative
anomaly zone (III), and an eastern high-positive anomaly zone (IV) (Figure 4a). However,
notable disparities exist between the zoning outcomes presented by [41] (Figure 4b) and
our findings, particularly in the eastern region of the SYS. Fundamentally, the division
in this study is identified by using the characteristics of the magnetic anomaly gradient
zones. The results show that the magnetic anomaly zoning exhibits an east-west division in
the sea area, while the zoning results reported by [52] show north-south zoning along the
NEE direction.

The low-negative anomaly area in eastern Shandong (I) is located northwest of the
Wulian–Jimo line. The magnetic anomalies in this area primarily manifest as varying
sizes of positive anomaly traps on the low-negative background field, and the anomaly
ridges show NE and NW directions. On the strength of the susceptibility (Figure 2c,d),
the basement of this area is composed of a set of weak or no-magnetization pre-Cambrian
and Archean–Neoproterozoic shallow metamorphic rock series. The magnetization of
the overlying Cenozoic, Mesozoic Laiyang Group, and Wangshi Group is either weak or
negligible. Thus, these strata (rocks) form the background of negative magnetic anomalies.
In contrast, the magnetization of volcaniclastic rocks of the Cretaceous Qingshan Group is
strong. It is inferred that the small-scale high-positive magnetic anomalies are caused by
the volcaniclastic rocks of the Qingshan Group, basic and ultrabasic complexes, including
amphibolite, and amphibolite gneiss with strong magnetization.

The high-positive anomaly zone in the Sulu UHP (II) is a conspicuous NE trend-
ing belt-shaped high-positive magnetic anomaly zone along the line of Rizhao-Qingdao-
Rongcheng, which comprises multiple local positive anomaly traps. Under the influence of
the Indosinian-Yanshan Movement, the mantle thermal material upwelled, and the base-
ment continuously uplifted, resulting in the Paleoproterozoic–Archean deep metamorphic–
shallow metamorphic basement being exposed to the surface (Figure 1). The Paleozoic
strata above the basement were eroded and denuded, and the Mesozoic–Cenozoic was
incompletely developed. Drilling results revealed that continental clastic sediments and py-
roclastic sediments of the Early Cretaceous Qingshan Group and the Late Jurassic Laiyang
Group were formed in this area. Furthermore, multi-period igneous rocks have devel-
oped in this area since the Yanshanian period. Consequently, it is speculated that the
metamorphic basement and multi-period igneous rocks cause this high-positive magnetic
value zone. However, large areas of high magnetic and low gravity anomalies have an
excellent negative correlation in the southwest of this high-positive anomaly zone. We
deduce that the low gravity anomalies are caused by the colossal low-density granite-like
rocks overlying the high-density basement.

The central low-negative anomaly zone (III) is a broad and gentle low-negative mag-
netic anomaly area extending from Lianyungang–Xiangshui to the northeast sea of the SYS,
trending in a NE direction. It is deduced that the anomaly zone is comprehensively caused
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by the combination of the weak susceptibility of the Sinian Yuntai Group, the non or weak
susceptibility of strata in the NBSYS and surrounding areas, and the strong susceptibility of
the crystalline basement composed of the underlying pre-Sinian metamorphic and igneous
rocks. In contrast, small-scale low-positive anomalies sporadically distributed in part of
the areas are caused by various intrusive rocks, igneous rocks, and pyroclastic materials
formed in the basement or sedimentary layers by magmatic activities. In addition, the low
magnetic anomaly on the east side of Qianliyan Island indicates that there are few volcanic
intrusions and that the basement is not visibly damaged.

The eastern high-positive anomaly zone (IV) is located east of the study area, which is
divided into two sub-anomaly zones in the north and south, with the line between well
HH-2 and well HAEMA-1. Numerous NEE trending positive magnetic anomaly traps
exist in the north (IV1), principally caused by the medium to strong magnetism of some
sandstones formed by thermal fluid alteration. Cretaceous volcanic rocks and Cenozoic
basalts were revealed in well HAEMA-1, which indicated that the sedimentary layers
might be destroyed in this area. In addition, there are large-scale positive anomalies with
unobvious trends and gentle changes in the south (IV2), but trap centres with negative
anomalies are developed locally. According to drilling and seismic data, a large set of
Cretaceous basalt has been discovered in the eastern part of the SYS. Especially in the east
well KACHI-1, a layer of rhyolitic tuff was drilled in the Lower Cretaceous sandstone in
the 2362–2368 m segment, and cryptocrystalline mid-basic volcanic rocks were found in
the lower part. Furthermore, there are also light grey and light green grey granites on the
south side of the NBSYS and the east side of the MUSYS. Therefore, we speculate that the
massive positive anomaly in the southeast of the study area may be caused by the thinning
of the lithosphere, materials with a high basic composition formed by the upwelling of
thermal mantle materials, and igneous rocks intruding into the shallow layer during the
subduction of the Pacific Plate.

4.2. Fault Structure

To effectively extract the linear anomaly information of the fault structures, the grav-
ity and magnetic data are processed by derivative calculation and numerical statistics
edge detection methods, such as VSDR (Figure 5b), NVDR-THDR (Figure 5c), NSTD
(Figure 5d), EGHA (Figure 5e) and IL (Figure 5f). The linear structure information of vari-
ous anomalies is extracted, and a wealth of fault structure information is obtained. After
comprehensive analysis and comparison, NVDR-THDR, NSTD, EGHA, and IL anomalies
exhibit higher resolution, sharper anomaly peaks, better linear structure continuity, and
some weak linear anomaly information was strengthened, which is superior to VSDR.
The fault trends reflected by this linear anomaly information are relatively clear and ef-
fective. The research results (Figure 5) show that the linear gravity anomaly information
in the NE (NEE) directions and near-EW directions shows wide anomaly gradients, large
peak anomaly zones, and preferable anomaly continuity; the NW (NWW) and near-SN
trending linear gravity anomaly information shows narrow anomaly gradients, blurred
traces of anomaly peaks, poor anomaly continuity and scattered distribution. Consequently,
the fault structures system of the study area is redetermined (Figure 5), in combination
with the results of geopotential field separation (Figure 5a), regional geological structure
and tectonic evolution characteristics, as well as seismic, geology, and other previous
research results [17,22–24,49,52,57].

Comparing the faults identified in this study with those previously delineated by
researchers [17,49] and seismic profiles [17,21–24,30–32,85], the results of our fault division
exhibit greater specificity and demonstrate excellent consistency with the seismic profiles
and established structures. Furthermore, these findings align with the multi-period struc-
tural evolution and tectonic deformation characteristics of the study area. Thus, the results
of this study could be more reliable and superior to previous research results.
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Figure 5. Map of faults: (a) residual gravity anomalies of RF (filter factor 50 km); (b) VSDR of Bouguer
gravity anomaly (R = 28 km); (c) NVDR-THDR of Bouguer gravity anomaly, (d) NSTD of Bouguer
gravity anomaly; (e) EGHA of Bouguer gravity anomaly and (f) IL of Bouguer gravity anomaly.
F1: Tancheng–Lujiang fault; F2: Wulian–Qingdao–Rongcheng fault; F3: Lianyungang–Qianliyan
fault; F4: Jiashan–Xiangshui fault; F5: fault in the southern margin of NBSYS. The black lines represent
faults; the blue lines represent wide-angle seismic line and MT line; the blue dots represent the OBS
points and crosses represent MT points.
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Using the F3 Lianyungang–Qianliyan fault zone (LQFZ) (F3-1, F3-2, F3-3, the shaded
area in Figure 5) as an example, the fault zone shows a clear gravity anomaly gradient zone
in the residual gravity anomaly (Figure 5a), with NE (NEE) directions. The north and south
sides in the southwest segment of F3 are shown as parallel anomaly gradient belts, and
the middle segment anomalies show negative gravity anomalies with NW directions and
apparent dislocation traces. Additionally, F3 shows zero lines of VSDR; the zero lines on
the north side of F3 exhibit reasonable continuity, but the continuity on the south side of the
southwest segment is poor, and the zero lines in the middle segment are staggered. On the
northern side of F3, the lineament anomaly peak belts of NVDR-THDR, NSTD, EGHA, and
IL are also wide, conspicuous, and greatly continuous on the north side of F3. In contrast,
the anomaly trends on the south side of the southwest segment of F3 are variable, with
linear anomaly discontinuity. The anomaly trends are disconnected on the middle segment
of F3, presenting NWW trending anomaly peak belts. Therefore, according to the analysis
results of the various anomalies, the trend of F3 is in a NE (NEE) direction and is divided
into three faults, and the southwest segment is divided into two branches. F3 is shown in
both the interpretation results of MT [86] and the wide-angle seismic profile [32] (Figure 6);
it is considered that the division result of F3 is reasonable and credible. Thus, the reliability
of these division results is better than that of the previous fault results (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. The characteristics of F3 on MT and wide-angle seismic profile. The profile position is
shown in Figure 5: (a) Pingyi–Binhai MT profile (modified from [86]); (b) Vp velocity inversion
profile of OBS2013-SYS Line (modified from [32]). F1: Tancheng–Lujiang fault; F2: Wulian–Qingdao–
Rongcheng fault; F3: Lianyungang–Qianliyan fault; F4: Jiashan–Xiangshui fault; F5: fault in the south-
ern margin of NBSYS. SKP—Sino-Korea Plate; TLFZ—Tancheng–Lujiang Fault Zone; SOB—Sulu
Orogenic Belt; YP—Yangtze Plate; JLB—Jiaolai Basin; JNU—Jiaonan Uplift; QLU—Qianliyan
Uplift; NBSYS—Northern Basin of the South Yellow Sea; MUSYS—Middle Uplift of the South
Yellow Sea.

The MT interpretation results (Figure 6a) indicate apparent massive high-resistance
bodies on both sides of the southwest segment of F3. The volume of the high-resistance
body on the north side is more significant than that on the south side, and there is a low-
resistance zone of nearly 20 km between the two high-resistance bodies. The interpretation
results of the wide-angle seismic profile (Figure 6b) demonstrate that the Vp wave is
twisted northwest of F3, and there is a low-speed body in the southeast of F3. The crust
thickness on the northwest side of F3 is greater than that on the southeast side. Based on
the comprehensive analysis results, we believe that the two branches on the north side
of F3 are the major faults, cutting off the Moho interface and controlling the stratigraphic
distribution and structural boundary, which is the boundary fault between the Jiaonan
Uplift (JNU) and Qianliyan Uplift (QLU) (Figure 6). In comparison, F3-2 on the south side
of F3 is a secondary fault that controls the rocks and structures in the JNU.
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Figure 7. Comparison map between F3 fault zone on the south side and previous fault division
results: (a) residual gravity anomaly of RF (filter factor 50 km); (b) VSDR of Bouguer gravity anomaly
(R = 28 km); (c) NVDR-THDR of Bouguer gravity anomaly; (d) NSTD of Bouguer gravity anomaly;
(e) EGHA of Bouguer gravity anomaly and (f) IL of Bouguer gravity anomaly. The blue line represents
MT; the crosses represent MT point positions; the blue dashed lines represent the faults of Cai et al.
(2005) [18], the black dotted lines represent the faults of Zhang et al. (2007) [49], the black lines
represent the faults of this study.

Based on the aforementioned analyses, we assert that the faults can be effectively
identified by combining multiple lineament structural anomaly detection methods. This
application is particularly effective in complex structural areas, providing superior applica-
tion and powerful adaptability. Moreover, this approach enables accurate determination of
the plane extension characteristics and controlling the range of faults while facilitating an
understanding of the movement patterns and tectonic frameworks.

The understanding of the newly determined faults system is as follows:
(1) The fault structures are numerous, and their development varies in scale. In

addition, faults with varying directions interlace and intersect, creating a composite fault
tectonic system that exhibits prominent hierarchical and regional features and multi-period
activities. These characteristics are consistent with previous studies in the area.

(2) The statistical analysis of faults with different trends (Figure 8) indicates that NE
(NNE) trending faults are the dominant faults in terms of long extension distances and large
scales. However, NW (NWW), near-EW, and near-SN trending faults exhibit more minor
scales but are more numerous and widely distributed, with shorter extension distances.
Furthermore, the major faults in the NE (NEE) direction are typically cut off and staggered
by the NW (NWW), near-EW, and near-SN trending faults, creating a “chessboard-type”
structural system.
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Figure 8. Statistical map of fault characteristics in the northern area of the SYS: (a) statistical diagram
of the fault number and directions; and (b) rose diagram of fault directions.

(3) Several NE (NEE) trending major faults are consistent with the structural trend of
the study area. Comparing the data from the wide-angle seismic interpretation profile [32]
and MT interpretation profile [86], these faults exhibit early formation times, multiple
tectonic periods, considerable fault distances, and deep vertical extensions. They govern
the main structural framework of the study area, controlling the stratigraphic distribution,
structural trends, and major boundaries of each secondary structural unit. In contrast, the
NW (NWW), near-EW, and near-SN trending faults exhibit substantially shallower vertical
extensions. These faults are typically interpreted as the basement or sedimentary layer
faults based on seismic profiles [17,85] and form control boundaries of secondary structures
in different sizes. Additionally, there are numerous near-EW trending faults in the MUSYS,
which form fault-block structures. This results in the secondary structural units alternating
between sags and bulges along the near-EW direction. The study area is thus divided into
zones along NE (NNE) direction and blocks in the EW direction.

(4) The fault structures in the region exhibit differences and imbalances influenced
by multi-period tectonic activities and various dynamics. NE(NEE) trending faults are
distributed throughout the area, while NW (NWW) trending faults are mainly concentrated
in the northwest corner of the study area, the NBSYS, and the east and west sides of the
MUSYS. Near-EW trending faults are primarily distributed in the western regions of the
NBSYS and the MUSYS. The triangular structure of the area consists of NE(NEE), near-EW,
and NW (NWW) trending faults. It is speculated that the regional stress presents a north-
south hedging pattern in the SN direction, with the EW direction of the MUSYS central to
this pattern. This results from the collision of the SKP-LYP and the left-strike slip activity of
TLFZ, alongside the strong almost N-S compression of the Indosinian–Yanshan Movement
during the pre-rift period. Consequently, from south to north, tectonic deformation weak-
ens, and the strata become shallower, thus forming the triangular structure pattern caused
by these specific regional tectonic stresses.

(5) A new understanding of the fault division results has been achieved. The southwest
segment of F3 (LQFZ) is divided into two branches: the west branch is the major fault
and serves as the boundary between the JNU and QLU, whereas the east branch is the
secondary fault that acts as a stress adjustment and buffering fault in QLU. In addition, the
fault results in the southern margin of the NBSYS differ from the results of the previous
divisions and show northerly results in this analysis.

(6) Analysis of the surface geological map (Figure 1b) and seismic interpretation of
igneous rocks from [87,88] revealed that the distribution of igneous rocks is controlled by
NE (NEE) trending large regional faults. Moreover, the development of igneous or intrusive
rocks in sedimentary layers is regulated by the junction of NW, near-EW, and NE (NEE)
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trending. Consequently, we speculate that the deep magmatic source area is connected by
NE (NEE) trending deep faults. Furthermore, the magmatic activity around these faults is
affected by multi-period tectonic movements.

4.3. 2.5D Gravity Modelling

To further ascertain the characteristics of stratigraphic development and the relation-
ship between structural units, the geometric constraints of the two seismic interpretation
profiles XQ7-9 and HB09-5 are used (Figures 3 and 4) in the gravity modelling. Also, the
forward and inverse fitting of gravity anomaly is carried out (Figures 9 and 10). (See
Section 3.2.7 for the modelling process.) The calculated gravity anomaly is gratifyingly
consistent with the measured anomaly. In addition, based on the known geological in-
terpretation results, such as drillings and seismic profiles, an EW trending geological
geometric constraint model (Figures 3 and 4) is constructed, and gravity modelling is
conducted (Figure 11).
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Figure 9. Map of A–A′ profile gravity modelling (the profile position is shown in Figures 3 and 4):
(a) gravity anomaly curve; (b) gravity modelling results; (c) seismic geological results. F2: Wulian–
Qingdao–Rongcheng fault; F3: Lianyungang–Qianliyan fault; F4: Jiashan–Xiangshui fault; F5: fault
in the southern margin of NBSYS. JLB—Jiaolai Basin; JNU—Jiaonan Uplift; QLU—Qianliyan Uplift;
NBSYS—the Northern Basin of the South Yellow Sea; MUSYS—the Middle Uplift of the South
Yellow Sea.

The geological interpretation results of three gravity models are comprehensively
analyzed (Figures 9–11), and the structural features are as follows:

(1) High-positive gravities are primarily caused by the basement and the Paleozoic
uplifts or bulges, the Mesozoic erosion, and the thin growth of the Cenozoic. In contrast,
Low gravities are caused by the sedimentary layers with weak sedimentary diagenesis
and low stratigraphic density in the Mesozoic–Cenozoic fault depressions, formed by the
basement fault depression or faults.
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(2) The QLU and JNU are pre-Sinian basement uplifts, where many large regional
faults are developed and accompanied by magmatic rocks. Moreover, the Mesozoic is partly
developed in local areas of the JNU, the partly faulted depression deposits of the QLU
are thick, and the Cenozoic shows unconformity in the basement. Refs. [32,89] inferred
that the QLU was a collision composite splicing zone between the SKP and YP based on
seismic profiles. According to the characteristics of gravity and magnetic anomalies and
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the outcomes of gravity modelling, we conclude that the QLU and JNU belong to a part of
the Sulu UHP belt, which represents the composite amalgamation zone between the SKP
and YP collisional orogenic belts.

(3) The fault bulges or fault sags of the NBSYS are controlled by faults in the graben
and half-graben types. Particularly, JXFZ is the primary controlling fault for the formation
and development of the NBSYS, which controls the development of the northern fault sag.
Furthermore, close to JXFZ, the sedimentary layers in the NBSYS are relatively thick, and it
is the most developed in the north fault sag, which is a dustpan-shaped fault sag.

(4) The Cenozoic, Mesozoic, and Paleozoic are all widely developed in the SYS. In
the NBSYS, the Paleozoic is widely distributed and thick but with significant formation
fluctuations; the Mesozoic is widely distributed, but its continuity is generally poor, and
there are substantial variations in strata thickness. These variations follow a pattern of
gradual thickening from west to east while thinning or even absence can be observed in
localized uplifted (bulge) areas. Especially with the central bulge zone as the boundary, the
strata in the northwest part of the bulge zone are developed as a fault on the northwest
segment and overlap on the southeast segment. However, the strata in the southeast part
of the bulge zone are formed as northwest trending fault steps. The Cenozoic is well-
developed in the whole basin, with good continuity and stable deposition, which however,
fluctuates mainly in the form of a dustpan. In contrast, the Cenozoic–Mesozoic in the
MUSYS is relatively thin, and the Mesozoic is absent or thin in some uplift (bulge) areas;
however, the Paleozoic is thickly developed and stably subsided, and minor faults are
relatively extensive in the Paleozoic.

(5) From the undulation characteristics of the basement and Paleozoic and the absence
of the Mesozoic, we believe that the strata distribute in a complex, and the basement
fluctuates significantly in the study area. In the pre-Cenozoic period, S-N trending tectonic
stress weakened and gradually turned into E-W trending tectonic action in the study
area. As a result, the Northern Basin of SYS (NBSYS) experienced more intense tectonic
deformation than the Middle Uplift of SYS (MUSYS). In addition, the intensity of the N-S
trending tectonic movement is more significant than that in the W-E direction, and the
eastern basement is more stable than the western basement.

4.4. Basement Interface Inversion and Hydrocarbon Prospect Area
4.4.1. Interface Inversion

This study employs the Parker-Oldenburg inversion method [81,82] to calculate the
Cenozoic depth. Instead of gravity anomalies, previous researchers usually utilized mag-
netic anomalies to compute the pre-Sinian basement depth [14,49,90,91]. In this work,
however, we separated the Bouguer gravity anomaly by employing RF and calculated
the residual gravity anomaly by the regularization scale factor of 50 km. An RA zoning
gravity inversion method is used to estimate the basement depth of the NBSYS and the
MUSYS for the first time (Figure 12a,b,d). Based on the gravity anomaly characteristics
and the profile positions of the seismic interpretation results, the basement depth in the
study area is further divided into the following two parts for inversion: the north-south
trending zone of the NBSYS, and the west-east trending zone of the MUSYS (Figure 12).
The correlation coefficient R between the basement and the residual gravity anomaly in the
NBSYS is 0.84, and the quadratic polynomial regression formula for the basement depth
of the NBSYS is H = 0.0023∆g2 + 0.148∆g − 7.856 (Figure 12a). Moreover, the correlation
coefficient R between the basement and the residual gravity anomaly in the MUSYS is
0.85, and the cubic polynomial regression formula for the basement depth of the MUSYS
is H = −0.00186∆g3 + 0.00406∆g2 + 0.390∆g − 7.194 (Figure 10b) (∆g: mGal, basement
depth: km).
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The pre-Sinian basement depth calculated by RA is shown in Figure 12d. To verify the
reliability of the basement depths, we extracted 24 basement depth points of the seismic
geological interpretation profiles [17,21]. Then we compared them with the basement
depth obtained by RA at the exact location. The comparison results indicate that the
maximum and minimum errors between them are 899 m and 34 m, respectively, with a
mean square error of±532.11 m (Table 1). Therefore, we conclude that the depths calculated
by RA are relatively reliable and reflect the undulation features of the basement. However,
the difference in basement depths is great in the depressions (sags) and the structural
boundaries, and slight in the uplifts (bulges) region, which indicates that the areas with
intense changes in strata depth can affect the results of RA when calculating the basement.

4.4.2. Basement Features

The basement depths (Figure 12d) show that the JXFZ bounds the north of the NBSYS,
and the area to the south of that adjacent to the MUSYS bounded by faults is a “trumpet-
shaped” basin opening eastward. Moreover, the basement depth of the basin fluctuates
greatly, and the basement is cut into secondary structures of different sizes by faults.
Macroscopically, the NBSYS presents a pattern of alternating sag and bulge from north to
south (Figure 12d). Along the north-south direction, therefore, the NBSYS can be further
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divided into eight sub-units, such as northeast sag, northern bulge, eastern sag, central sag,
northern sag, central bulge, western sag, and southern sag.

Table 1. Comparison of the basement depth between seismic interpretation and the results of RA.

Number Basement Depth by Seismic
Interpretation (m)

Basement Depth Calculated by
the Regression Formula (m)

Difference
(m)

Difference
%

1 7599.25 7564.64 34.61 0.46

2 7818.26 8468.2 −649.94 7.68

3 7781.76 8515.16 −733.4 8.61

4 6832.74 7538.48 −705.74 9.36

5 7307.25 7441.83 −134.58 1.81

6 7562.75 8093.74 −530.99 6.56

7 6650.24 7549.32 −899.08 11.81

8 6467.74 6664.87 −197.13 2.96

9 8475.27 7889.26 586.01 7.42

10 8438.77 8773.33 −334.56 3.81

11 9533.78 8841.07 692.71 7.84

12 8949.77 8781.61 168.16 1.91

13 8781.06 9376.66 −595.6 6.35

14 7622.42 7460.35 162.07 2.17

15 6463.78 6502.93 −39.15 0.60

16 7359.09 6506.29 852.8 13.11

17 8201.74 9091.95 −890.21 9.79

18 7464.42 8252.78 −788.36 9.55

19 9149.72 8941.66 208.06 2.33

σ =

√
∑N

i=1(σi−σ)2

n = ±532.11, σ: mean square error.

By contrast, the MUSYS and NBSYS are connected by faults and overlaps, and also
the basement presents a pattern of alternating sag and bulge from west to east. However,
the fluctuation difference in the regional basement is slight (Figure 12d). Furthermore, the
two bulge areas exhibit a significant spatial extent, with relatively small variations in
basement depth. These regions are characterized by a relatively stable structure and
the presence of multiple small-scale internal faults within strata. From the basement
characteristics, therefore, it is implied that the tectonic conditions of the NBSYS are relatively
complex, and the later structural reformation is intense; hence, it is a region with intense
tectonic activities. In contrast, the tectonic conditions of the MUSYS are relatively stable,
and the later reformation is weak, indicating that it represents a region of reasonable
stability on the LYP.

5. Discussion
5.1. Relationship between Tectonic Movement and Hydrocarbons

At the end of the Early Paleozoic, the Caledonian Movement induced significant
vertical differential movement in the SYSB, resulting in the underlying Early Paleozoic strata
being eroded and flattened to a certain extent. Therefore, the Upper Silurian and Middle and
Lower Devonian sediments are lacking in the SYSB [5,21]. The SYSB experienced long-term
subsidence during the Late Paleozoic to Early Triassic as it primarily accumulated marine
carbonate rocks and marine continental interactive transitional clastic rock. According to
geophysical data and drilling revelation, the SYS has extensively preserved vast thickness
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and relatively gentle strata of the Paleozoic and Middle and Lower Triassic [1,5,28], which
are well-preserved. Additionally, it has multiple sets of source rocks and hydrocarbon
reservoir-caprock combinations. The Indosinian Movement ended the long-term stable
marine sedimentation in the SYSB. The collision of the LYP with the SKP caused the entire
basin to uplift and undergo intense compression and deformation. The folding and uplift
of the marine Mesozoic and Paleozoic led to these strata being eroded and transformed,
forming the sedimentary basement of later continental Mesozoic and Cenozoic basins [14].
The marine strata experienced multi-period reformation and alteration, with most of the
Mesozoic–Paleozoic faulting occurring during the Indosinian Stage [21].

Meanwhile, this tectonic movement in the SYSB led to the widespread development of
sedimentary cover, which developed the Indosinian tectonic system [12,14]. The Indosinian
Movement resulted in varying degrees of damage and modification of the Mesozoic–
Paleozoic hydrocarbon reservoirs, causing the already accumulated oil and gas to be
redistributed and re-migrated again. Caprocks play a critical factor in preserving oil and
gas reservoirs in this region.

Following the Mesozoic, the NBSYS experienced intense tectonic activity and multi-
period stretching and rifting under the influences of the Yanshan and Himalayan move-
ments, creating fault-depression regions where the Paleogene–Neogene and Cretaceous
strata were deposited. These dustpan-shaped fault-depression systems with thicker sedi-
ments protected previously damaged oil and gas systems and prevented the diffusion of
oil and gas, which is conducive to preserving hydrocarbon reservoirs. The basement faults
formed by tectonic movements not only facilitate the sealing and preservation of oil and gas
but also provide pathways for oil and gas migration, thereby further changing the pattern of
oil and gas preservation and distribution. The marine petroleum system could be rebuilt. In
contrast, after the Indosinian Movement, the MUSYS underwent long-term uplift resulting
in the absence of many strata. However, according to the results of gravity modelling and
seismic data interpretation, the tectonic deformation of the Mesozoic–Paleozoic is relatively
weak, the stratigraphic sedimentation is stable, and the influence of faults and magmatic
activity on the MUSYS is relatively small. MUSYS has well-developed multiple sets of
inner cover layers and is distributed with stable upper cover layers [1,5–8]. In addition,
the Mesozoic–Paleozoic burial depth is shallow, the source rock is of late maturity, and the
hydrocarbon generation is late, while the sealing of the Mesozoic–Cenozoic caprocks is
good. These conditions are conducive to the enrichment and preservation of oil and gas in
marine structural layers [12,21].

5.2. Hydrocarbon Prospect Area

The basement depth (Figure 12d) and the Mesozoic-Paleozoic thickness (Figure 13)
show that the basement of the NBSYS is deep, and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic is widely
distributed and thick. Although the basement and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic thickness
fluctuate significantly, and the fault activities present are intense, the magmatic activity
is weak, and there are few igneous rock intrusions. Therefore, the internal destruction of
the Mesozoic–Paleozoic was not severe, and the reservoir conditions of oil and gas are
relatively good. The basement depth (Figure 12d) in the sags of the NBSYS is relatively
deep, with a depth of 3.5~10.0 km, and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic thickness is relatively thick
(Figure 13), with a thickness of 3.0~8.0 km. Additionally, based on the oil and gas geological
characteristics of the SYS, it is apparent that the oil and gas system in the NBSYS is well
developed and has superior caprocks. Although fault activities have altered the distribution
of oil and gas, their redistribution through fault structures has resulted in multiple fault
traps. Consequently, the secondary structures in the NBSYS provide favorable geological
conditions for oil and gas accumulation.
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The depth of the basement in the central bulge and the northern bulge, adjacent to
the north and south sides of the sag areas, is relatively shallow. According to the oil
and gas accumulation model in the NBSYS [17,64], combined with the fault structures
and stratigraphic evolution, we consider that the oil and gas in the sags can be migrated
vertically or horizontally to the structural highs of the northern bulge and the central bulge
through the faults. Under the influence of fault structures, oil and gas storage structures
such as fault anticlines or fault block traps can develop. Based on the above analysis,
therefore, three target prospect areas for oil and gas exploration of the Mesozoic-Paleozoic
are determined in the NBSYS. These include the transition zone between the northern sag
and central bulge, the transition zone between the northeastern sag and northern bulge,
and the transition areas between the western sag, southern sag, central sag and eastern sag,
as well as between the northern bulge and central bulge.

The basement depth of the MUSYS (Figure 12d) is relatively shallow; however, the
Mesozoic-Paleozoic strata are thick, widely distributed, and well preserved (Figure 13),
with thicknesses between 2.5 and 7.8 km. In addition, the Mesozoic–Paleozoic in the
MUSYS is characterized by gentle fluctuations, stable structural conditions, weak faults,
and poor magmatic activity; only the southeast corner of the MUSYS has igneous intrusions,
which may destroy the basement and the Paleozoic. Moreover, the Mesozoic–Paleozoic is
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alternately distributed along the east-west direction with highs and lows, and the strata
are imbricated under the influence of the north-south trending compression. In addition,
the Mesozoic–Paleozoic has well-developed internal sedimentary faults, and two large-
scale fault bulges exist in the MUSYS (Figure 13) that are characterized by extensive areas,
mild deformation, stable structures, and numerous source rock formations. In this area,
there are not only several sets of inner caprocks with favorable conditions, but also the
overlying caprocks with superior conditions are widely distributed. In the later period, the
oil and gas preservation conditions are superior, with multiple types of oil and gas resource
reservoir-caprock assemblages.

Combined with the fault division results (Figure 5) and gravity modelling geological
results, we consider that the sediments and structures of the MUSYS are relatively stable,
the hydrocarbon storage conditions are favorable, and that there is a favorable combination
of source, reservoir, and caprocks (Figures 9–11). Additionally, according to the oil and gas
accumulation pattern of the MUSYS [11], the faults can provide good passage and motive
power for oil and gas migration and accumulation, as well as considerable structural traps
for oil and gas accumulation. Furthermore, both the east and west sides of the two bulges
are close to the sag areas, and the oil and gas in the sags can be migrated to the structural
highs. Hence, the two bulges in the MUSYS should also be favorable prospective areas for
further oil and gas exploration of the Mesozoic–Paleozoic.

It should be noted that the northern South Yellow Sea area has a complex geological
setting, with significant variations in the strata thickness both vertically and horizontally.
Therefore, calculating density interfaces and the thickness of the Mesozoic and Paleozoic
strata using gravity data is based on approximation and inference. The results may differ
from actual geological conditions. However, the macroscopic interface depth and strata
thickness characteristics are relatively reliable. In addition, due to the low resolution of
gravity data and the non-uniqueness of geophysical inversion methods, although we apply
multiple geophysical data for joint interpretation, the determined fault structures, density
interfaces, and predicted oil and gas favorable areas in this study may be differences due
to these limitations. Nevertheless, our results still reflect the structural characteristics and
strata features of the study area.

To improve the reliability of interpretation of the results and deepen the understanding
of geological structures, it is necessary to obtain further high-resolution seismic profiles,
drilling and geological data, and higher precision gravity and magnetic data in future work.
Furthermore, the joint inversion method of gravity and seismic data should be enhanced to
minimize the non-uniqueness inherent in geophysical inversion.

6. Conclusions

We analyzed the characteristics and genesis of gravity and magnetic anomalies. Based
on higher precision gravity data, we refined the results of previous fault structures by
implementing reasonable geopotential field separation and edge detection processing
methods. In addition, we utilized the constraint information from the seismic profiles to
estimate the basement depth and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic thickness by gravity inversion.
The findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) In our study area, the structures exhibited considerable complexity, and regional
tectonism varies. Specifically, the intensity of tectonic activities weakened gradually from
NW to SE. During the pre-Cenozoic, the N-S trending tectonic movement was more
powerful than the E-W trending movement, resulting in greater structural deformation
in the NBSYS than that in the MUSYS. Additionally, the eastern basement was more
stable than the western basement in the study area. Consequently, these factors led to the
development of a chessboard tectonic pattern characterized by N-S trending zonings in the
NBSYS and E-W trending blockings in the MUSYS.

(2) The rationality and reliability of our fault division findings have been enhanced
through our study. The area features abundant faults, and the dominant faults in NE (NEE)
directions were staggered and cut off by secondary faults in NW (NWW), near-EW, and
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near-SN directions. This geometric pattern gave rise to a complex en echelon-typed fault
system that extends along the NE(NEE) directions. Notably, we successfully discovered a
new fault, F3-2, trending in the NE direction.

(3) This study represents the first instance of utilizing RA and gravity data to estimate
the pre-Sinian basement depth and the Mesozoic–Paleozoic thickness. The basement
and strata features differed significantly along the N-S direction. The NBSYS displayed
significant fluctuations in the basement and Mesozoic–Paleozoic thicknesses, coupled with
intense fault activity. Conversely, the Mesozoic–Paleozoic in the MUSYS was characterized
by mild fluctuations and relatively stable structural conditions.

(4) This paper assessed the potential for hydrocarbon exploration in the Mesozoic–
Paleozoic strata. The investigation utilized geological information, including fault struc-
tures, stratigraphic distribution, and hydrocarbon accumulation models to identify three
transitional areas between the bulges and the sags connected by faults and overlaps in the
NBSYS, leading to the identification of prospective target areas for hydrocarbon exploration.
Additionally, the study also identified two stable bulges in the MUSYS which are favorable
prospective areas for further oil and gas exploration.

(5) The study found that the fault structures, density interfaces, and predicted favorable
oil and gas areas inferred from the analysis of gravity and magnetic data are relatively
reliable. However, the complex structures in the SYS, in conjunction with the low accuracy
of the gravity and magnetic data and the inherent non-uniqueness of geophysical inversion
methods, may lead to potential discrepancies from actual geological formations. Therefore,
future investigations should supplement our findings with high-resolution seismic profiles,
drillings, geological data, and high-precision gravity and magnetic data to enhance the
reliability their interpretation. Furthermore, additional quantitative analyses of the gravity
and magnetic data with geological structures are necessary. Additionally, it is crucial to
improve the joint inversion method of gravity, magnetic, and seismic data to minimize the
non-uniqueness of geophysical inversion methods.
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